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EditoralNotes.
The possession of the true faith is one of the
best reasons any mortal can have for being truly
thankful.
An unwise and unjust war is about the way
ex-Governor Boutwell sizes up our late conflict
with Spain.
The sacred mission of the Holy Ghost Hospital
for Incurables, of Cambridge, is proclaimed in
its name. Its dedication, to which we allude on
page 417, was an occasion of great humanitarian interest.
What sort of acquaintance with the character
of Christ's doctrine must a preacher possess who
declares, as one of our Boston Presbyterian
ministers did last Sunday, that " the Anglo-Saxon
race originated the doctrine of the brotherhood
of man " !

older people, too, who have weakened their will
power by too frequent indulgence in intoxicating
liquors, but who will not fall if open opportunity
is not afforded them through the treating habit
which has become such a snare to unwary feet.
Sobriety, industry and thrift have been promoted
under the present conditions. Their continuance,
consequently, is a thing devoutly to be wished.
Ouu readers who are fond of fiction will find
on page 18 a consideration of some of the most
popular novels of the day. The writer, Florence
Bain Seymour, is thoroughly conversant with the
kind of literature she criticizes, and her remarks
are well worth attention, even by those who may
not always agree with her conclusions.

Ex-Sbcbbtabt of State Sherman says that a
arranged easily with
the
government of that country
Spain by which
have
left
Cuba
without any bloodshed.
would
holds
for an unnecessary
responsible
He
Congress
The Rev. Hubbbt W. Brown, missionary of war. Truly, the greater part of our national
the Presbyterian board, writing in the Indepen- legislators can not be counted among the peacedent, say ß that in many parts of .Mexico only fear makers who are blessed.
treaty could have been

of the strong arm of the civil government restrains priests and people from killing Protes- Mr. Spalding's Book.
Readers of the Sacked lleakt Rkvikw will
tants. And eating them afterwards, the preacher
remember
the series of very able papers which
might have added with equal veracity.
appeared in its pages from the pen of James
The new orthodoxy," of which Rev. B. Fay
Field Spalding, 1). D., the former pastor of an
Mills is the local prophet, does not apparently
Episcopalian church in Cambridge. During
differ much from oldfashioned Protestantism.
the course of their publication serially, it
The new orthodoxy," said Mr. Mills last Sunwas an often expressed wish that they would
day, "has given up the Infallible Book, but reafterwards appear in book form; for it was
tains the infallible man." That is simply a new felt that they could be of great service to
affirmation of the doctrine of private interpreta- Catholics, not only for circulation among themtion of Holy Writ.
selves, but as a means of making known the
We are very fond of holding up the Spaniards Church's teachings to Protestants in a particas barbarous because they patronize and encour- ularly acceptable way. The wish is now realage bull-tights, but our so-called Anglo-Saxon ized : under the title of The World's Unrest
brethren will follow a poor fox with horse and and its Remedy," Longmans, Green & Co. have
hounds all day long, and do him to death with- issued the work. On a later occasion we will
out remorse. And they not only kill poor Reyreview the volume at length ; but meanwhile we
nard, but they needlessly endanger their own would inform our readers of its existence, and,
lives and those of their high-mettled steeds as as
due
time, remind
this is the
well. Now we are no lovers or encouragers of them of its particular appropriateness as
bull-fights, but it seems to us that when the a holiday gift. Mr. Spalding has added two
Anglo-Saxon fox-hunter points the linger of essays to the papers as they originally appeared,
scorn at the bull-fighting Spaniard lie is very one on
Personal Obstacles
Those Which
like the proverbial pot when it calls the prover- Catholics Might Remove," and the second on
bial kettle black.
Personal Obstacles
Those For Which In-

"

"

"

"

When we are giving thanks to God next
Thursday for all the blessings and benefits which
He has showered upon our beloved land during
the past twelve months, let us not forget to beseech Him to keep our country in His guidance
during the coming year.
We have plainly
reached a crucial period in our national existence,
and upon the prudence of the people and the
wisdom of their legislators it may depend whether
"this government of the people by the people
for the people" shall continue to be the illustrious and beneficent power it has so far been,
chiefly because it has remained faithful to the
principles upon which our fathers founded it.

It has been demonstrated beyond the shadow
of a doubt, we believe, that no-license has
been a blessing to Cambridge. Its retention,
therefore, is most desirable, and it is to be hoped
that the majority of the voters will be, as they
have been in the past, in favor of a measure which
has produced such beneficial results, through a
faithful enforcement of the law. The Christian
home has been encouraged by no-license," which
has removed many temptations from the path of
the voting and unthinking ; and from the way of

"

"

"

"quirers are

?

?

Responsible." Without unreserved
all their contents, one may freely

acceptance of

confess that they add a decided flavor to the
book ; and that, accepted in the spirit Mr. Spalding presents them
the spirit of fearless testinot
of fault-finding or mere criticism
mony,
they will not prove barren of results.
Catholic book-buyers will act wisely in including Mr. Spalding's book among their purchases.
?

?

The Bugbear of " Sectarianism" Receives a
Black Eye.
Read Rev. Doctor McSweeney's very interesting letter below. For the sake of those who
may not know him we would say that he is professor of dogmatic theology, Church history and
canon law in Mount St. Mary's Seminary, one of
the oldest and best institutions of learning in the
country. His contributions to the periodical
press are always interesting, timely, and such as
show him to be a close student of current events.
We feel bound to say, however, that his opinion
that more than a million and a half Catholic
children in this country receive no religious instruction in day-school or Sunday-school, is, it
seems to us, not correct. There are no data to

support his position.. As he himself says
" there are no statistics," and in the absence of
such facts it is useless, it appears to us, to attempt
?

to settle the question. Rev. Doctor McSweeney,
to our mind, is mistaken in supposing that three-

fourths of our parochial school children make it])
the attendance of our Sunday-schools, and yet it
is on this assumption he bases his conclusion. It
would be nearer the truth, we believe, to suppose
that these children constitute about one-third of
the whole number attending Sunday-schools.
Personal observation of the parochial schools in
the state of New York and elsewhere has led us
to this conclusion.
No doubt, however, there are too many children
of Protestants and Catholics who receive no religious instruction in Sunday-school or dayschool, and thus these children are deprived of
one of the essential elements of good citizenship.
This fact, doubtless, led our Commissioner of
Education, and, as he says, scientific and philosophical thinkers," to appreciate at its true value
the importance of religious instruction" for
our future men and women. Would to Godthat
the members of our various Protestant societies
and the editors of the religious weeklies, not to
speak of the dailies, might emulate the Christian
sentiments of our scientific and philosophical
thinkers," and then one of the most important
and pressing problems of our day and country
would be solved on a Christian basis. If they
followed the example of Professor Sedgwick, who
is quoted in our editorial today on"The Views
of Two Educators," the change for the better,
for which we earnestly pray, would not be long

"

"

"

delayed.
It appears, too, from this letter that the bugaboo of " sectarianism" has no terrors for little
Delaware. She very sensibly dares to do today
what all the New England states did until less
than fifty years ago, and appropriates money for
sectarian " purposes, when by so doing she is
"sure
to prepare better material for good citizens.
These are all promising signs of the times.
To the Editor ok the Review:
The United States Commissioner of Education,according to the Philadelphia Ledger, has just published his
annual report. The total population of the country in
1897 was 71,374,142. Between 5 and 18 years, the
school age, there were 21,082,472 persons. All schools,
high and low, public and private, general and special,
had 1G,040,287 pupils. Making allowance for those in
the schools, more than 18 years of age, it follows that
about 5,000,000 are in no school of any kind. These neglected children and youths must belong to neglectful
and ignorant parents. We may estimate the illiterate,
then, at about 10,000,000 persons.
But perhaps these children attend Sunday-school!
The Commissioner gives much space to this part of the
subject. He finds by ollicial reports that the Evangelical Protestants " had, In 189G, 192,097 such schools,
with 1 394,030 officers and teachers, and 10,893.52:1
scholars. The Jews had in their Sabbath schools 13,--606; the Catholics are reckoned as having 1,500,000, between children and teachers ; the Mormons 81,903.
Hence the Sunday-schools, according to the Commissioner, have 4,000,000 scholars less than the schools
generally. However, he seems to forget that we Catholics give religious instruction in our parochial and
private schools, asylums, etc., to about 900,000 children, and that the various denominations probably do
likewise to perhaps 500,000 more. This will leave about
2 5o(i,00o children without religious school training instead of 4,000,000 that is, one in seven, instead of one
in four, of all children attending school. But the terrible fact is the other and greater number who are
beyond both secular and religious teaching. What is to
be done about these five millions and their probably just
as lamentable families? They make just about oneseventh of our whole population.
The public schools last year received 8188,641,243.
The Commissioner pays special attention to Sunday?

"

:
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schools and, as far as the Ledger can recall, this is the
llrst time he does it. He says :?
"While the education of the American people, supported
by taxes and public funds, is becoming more and more
rigidly secular in character, and the lines drawn mi.re
closely which separate it from ecclesiastical and religious
instruction, yet the true importance of religious instruction is coming to be better understood among scientific
and philosophical thinkers."
He then makes an extract from the laws of Delaware,
which is, indeed, matter of surprise. This state pays
annually a certain amount, very small indeed, but, nevertheless, a contribution, for the maintenance of every
" Sabbath " school in its borders.
Little Delaware, in this most vital matter, may lead
the sisterhood of states, just as comparatively small
South Carolina does in safeguarding marriage and administering the dangerous and dishonorable liquor
trallic.
It is a comforting sign of the times, this calling
attention on the part of the Commissioner of Education
to the " true importance of religious instruction," and
we have no doubt that the principle contentled for by the
Catholic Church and her rebellious daughters, named
Lutheran and Anglican, will yet be accepted by the
American people. The Lutherans assert the need
of religion in the schools, and excommunicate
those
send
their
members
that
do
not
children to church schools; while the Episcopalians
last month, in their convention at the Capital, declared
their belief in the Catholic doctrine on this subject. Let
us pray God to hasten this result, for reckoning only
ten million Catholics known as such (there areprobably
ten moremillions not recognized) ,we have about two and
a half million of school age, and with all our efforts, only
!t5!),000 in all our schools, colleges ard various charitable institutions. As to our Sunday-schools, there are
no statistics, but probably the parochial school children
constitute three-fourths of their entire attendance.
There are 820,000 of these latter; hence about eleven
hundred thousand will be the number of Catholic children in our Sunday-schools, to which, if we add those
in our asylums, we will have about 1,238,000.
Now with a Catholic population of ten millions or so
(according to our latest directory), we must have about
two and one-half millions of children of school age.
What follows?
Figures are sometimes misleading, but it looks as if
more than half our Catholic children did not receive
any religious instruction in day-school or Sundayschool, except what they may get at Mass on Sundays.
This conclusion may be wide of the truth, but the
sooner we know the truth on the subject the better.
Hence this letter, inviting others.
(Rkv.) Edward McSwkknky.
Mt. st. Mary'*, -Vor. e, i89s.

THE VIEWS OF TWO EDUCATORS.
When the defects of any system are recognized
by its supporters there is reason for believing
that the proper remedies will be devised and applied to them. The day was when to hint even
that our American public school system had its
faults was considered an attack upon the public
schools. That day has gone by, however. For
although there are yet to be found individuals so
obstinate as to maintain that our public school
system is all that it should be, and so fanatic as
to accuse of un-Americanism any one who ventures to question their contentions, the belief is
plainly gaining ground in intelligent circles that
there are grievous defects in our public school
system, in consequence of which fact the question of what remedies should be adopted is one
that is now being widely discussed by people
who can not be suspected of hostility to the public schools.
Two notable statements regarding our public
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Professor Sedgwick, it will be seen from this early Church?sodoeshe, andyouboth proveyotir
excerpt from his address, thinks that the chief point according to your own views. You appeal

cause of the deterioration of the public school
is the inefficient character of the school committee and the school board. lie is undoubtedly
right in attributing to that cause much of the
deficiencies of the schools, but the defects which
he admits and deplores have deeper roots than
the ones which he assigns to them. Professor
.1. M. Tyler of Amherst College came nearer to
locating those roots when, speaking subsequently
to Professor Sedgwick, before the Twentieth
Century Club, he said :?
"Our schools were founded that the commonwealth
might have sturdy and good citizens. Teachers, more
than members of any other profession, are responsible to
the state for the character of its citizens. The pupils in
our schools differ from those of twenty or fifty years ago,
and need a differenttraining and instruction. How shall
we discharge our duty to the state? What is the aim of
our education'.' The practical man says: 'Train your
pupils so they can make money.' The scholar says:
Makethem learned.' But both these aims are inadequate.
Learning and wealth are good. But something more and
other is required for good citizenship. We need healthy
men and women, sound and strong morally and religiously. But so broad a conception of education threatens
its unity and thoroughness. We are left in a sad dilemma."

'

If the correct conception of education which
Professor Tyler outlines above threatens the
unity it surely does not threaten the thoroughness? of the present system, that unity
should be brushed asiele without the least compunction. In fact, it may be said that this unity
of our existing system is one of its chief defects.
If all the children who attend the public schools
were cast in the same mould, had the same
mental and physical properties and were destined
to fill all the same positions in life, there might
be some reason for the cast-iron school policy
which runs them all through the same grooves
and attempts to fill square holes with round pegs
and vice versa. Hut to allow such a policy,
stupid as it must seem when the different natures
and characters and future lives of the children
are considered, to stand in the way and prevent
the adoption of remedies absolutely necessary to
render the schools capable of turning out sturdy
and good citizens," is folly of such stupendous
proportions that the marvel is so intelligent a
body as the American people are have so long
tolerated it.
?

"

AUTHORITY IN THE ANGLICAN
ESTABLISHMENT.
?

"

?'

?
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neglected to see that public matters are managed as they sons: What is the bishop for if not to guide and
should be. We simply allow the worst element to rule, govern his
portion of the Church V You claim
without taking any interest, in public affairs except to
is
not
that
he
Catholic. lie claims that you are
crumble about our tax bills. These things explain why
our school committee has now become inefficient; why it not truly Catholic according to his standard.
has become largely a political organization, where, it is Y our
private judgment is pitted against his prisaid, many aspirants for office gain their first pulls,'
vate
judgment;
who shall decide betweenyou ?
which later lead them into the common council and the
legislature."
You appeal to the teaching of theFathers and the

Here is a passage quoted from the English
Church Times:
As far as possible, said the Rev. Arthur
Cocks, at the English Church Union meeting, he
would go out of his way to meet the Bishop in
obedience, but it must be made perfectly clear,
not only to the Bishop, but to the man in the
street, that the clergy, first of all, owed allegiance
to the Catholic Church, and only owed allegiance
to the Bishop of any diocese in so far as he was
schools and the system upon which they are at
the true and lawful exponent of the Catholic
present conducted, have lately been made in this doctrine."
city. One was the utterance of Professor William
That is the curious doctrine of the Ritualists
T. Sedgwick of the Massachusetts Institute of
who claim to be even more Catholic than the
Technology before the West Roxbury's Citizen's Catholics themselves. They know that obedience
Association. Here are that gentleman's words as to
authority is a Catholic doctrine, so they insist
we find them reported in one of our daily conupon it, but with a reservation. The fact is that
temporaries :?
the low-church bishops do not approve of their
There was once a time when our best citizens were
these
proud to serve upon the school board, but that time has doings or of their teachings. So when
unhappily past. The time was when our schools in bishops presume to interfere with them they
Itoston were the best to be found, but that time, too, has claim the right of resisting on the ground that
passed. The school committee is composed partly of peothe bishops
are not Catholic. They
ple of no fitness for the position, and the board is they
too
grind;
seem not to be aware that they themselves are
besieged by an army of people with axes to
often getting them ground. We can no longer boast really claiming the Protestant right of private
that American schools are the best on earth, for
is
the only city in which the people have judgment. We might very well say to these perBoston

4

?

to your own branch of the Catholic Church, the
English Establishment, and insist upon the continuity of teaching and legitimate authority
from before the Reformation, lie insists that
the Reformation changed all that. You appeal to
the offices of the Prayer Book, which in some re-

He appeals to
the thirty-nine Articles embodied in the same
Prayer Book as the true expression of the sense
of the reformers, and which are dead against
your views, pronouncing some of them fond
things vainly invented and grounded upon no
warranty of Scripture " saying of others that
they can not be proved by Holy Writ, but are
repugnant to the plain words of Scripture," and
of still others that they are blasphemous fables
and dangerous deceits." Who shall decide between you V
Your church convocation can not decide, for
it is in subjection to the state. Rut suppose it
were independent and could legislate without interference, what security would you have that
the decisions would be in accordance with Catholic truth ? Its decisions would only be the despects seem to favor your views.

"

:

"

"

cisions of accidental majorities perhaps brought
about by the ever-shifting phases ofecclesiastical
politics. And then, what certainty would there
be, supposing they could agree among themselves,
that the decisions of other national churches, dependent, like themselves, upon accidental majorities, would agree with theirs ''. Unity of faith
implies unity of the whole church. But what is
to prevent the national Church of England from
being high-church while the national " Protestestant Episcopal Churcli in the United States
of America" is low-church, and the national

Episcopal Church of Australia, broad-church V
In such a condition of things there is, of course,
no security for unity of faith.
The feeling of Episcopalians themselves seems
to be indicated by the manner in which their papers allude to the doings of the late general convention in Washington. The Living Church
says:?
" The (ieneral Convention of '98 has adjourned, and, as
we sometimes say about Congress, ' very little harm has
been done!' For this we ought indeed to be thankful, for
there were great possibilities of hai m among so many men
of many minds ; and some of the best minds and most persuasive speakers are sometimes unwise counsellors."

And our friend, "Father" Ritchie, of the
Catholic Champion, with unconscious humor, in
view of the fact that no action was taken on the
subject of divorce, exclaims

...

:

?

" But what would they have done. [if they had acted]
We are ready to think that, after all, we are saved from
something. Conventions may be bewitched, and they
may be impressed.
We must still bear the disgrace of our canon until the Churoh cones to know the
truth more perfectly."
The Church somehow, it seems, is still to be
instructed and led into the truth before it can be
prepared to legislate and teach the people what
the truth is.
Such are the vague, unsatisfactory theories of
our Protestant Episcopal brethren who call them-

"

selves true Catholics?not Roman ?and claim
superioritynotonly overtheirProtestantbrethren
of other denominations, but even over the Roman obedience from which they have separated,
and which has the only principle and efficient instrument of true unity. Will they never learn
that unity of faith and morals is absolutely impossible without a central authority which shall
be recognized by the whole Catholic Church as
inerrable, and entitled to universal and unquestioning obedience V

"

"

"
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PROTESTANT CONTROVERSY.
XV.
Richard Itothe remarks that sometimes a nation, which
is appointed to some great function for humanity, very
nearly dies of discharging it. This has emphatically been
true of Spain. For seven centuries she was the bulwark
that stood between western Europe and Mohammedanism.
The crushing victory of Charles Martel over the Saracens
at Tours would not have availed but for the long agony
of conflict sustained beyond the Pyrenees by the slowly
enlarging Christian kingdoms of the North, by Aragon,
Navarre, Leon, Portugal, and above all, by the great
Castile. It it not strange, therefore, if, even after four
centuries, the Spaniards have been found but imperfectly
capable of accommodating themselves to new conditions.
We should be patient with them, for they had long
patience of suffering for us.
We can see, then, why the Spanish Inquisition could not
fail to take a form displeasing to the Popes. The Italians
had not, like the people of the western peninsula, had to
contend for centuries with two mighty races, the Jews
and the Moors, for their nationality and their religion.
That balance of judgment, therefore, in dealing with
other religious, which the present bishop of London remarks as having distinguished the Roman See, was not
exposed to deflection from the intensity of immediate
self-defence. The Popes could see how far beyond reason
and equity the Spaniards went in dealing with the baptized Moors and much more with the baptized Jews.
The Old Christians suspected, and with good reason, that
as these had only accepted baptism as an alternative to
expulsion, their attachment to their new faith was not apt
to be very warm. Yet, as the Popes reminded them,
since they had received these new brethren, they were
bound to regartl them with a generous confidence, such
as would be likely to lead them in the end to a fuller
sincerity. Charles the Fifth's ambassador writes with
great disgust that at Rome no one asks whether a priest
is of Jewish blood or not.
The Popes, remarks Llorente, wished the Spaniards to
take pattern by the Roman Inquisition in the far wider
range which it allowed to prisoners in the choice of
counsel, in the much greater freedom of communication
between them and their counsel, and in the much greater
regard paid to the canonical provisions in favor of the
accused. The sullen obduracy with which the Spaniards
listened to these papal admonitions could not fail to be
displeasing to Rome. Still more provoking was the continual disobedience which the Holy See had to encounter
from Spain. Sometimes the inquisitors would hasten the
execution of their sentences in order to anticipate inevitable papal intervention in favor of the accused. Sometimes they would actually suppress papal briefs. Not nnfrequeutly they would tell the Pope they could not obey
him because they bad been forbidilen by the King. At
length, as I have already mentioned, they went so far as to
proscribe an Italian Bible published by Sixtus V. In the
last century, again, Benedict XIV. had to labor with the
Spanish Inquisition ten years before he could persuade it
to strike out of its list of prohibited books the works of the
great Augustinian, Cardinal Noris. We may judge how
such contumacy, and such effrontery, must have affected
the Supreme Pontiffs.
No man can serve two masters. The Crown and the
Pope could not both be supreme over the Inquisition.
Now so long as the sceptre was borne by the strong hand
of Isabella, of Ferdinand, of Charles V., of Philip II., the
Crown was emphatically supreme. True, it is an exaggerated statement of some Catholic writers, that the
Spanish kings set up the Inquisition only to govern more
absolutely through it. They, too, were intense Catholics.
They, too, shared the jealousy of their Old Christian subjects against the New Christians. They set up the Inquisition as a tremendously effective Spanish Protective
Association, in defence of endangered religion antl
nationality. The history of this melancholy tribunal may
warn us of the fruits likely to ripen from such a commixture and insane ebullience of these two great passions.
Yet the Spanish kings, although their fundamental
motives in setting up the new Inquisition were national
and religious, never lost out of sight the opportunity it
gave them of reducing both State and Church into complete dependence on themselves. Before the Holy Office
no privileges could be pleaded.
Bishop, archbishop,
primate, grandee, magistrate, all were helpless here.
Again and again the King brought before the Inquisition
refractory prelates or statesmen, guilty of no religious
offence whatever, and in no case, I believe, did the
tribunal refuse to try them. If now the Crown could
secure control of the Holy Office, all franchises were
crushed at its feet.
How effectually this control by the Crown was accomplished may be seen by the following facts.
(1) The Grand Inquisitor was in every case named by
the King. There seems to be no instance of a papal

rejection.
(2) In no case did an Inquisitor General refuse to
resign if required by the King.
(3) The Supreme Council and all Provincial Inquisitions were appointed and removed at the royal pleasure.
(4) The statutes of the Holy Office, drawn up by
Torquemada, refer, from beginning to end, to no other
authority than the Crown.
(.">) The jurisdiction of the Inquisition was enlarged or
contracted at the royal pleasure. Thus Ferdinand and
Isabella commanded apostate baptized Jews and forbade
apostate baptized Moors to be burnt. So also the King
surrendered to the Holy Office foreign Protestants trading with Spain, or released them from it, as he chose.
(6) The Crown compelled the Inquisition to take
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cognizance of matters so far from religion that some
Grand Inquisitors complained of the incongruity, but to
no avail.
(7) The haughtiest inquisitors, while contending for
certain prerogatives as inherent in the Holy Office, expressly allowed that the King could abolish the Inquisition itself if he would.
(8) The estates of those condemned to death lapsed to
the Crown, which did not even allow the Inquisitors to
pay their own salaries out of them, but appropriated
cathedral canonicates for them.
It is plain that an institute thus amenable to the Crown,
at every point, could not possibly be the organ of the
Pope. Hardly anything short of a threat of the greater
excommunication levelled at the King himself, as once
in the case of Carranza, could bring the Escurial to terms.
In spite of his formal acknowledgment of Roman infallibility in doctrine, the King seems to have often behaved
as if the chair of Peter was to be found at .Madrid. The
late remark of the Archbishop of Oregon, touching the
contumacious disobedience of the Spaniards to the Holy
See, finds confirmation in almost every chapter of
Llorente.
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Under the weaker hands of Philip 111., Philip IV.,and
Charles 11., the Inquisition almost detached itself from
royal control, but not in the least to the advantage of
papal control. In fact, during the seventeenth century,
it seems hardly controllable even by itself. It strikes
out right and left, like a blind giant, spitefully, though no
longer very ferociously. Its differentorgans seem to have
lost co-ordination. The Inquisitor General himself sometimes trembles in fear of an impeachment for heresy.
The old disobedient disrespectfulness to Home seems to
go on as before, though not so noticeably, for the want of
equally grave matters of offence.
With the accession of the Bonrbons, in 1700, the arrogance of the Holy Office slowly declines. The new French
Kings brought from the North a more modern spirit, less
contumaciously shut against all influence from abroad.
Philip Y. was a very weak man, but he had not learned to
put an Inquisitor General above the Pope. Under Ferdinand VI. torture was given up. Capital sentences became
rare. After 1746, there were only twenty-eight. After 1783
there was only one, which the Grand Inquisitor annulled.
Models of mildness," says Llorente, " are these modern
"Inquisitors,
compared with the earlier." Even through
the massive walls of the Santa Casa, he remarks, the
modern spirit of equity and benevolence makes its way,
mitigating the application, though not in the least changing the letter, of the statutes of Torquemada. The
Methodist Ooctor Rule makes precisely the same declaration, and gives some very interesting aud pleasing illustrations of it.
That gentleman, therefore, whoever he may be, that has
lately answered to all this: " I do not believe a word of
it," had better conceal his name. Else people will be
asking, " Is there any conceivable limit to human
impudence ? "
Under Charles 111. even the provincial inquisitions
were not allowed to make an arrest without an express
order from the King. No wonder that the operations of
the Holy Office began to decline. In fact, says Llorente, it
was thenceforth little more than an agent of police foi
keeping out <*f Spain books written in favor of constitutional government. In this one particular it had stood
higher two centuries earlier. Then it had compelled a
priest to beg pardon for ascribing to the King the power
of taxation without representation.
What may be true or false as to the temporary revival
of the Inquisition after 1814,1 am unaware. Whether the
odious Ferdinand VII. really re-introduced torture, notwithstanding the papal prohibition of 1810, and brought
in secret murders, under hideous torment, unknown to
the real Inquisition, I do not know. He was quite bail
enough for it. On the other hand, Llorente is no authority
for it. He was not in Spain, and his faculties were fast
breaking up. No such things were found when the Inquisition of Barcelona was stormed in 1820 Probably it
is a Lehmanowsky story. At all events, we have Llorente's
authentic declaration that no such things were true of the
Inquisition proper, that which disappeared in 1808.
Notwithstanding all the obstinacy of the Spanish Inquisition, Llorente shows many cases in which the Popes
intervened with happy effect. As Hefele remarks, the
Popes rescued innumerable lives, and saved innumerable
estates, and the honor of innumerable families. Could
Leo X. have carried out that plan ofreducing the Spanish
Inquisition to a really ecclesiastical tribunal, from which
he was diverted by the complications of theReformation, it
is probable that even Spanish bigotry, instead of the
30,000 executions which Llorente ascribes to it in 315
years, would have had to stop short of 10,000.
How does the actual number, as given by Llorente,
compare with the executions for witchcraft in Presbyterian Scotland from 1550 to 1750. Colonel Higginson says
that in ten years, from about IGBO to 1000, four thousand
Scotch people were put to death as sorcerers. I have never
heard of any particular outbreak of fanaticism in Scotland
at that time. However, let us suppose the average to
have been only 1,000 for every ten years, throwing on these
3,000 extra. Then we should have 23,000 put to death in
Presbyterian Scotland. Now Scotland is one-sixth the
size of Spain. This would require for Spain, in 325 years,
180,000 executed for witchcraft alone. In other words, to
equal the religious intolerance of Scotland, Spain should
have put to death for one crime six times as many as the
Inquisition put to death for all crimes. And yet Presbyterians, and Protestants generally, are continually talking about the unmeasured intolerance of Catholic Spain '.
The truth is, as Llorente can not help sarcastically saying, the Protestants would never have concerned them-

selves particularly about the Spanish Inquisition, had it
not burnt a small number of Lutherans, most of them of
high standing. They were a mere handful, he remarks,
compared with the Jndaizers executed, but they were
ours. Therefore we never bear the end of the Spanish
Inquisition. On the other hand, we are perfectly blank
and blind to the ghastly roll of religious punishments
inflicted by our own Protestant ancestors. Moreover, while
nine-tenths of the Spanish victims were strangleil and
then burnt, the Scottish sorcerers, as I understand, were
one and all burnetl alive. To be sure, in the one case it
was mostly for heresy, in the other case altogether
for witchcraft. But would not a man infinitely rather be
strangled for heresy than burnt alive for witchcraft?
My estimates for Scotland are conjectural. So are
Llorente's for Spain. Yet mine rest on reasonable
probabilities, which is more than can be said for his. However, let any one substitute authentic statistics ftir my
estimates, and bring them down to one-tenth of my computation, and be will have rendered a great service to me,
and to humanity.
Charles C. Starbuck.
Andover, Muss.

A PRINCESS

OF

HUNGARY.

One of the most lovable and interesting figures
in all biography, whether secular or religious,
ancient or modern, is that of the little Hungarian princess who married a noble Puke ofThuringia and Hesse ; and who, after the lapse of more
than six centuries, is still known in tender parlance as the dear St. Elizabeth." Born in the
"
year 1207, the sweetest tokens of heavenly love
were showered upon her cradle; peace was
granted to her nation ; interior discords ceased ;
a remarkable harmony and holiness in private life
was noticeable among the people; the little one
herself, at an early age, loved God and loved the
poor. " All Hungary," it was said, " rejoices on
account of this child, for she has brought peace

with her."
The fame of these things spread, and the Duke
of Thuringia lost no time in asking her hand for
Louis, his eldest son. As the story goes on, it
becomes one vivid panoramaof striking pictures,
that have been immortalized by thepowerful pen
of the saint's chivalrous young biographer of our
century, the Count dc Montalembert, peer of
little Elizabeth, four years
silk embroidered with gold
in a massive silver cradle,
noble Hungarian maidens,
bringing with her, also, gifts of immense value as
her dowry; and traveling in state to a new
country, to be solemnly betrothed at once to
the boy Louis, eleven years of age. Then follows the enchanting scene of her happy childhood, its pretty games, its mirth, its innocence ;
and the story ran that the Child Jesus often came
to her, spoke lovingly to her, and played with
her. Even then she used to steal like a sunbeam
into the kitchens of the castle, and gather together food for her beloved poor, on whom she
was wont to bestow the money which her new
father and mother sometimes gave to her. She
called her betrothedmy brother, and ma mie, and
he called her my sister, in the simplicity of their
France. We see the
old, clad in a robe of
and silver, and lying
attended by thirteen

pure young souls.
As she grew older, her very holiness and faith
excited the dislike of worldly people round her,
but the faithful love of the young knight continued ; wherever he went he rememberedher and

brought her presents. In 1220 the marriage was
celebrated, the one being twenty years old, the
other thirteen, "both innocent," as the chronicle
says, *'in heart even more than in years; loving
God with a love beyond our power to say; and
that was why the holy angels dwelt with them."
Of the noble husband, too early lost to his
grieving people, it is narrated that never did he
wound anyone by proud or chilling manners.
The only vehement passion that all his historians
record was his passionate love of justice, yet,
while inflexible to all who broke the law of God,
he was gentle and kind to all whose offences were
against himself. "Dear children," he said to
some thoughtless servitors, "do that no more, for
you grieve my heart." His whole character, his
(Continued on page 411.)
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Pakis, Oct. 29, 1898.
In spite of the pessimists, who kept repeating
that M. Felix Faure would look in vain for a
hero ready to sacrifice himselffor the public weal,
it looks as if one were ready made in the person
of M. Charles Dupuy, who has been asked to
form a cabinet, and is only waiting to meet a few
politicians before he gives his consent.
The debates on the Dreyfus revision at the
('our dc Cassation opened yesterday. Passionate
discussions and excitable audiences are shadows
of the past. One can readily foresee how matters will proceed, and about how long the affair
will last. Councillor Bard has read about half
of his voluminous report, which gives forth no
dubious note, and will end, it is said, with categorical conclusions.
Before M. Hard inspected the dossier of the affair, he was a partisan of revision, and inclined
to believe in the innocence of Dreyfus. Hence
he gives weight to that part of the evidence
which serves to confirm him in his opinion.
Every listener in the courtroom yesterday must

have realized that M. Bard was pronouncing a
plea for the prisoner of the lie au Diable, rather
than reading a judicial report of evidence. M.
Manau will probably do the same, and when M.
Mornard, the lawyer of Madame Dreyrus, has
developed his conclusions, there can be no doubt
but the revision will take place.
Captain Baratier arrived in Paris yesterday,
and great crowds had gathered around the station to welcome him. A little man he is, quite
slender, but full of energy, his thin face set in
the frame of a heavy blonde beard. He wore
the sky-blue dolman of the mounted chasseurs,
and the kepi with three silver bands. Enthusiastic as was his reception, there was not one
word to wound the ears of the sirdar Kitchener,
who had arrived by the same train. The latter
is a fair man with a red moustache, very tall and
slender; a clear, frank look in his eyes, and a
sunburned complexion.
During the ovation to Captain Baratier, the
sirdar stood talking quietly to those who surrounded him, and seemed in excellent humor.
As he was leaving the station, a journalist approached him. One of the aides interposed, "Do
not speak to the General," he said, he will not
"
answer you."
Nothing daunted, the newspaper man asked
his question :
" Did you see Commandant
Marchand '! "
" Yes; at Fachoda," replied the sirdar; "a
fine fellow ; a charming man," and the group
passed on. The sirdar and his suite spent the
night at a hotel near the station, and left Paris
the next morning.
Francisque Sarcey,apropos of Madame Auclert's
recent tirade against clerical influence, in which
she deplores the stupidity of a man asking advice from a priest who is dead to the world, and
declining to receive it from the mother thatbore
him, says : " I would mildly suggest to Madame
Auclert that if religious have withdrawn from
the world, the world has no idea of letting them
alone; it leaves them very little peace in their
retreat.

"The religious would ask nothing better than
to be released from taxation. I am sure that
\\ hen a member of his community dies, the Superior would be only too glad if the collector
foi"ot to present

his bill for the succession tax

They pay like other citizens, and their rights are
the same."
Why are women not allowed to vote ?" cries
"
our fair friend, bitterly, and answers her own
The republicans," she says, "will not
question.

"
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let their wives vote, because the I'ope, the bishops, and the priests forbid it; they know that if
the women were electors, the ecclesiastics would
no longer be masters of France! " Free-thinkers are really too inconsequent.
" If Madame
Auclert imagines," continues M. Sarcey, " that
the women of France, supposing they had the
right of suffrage, would use that'privilege against
the cure, or the monk, she is a long way out of
her reckoning. Nine-tenths of our French women
are clerical, either by instinct, education, or
snobbery."
About two months ago, Madame Puvia dc
Chavannes died, and yesterday the funeral of her
distinguished husband took place. Not even his
art had the power to divert his mind from grief
and loneliness, and after a vain attempt to return to his work, he succumbed ; the brushes literally fell from his hand, while his talent was at
its zenith. Nothing in his later work betrays the
approach of old age.
His death was as calm and noble as his life
had been. When he felt himself about to die,
he wished to remain alone, and by a gesture,
affectionate, but decided, banished from the
room all those who had gathered around him.
The funeral took place from the church in the
rue
and the absolution was given by
the Abbe Gardey. The body was placed in the
unfinished vault which has been lately prepared
for Madame Puvis dc Chavannes.
A part of the panels in the Pantheon remain
unfinished. One of these, called Genevieve in
"
her solicitude for the Parisians, watches over the

sleeping city," is completed. No one knows
what will be done about the others. Since M.
dc Chennevieres elaborated his scheme for the
pictorial decoration of the Pantheon, various
changes have taken place. G6rome gave up his
work to Laurens ; the death of M. Lehman caused
his Coronation of Charlemagne to be done by
M. Levy. Baudry was replaced by Lenepveu
in the Joan of Arc panel. Elie Delaunay died,
leaving his work unfinished ; finally Meissonier,
to whom an important commission had been entrusted, merely made a few sketches, and was
replaced by M. Puvis dc Chavannes, whose
death deprives France of one of her greatest

"
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and has shown his scientific ability in many ways.
He is now a member of the Swedish Academy.
General Foreign Notes.

Since the recent discourse of his Holiness to
the French pilgrims, the enemies of Cardinal
Kampolla accuse him more than ever of imposing
his own will upon the Pope who, by reason of
his advanced age, they say, allows himself to be
over-persuaded. Nothing is more untrue. In'
spite of his eighty-nine years, Leo XIII. preserves not only his intellectual force, but also his
energy and determination. His will power is
not in the least enfeebled. As it was in the beginning of his pontificate, so it is today. Cardinal Kampolla is the collaborator in works, not
the Kichelieu of the Sovereign Pontiff.

:

Doctor Qhon says " When I returned from
India I brought a certain quantity of the bacilli
of the bubonic plague, in order to continue my
investigations in this disease.
Every possible sanitary precaution was taken.
I began my researches last May ; since that time

"

I have made the

most

dangerous experiments,

but until theaccidentwhich happened to Barisch,
nothing abnormal took place.
I made my last experiment on the 4th of October. Barisch fell ill on the 14th. It was supposed to be a case of influenza. It proved to be
the bubonic plague, and in its most malignant
form, the type that attacks the lungs. Barisch
was isolated. He was treated with admirable
zeal by Doctor Miiller, home from Bombay, and
two nurses. Everything was done to save him,
including the injection of the serum. The patient
died. We believed that it would be only a
question of this individual case. But presently
a nurse was attacked. At the same time Doctor
Miiller was seized with an indisposition, and the
symptoms of the plague became evident.
Since this, there has been considerable excitement in Vienna, and it is feared that the
terrible disease may seek new victims.
On the other hand, a telegram from Vienna,
dated Oct. 23, says: Doctor Miiller, who was
attacked by the plague while in attendance on
the nurse Barisch, died this morning. The
nurse Pecha remains about the same ; her life is
still in danger, though there has been a slight

"

"

"

'

improvement.
of the nurse Ilohenegger is satis" ' The state
The question regarding the secularization of factory.
The other officers and nurses of the
charity, presented by the Minister of the Interior hospital are in perfect health, and it is hoped
that the progress of the disease has been arto the Council of State, has not yet been anrested.'
"
swered, and it is greatly to be hoped, for the
sake of the state, no less than for that of the
Tub robbery of the national collection of posChurch, that the proposition will be negatived. tage-stamps in Paris is a serious loss, and one
At present the assistance publi'/ue, or charity which it would be impossible to make good. All
bureau, takes up collections in the churches on efforts to detect the thief have, thus far, been
feast-days, and if it were allowed to monopolize fruitless. The International Postal Union is
all the collections for the poor in every church, established at Berne. By mutual agreement,
as it desires to do, it would have no reason to every time a state makes a new issue of stamps,
congratulate itself on the result.
several series of each stamp are sent to that
Public charity is even now far from equal to city and afterwards divided between the differthe demands upon it, and if the processions of ent states belonging to the Union. France rethe poor that file daily in and out of the sacris- ceives five copies of every stamp.
ties and rectories of Paris, were to visit its buThe national collection, begun about twenty
reaux, instead, it would find itself hampered be- years ago, has, at great labor and expense, proyond imagination. The exercise of charity is cured the series of all stamps printed previously
one of the duties of a priest, and it is difficult to to that time, and hence it may well be called a
see how he can be hindered from performing it. priceless collection. Once a year, in September,
the new stamps sent from Berne are given to the
Paris can no longer be reproached for the clerk in charge of the collection. He pastes
want of a Zander Institute. One is now estab- them upon sheets of cardboard. These sheets
lished in the heart of the fashionable quarter, are kept in locked drawers. The loss was only
and will doubtless equal, if it does not surpass, discovered a few days ago, when M. Guillaumin
the degree of prosperity it has won in other cit- opened the drawers, which he had left so crowded
that it seemed doubtful if any more sheets could
ies. All the mechanical arrangements in the be added, and found them, to his amazement,
gymnasium were made in Stockholm, undir the half empty. The oldest sheets had disappeared,
care of Doctor Zander himself. This special and yet the secret lock showed no signs of havmedical gymnasium is devoted to the cure of ing been tampered with. M. Guillaumin had
past
spinal curvatures, muscular weakness and articu- opened these drawers but once during the consheets
eighteen
months.
Some
of
the
stolen
lar rigidity. It also treats heart disease, by tain stamps worth from 500 to 1(1,(100 francs
means of moderate physical exercises. Zander each. All the stamp-dealers in France have been
has proved himself to have been no empiric. notified, but it is not likely that so clever a thief
Since 1866 he has labored to improve his method, will try to dispose of his booty in that country.
masters.
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(Windthorst) whom I could not manage to get
along with." That declaration, which Bismarck
undoubtedly intended to be a disparagement of
ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC READERS
Windthorst, will only serve to exalt the memory
IN THE MAGAZINES.
of the Pearl of Meppen " in the minds of men
who know for what excellent reasons he waged
Books That Helped.
unrelenting war upon Chancellor Bismarck.
In the very readable and entertaining

"

article
which she contributes to the current Catholic
World on the lamented Richard Malcolm .Johnston, and in the portion thereof where she describes the manner of the late litterateur's conversion to Catholicism, Kegina Armstrong says
that there was much in that period of Mr. Johnston's life that was both beautiful and pathetic.

The beautiful feature of it was the deceased
author's knowledge that his acceptance of his
wife's faith
Mrs. Johnston became a convert
years in advance of her husband?would bring
comfort and joy to her, and his desire to afford
her that pleasure anil consolation if he could
conscientiously do so. The pathetic part lay in
the sundering of many relations that were
naturally dear to him. It appears that it was
the Native-American fanaticism of nearly half a
century ago which set Johnston to studying the
Catholic Church. Being desirous of combating
the atrocious attacks, which he instinctively felt
to be false, then made upon the Church, he began
reading Catholic books, the better to acquaint
?

story may find it told very fairly and well in the
paper, "The Indians as They Are," which Charles
Carson contributes to the November Catholic
World. Mr. Carson, who bases his article largely
upon the recently-published report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, does not mince his
words. He declares?and who can gainsay him?
that "the policy of our government towards
the Indians has been one of greed, outrage and
dishonor. As a race the Indian has been systematically robbed and degraded, until now he is as
a worm under the heel of the Anglo-Saxon." The
latter word may not be the exact term, but Mr.
Carson is probably one of those individvals who
hold that all Americans are Anglo Saxons.
" While we justly challenge Spain for the barbarous and inhuman treatment of the Cubans,"
says he again, we ourselves are committing the
"
same crime against the American Indians, and
even more cruel, relentless and complete. All
?

The Farallones.
Under the title of "Our Seaboard Islands on
the Pacific," Mr. John E. Bennett contributes to
this same magazine a very interesting and instructive paper dealing with the islands that lie
off the Californian coast, and which are known
as the Farallones. Of one of these islands, San
Nicholas, he tells us that long before their discovery by Cabrillo, in 1542, this particular island
was overrun by the Innuit Indians, who came
down from the North, killed all the men, and carried off all things that they thought of any value,
leaving only the women and children behind
them. The original inhabitants of these islands
are described by Cabrillo as a mild, but vigorous
race.
The women and children left on San
Nicholas maintained themselves after the Innuit
invasion, and the island again became peopled.
In 18:!5 some Franciscan missionaries came to
the island from California and persuaded the
islanders to remove to the mainland and reside
at the missions. When the boats had left the
island one woman discovered that her child had
been overlooked and left behind. She jumped
from the boat and swam back to San Nicholas
where she and her child were then the only inhabitants. The child died soon afterwards, but the
mother lived to an advanced age, and near the
end of her days she was brought to the Santa

himself with the history, faith and teachings of
the Church. Bishop England's works were the
first which he consulted, and they, so this writer
tells us, not only furnished him with arguments
to refute the Know-nothing diatribes, but also
removed many of the prejudices against Catholicism which he had himself entertained previously.
Then he took up Newman's Justification of
"
"
his conversion, in reply to Mr. Gladstone, and Barbara mission, at which her death took place.
that work carried him still farther on the road to
Kome. He tried to arrest his own progress by
A Mussulman's Ideas.
reading Laud and Hooker; but those Anglican
Whenever all other pleas in justification of
authorities no longer convinced him. His actual John Bull's land-grabbing policy, which is conconversion came about in this way, to use the tinually asserting itself, fail, the claim is made
description this paper gives us of it: "He relates for him by his apologists that in extending
that he was sitting out under the chestnut trees British control over pagan lands, he is rendering
on his lawn reading Balmes, when the decision Christianity good service. In other words, it is
came to him with overwhelming force. The claimed that wherever the British government
struggles, indecisions and waverings of years had gains a foothold, heathenism is doomed, and the
been brushed away by the wings of faith on way opened for civilization and Christianity.
which his soul must evermore rest. To his wife That this claim is not by any means always good
he said simply, ' I am going with you, my dear.' is very clearly proven by Kafiuddin Ahmad in
This was in 1875." Colonel Johnston never the Nineteenth Century. This writer, who
is
wavered in his new-found faith, once he had em- himself a Mussulman, declares that were it not for
braced it; and he lived long enough after his British rule and the British government Mohamconversion to see much of the prejudice concern- medanism would be a far weaker influence in
ing the Church that existed in the South half a India and other lands than it is today. He asserts
century ago fade away.
that Great Britain gives Mohammedans enormous
assistance by allowing them to preach and propaBismarck and Leo XIII.
gate their creed, by voice and writing, without
Sidney Whitman contributes a paper on Bis- hindrance. And lest it be inferred
that John
marck to the November Harper's Monthly, and Bull's attitude towardsthis pagan creed be oneof
in one part of it he gives us Bismarck's opinion passive submission and
non-interference, we are,
of Leo XIII., as the grim chancellor expressed furthermore, informed
that under British auspices,
it to Eugen Wolf, the well known traveler, who the first Mussulman university to
come into exvisited Bismarck at Frederichsruh in the latter istence is about to be established in India. This
years of his life. Herr Wolf had previously Mohammedan writer enumerates a number of
been in Borne, where he was received in audience other benefits which British rule has conferred
by the Holy Father. As he was about leaving upon Mohammedanism, and he does not hesitate
the papal presence the Sovereign Pontiff asked to affirm that whatever influence this form of
him whither he was next journeying, and when paganism exercises now, and will hereafter exerIlerr Wolf told him that he contemplated going cise in India, is and will continue to be, due to
to (Germany, and hoped while there to see Bisthe help and assistance which it receives from
marck, the Pope exclaimed " II Principe di Great Britain.
Bismarck ! do not forget to greet him for me."
A Shameful Story.
When he reached Frederichsruh, Bismarck asked
In these days, when so many Americans are
Ilerr Wolf whence he had come, and when the
traveler replied from Home, the ex-chancellor, complacently, though perhaps all unwarrantably,
after learning that he had seen the Pope, inquired priding themselves upon their belief that this
after the health of his Holiness, and then added: country is in every sense superior to its late ani' I must tell you that I always got on very well tagonist, unfortunate Spam, it may not be amiss
indeed with him. He even gave me his highest to recall to public attention tire shameful story of
decoration, mounted in brilliants. It was only our dealings with our own aborigines, the Indians
that confounded (vcrllixte) little excellency Of America. Those desirous of reading that

:
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those broad lands that constitute our country,
those millions of acres stretching from ocean to
ocean, were bought with the life-blood of the
red men." "Too late the American people," he
tells us in another passage, will awaken to the
fact that the Indians have suffered wrongs at
their hands. When they realize the full extent
of their error, and how great has been the distress caused by it to the Indians; when the true
history of this unfortunate people is known, it
will confound those who love their country and
cause them to turn away in shame and confusion." And he adds that our treatment of the
Indians is a passage which justice must blush to
read.

"

Help the Catholic Indian Missions.

Mr. Carson writes his paper principally to enlist sympathy and assistance for the Catholic Indian missions and schools, which, he says, are
the only agencies capable of doing good for these
unfortunate people. Consistently with its past
record the government now refuses to aid the
Indians through these institutions which alone
have demonstrated the desire and the ability to
befriend the aborigines. In consequence, many
of the missions and schools are in a very precarious condition, and all of them are crippled in
their energies. Were there less sectarian animosity and jealousy than, unhappily,exist in this
country, especially when Indian appropriations
are mentioned, we might hope for a generous
response to the appeal which this writer makes
when he says : " The American people are farfamed for generosity; there never was yet a nation stricken by famine or in distress that called
in vain for aid.
If the cause of humanity
enlists our sympathy so that we undertake a war,
sacrificing countless lives and millions of money,

. . .

in behalf of Cuban revolutionists, who have no
claim at all upon this country, how much more
should our compassion be extended to the Indians, for whose misery we are responsible."
American Catholics should at least see that the
Catholic Indian missions and schools be not
forced for lack of support to cease their beneficent work. For, as Mr. Carson says, these missions and schools are permanent bases of operation for the Indian missionaries ; and he well
adds that not only Catholics, but all who are
Christians and friends of justice, should awaken
to the fact that it is not only charity, but a duty
to second the efforts of these missionaries who
are endeavoring, at great self-sacrifice, to save
the remnants of our aboriginal races and to atone
for the monstrous wrongs which the government
has inflicted upon them.

Gknei; w. Wevi.ki: might take a grim satisfaction in hearing from Cuba that there is almost as
much starvation in that unhappy island at the
present time as there WM in the d:us of the ivconcentrados.
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ReligIous nstruction.

Religous Maxims.

ChurcCalendar.
Sunday, Nov. 20. Twenty-fifth and last Sunday after Pentecost. Epistle 1, Cor. iv., 9-15 ;
gospel, Luke xii., 82-34. The near approach of
Advent, which begins next week, reminds us of
the advice contained in the epistle for the first
Sunday of Advent. It tells us that the hour to
rise from sleep is at hand, and that our salvation
is nearer than we believed. This may be taken
as a reminder of the shortness of life. No one
can tell how soon he may be taken away from this
world. The night of this earthly existence may
be over for us in an instant,and the unending day
of immortality may have begun for us ere we can
realize that we are no longer concerned with the
temptations and trials of the world. We shall
welcome this change, if we are wearing the armor of light. If we have walked honestly and
loved our neighbors as ourselves, if we have
avoided sensuality and have been temperate and

8

INTERCESSORY PRAYER.

Sunday.

Claiming to love God and doing nothing for
the good of men is hypocrisy.

:

In one of his epistles St. Paul says " Brethren,
we cease not to pray for you, that you may walk
worthy of God."
It is just what every devoted priest might
The severest life without a conscious choice is truly say to the people over whom he is apless than theleastactof self-impoverishment with pointed the pastor. Among the many tilings,
a clear and single aim of foregoing something, common enough among Catholics, but which
that we may find it in His kingdom.
strike the unbelieverwith wonder and admiration,
God works through man, not hills or snows!
perhaps that which impresses such persons the
In man, not men, is the God-like power ;
most deeply is our constant use of and confident
The man, Hod's potentate, <;od foreknows;
reliance upon intercessory prayer; priests and
lie scuds him strength at the destined hour.
people each asking the other's prayers, each
Tuesday.
He never sends any message that lie doesn't promising the other to remember them before
mean. He means the comfort just as much as God, and both undoubtedly doing so with love
and devotion.
lie does the blaming.
Soon like dust, to you and me,
If it is surprising to non-Catholics it ought not
Will our earthly treasures be;
to be so, for the Christian raligion is evidently a
But the loving word and deed
system of intercessory prayer. As it was the
modest, if we have been free from envy and unTo a soul in bitterest need,
They will not forgotten be,
sublime divine office of Our Lord to intercede for
just reflections upon those about us, we shall be
They will live eternally?
all mankind, so it is also the duty of every Chrisready to meet joyfully the award that God will
Bread upon the waters cast
bestow upon His faithful children. In short, if
tian to intercede for the brethren, a loving duly
Will be gathered at the last.
we put on the Lord Jesus Christ, that is, imitate Wednesday.
which keeps Catholics firmly and closely united
Him as nearly as we may with our imperfect naOnly a faith which is sufficient to believe be- in the bonds of divine charity.
tures, we shall be sure to be worthy of His com- yond the seeing, and a love which is able to walk
This intercessory prayer for others is a spiritual,
pany in the abode of the blest. And what is childlike and lowly with its God, are willing to supersubstantial bread given and taken by livthere to live for but this salvation ? Surely there acknowledge the stupendous mystery without ing, charitable hearts. In this practice is t<> be
is nothing on this earth for which we can afford losing their heart and trust.
found one of the secrets of that strong, mutual
to sacrifice our souls. The highest enjoyments What man can cheek the aspiring life that thrills
love between Catholic priests and their devoted
that it offers are not permanent. Its honors last And glows through all this multitudinous wood;
people, which outsiders see but can not explain.
but a few years, at the best. Even those who That throbs in each minutest leaf and bud,
To pray earnestly for the spiritual needs of anAnd like a mighty wave ascending, rills
were high U. the esteem of men, ten or twenty More high each day with flowers the encircling hills?
other, to intercede with the divine justice for the
years ago, are forgotten by their fickle fellows. From earth's maternal heart her ancient blood
forgiveness of another; this is the highest and
to her breast in milk! her breath doth brood
They have found new idols whom they will ex- Mounts
purest act of Christian love. And this is what
O'er fields spring-Hushed round unimprisoned rills!
tol for an hour and then forget. The impure Such life is also in the breast of man ;
Catholics are all the time doing for one another.
joys of the world, what are they ? They are the Such blood is at the heart of every nation,
"Pray for me" is as natural and ordinary a
sources of miseries untold,even here, where their Not to be chained by statesman's frown or ban.
salutation as Good-morning " or Good-night."
Hope and be strong: fear and be weak The seed
indulgence is only possible. Think you that a Is sown : be ours the prosperous growth!to feed
The priests like to be asked for their prayers,
few hours of guilty pleasure is worth what it With food, not poison Christian Education!
and they, in turn, count upon the people's
costs? It is often destructive of strength of Thursday.
prayers that they may have the grace and strength
mind and body, and it puts us far away from
The exercise of patience involves a continual to worthily fulfil their high and difficult vocation.
Who alone can offer us real happiness. It leads practice of the presence of God, for we may be
Be assured that your priests need and count
to other crimes usually, for the murderer and called upon at any moment for an almost heroic
upon your prayers. Their life, at best, is a hard
the suicide are found not infrequently among display of good temper; and it is a short road to one, full of trials and hardship; but the knowlthose who have bartered their innocence for in- unselfishness, for nothing is left to self. All that edge that those for whom they labor are interdulgence in carnal pleasures. Does the world seems to belong most intimately to self, to be ceding for them gives them courage and most
proffer you riches*' What are they ? They are self's private property, such as time, home and sweet consolation. None know better than
often the causes of discontent, and they sometimes the rest, are invaded by these continual trials they how precious your loving prayers are held
take wings and fly before you are hardly con- of patience.
to be in the sight of our all-merciful and comscious that you possess them. The rich man of
The throng is great, my Father! Many a doubt
God.
passionate
Aud fear and danger compass me about,
yesterday is the poor man of today. A fire, a
not
And foes oppress me sore ; I can
stand
If they were depriveel of the help of your
false friend, a failure, may have swept away his
Or go alone. O Father, take my hand,
prayers they would have gooel reason, indeed, to
And through the throng
ill-gotten gains, and then there are none to refear. It is so easy to fall short of the high vocaLead safe along
spect him among his former so-called friends. It
Thy child.
tion to which they are called. Their duties are
is only to God that he can turn in his afflictions. Friday.
so onerous, and their responsibilities are so great
Our universal Father is the only helper, the only
The worship we offer to a Father of universal, Hut it is by your prayers that their sins are forfriend Who will not desert man in his downfall. impartial goodness to all His children is only given, their graces increased, their temptations
True, He may not think it wise to restore worldly complete when we go to breathe the same spirit overcome, their spiritual enemies driven off, their
possessions, but He can give a wealth that noth- in our daily walks.
hours of sadness comforted, and their bed of
ing can destroy, the blessings that only the ChrisGive fools their gold and knaves their power,
death smoothed.
Let fortune's babbles rise and full,
tian enjoys who is at peace with ids Maker. The
See, too, what heavenlycomfort we have in the
Whosows a field or trains a flower,
world is false, hollow and deceitful. There is
constant intercession we make for our beloved
Or plants a tree is more than all.
nothing true, as the poet says, but heaven.
departed ones. Death separates us in body, but
And soon or late to all that sow,
Therefore realize that the night is past, and that
The time of harvest shall be given :
not in spirit. We reach them by the power of
the day is at hand, and prepare for an eternal
The flower shall bloom, the fruit shall grow,
intercessory prayer, their souls are still near to
If not on earth at least in heaven.
communion with Jesus Christ.
us, they are still numbered among the great asSaturday.
the Lamb of God Who
Monday, Nov. 21. Presentation of the Blessed
Whoever with faith and perfect confidence sembly who worship
sins
the world, for ever inthe
of
away
taketh
Virgin.
says these words: "Jesus have mercy upon me,"
for us.
Tuesday, Nov. 22. St. Cecilia, Virgin and is more acceptable than one who reads a thousand terceding
Learn
to
esteem this truly divine privilege, by
verses without attention.
Martyr.
virtue of which we become powerful advocates
Yes, it is bright, and very bright,
Wednesday, Nov. 23. St. Clement, Pope
in union with Our Lord for the salvation of our
This life of youth and hope and love ;
and Martyr. St. Felicitas, Martyr.
But my gaze hath caught a fairer sight
brethren. Intercede for the living; intercede
That beams beyond and glows above.
Tin ksdav, Nov. 24. St. John of the Cross,
for the dead. Pray for yourselves, but pray much
«\u2666»
Confessor. St. Chrysogonus, Martyr.
for others, for so will you show that you are
Friday, Nov. 25. St. Catherine, Virgin and
Give no one any just grounds for censuring filled with that charity of Christ, Who prayed
Martyr. St. Sylvester, Abbot.
you; but should you be blamed undeservedly, and died not for His own sake, but for the sake
Saturday, Nov. 26. St. Peter of Alexandria, accept it without complaint through a spirit of of those who, whether friends or enemies, would
never otherwise have been saved.
penance.
Bishop and Mart vr.
What mean good words without good deeds'.'
Deeds are fruit: good words are but the leaves.
Monday.
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will make it possible for the magistrates to order
Friendly
the detention of the offender in a reformatory for
a period not exceeding three years. All over
THE BENEFITS OF SYSTEM.
NEW LAW FOR DRUNKARDS.
England, but particularly in the small towns and
A noteworthy new departure in the treatment the rural districts, the police are alert in arrestIt was Alexander Pope, the Catholic poet, who
of habitual drunkards was sanctioned at the last ing people for drunkenness. The new act will, said:?
Order is heaven's first law; and this contest,
session of the English Parliament, and will come therefore, not only work reformation among
"Some
are and must be greater than the rest,
drunkards
who
have
become
heedless
of
public
More rich, more wise ;but who infers from hence
into operation in the beginning of 1899. It is
That such are happier, shocks all common sense."
scarcely accurate perhaps to describe it as a new opinion, and whom only a long detention can reI
commendthese lines to ray young friend who
departure. It is a rather a large and bold exten- claim, but it will also make the casual tippler, is dissatisfied with his lot in life and thinks that
sion of a plan which has been tried in a tenta- who is not far gone on the road to habitual
the position of the wealthy and the great is to be
tive way since 1888. But the extension provided drunkenness, more chary in exposing himself to
envied. Ah, my dearboy, as has been frequently
arrest.
for in the new act is really considerable.
said, there is often more real content in a cot
Under the act of 1888, the establishment of inST. VALENTINE'S SOCIETY.
than in a palace. Still, we are not here simply
ebriate homes was left to private enterprise, with
to be happy. We are, if we amount to anything
The churoh of the Immaculate Conception
the almostinevitableresult that only persons who
at all in a worldly sense, dominated by an ambihad means, or whose friends had means, could be was weil filled last Sunday evening, the occasion
tion to get on. And this is not unreasonable, for
received in them. Under the new act, the home being a lecture on temperance delivered by the if
we were all on one dead level we should have
office is to establish and maintain retreats in the Rev. Hugh Roe O'Donnell, pastor of the Star of
no opportunity to exercise the virtue of charity
same way as it has long maintained the various the Sea Church, East Boston. The lecture was
which the Scripture says is the greatest of all
penal establishmentsfor the receptions of persons under the auspices of St. Valentine's C. T. A. virtues. We
are not to laborfor ourselves alone,
convicted and sentenced in the higher criminal and B. Society, of the church of the Immaculate but to help others who are less gifted mentally
courts.
County and borough councils, more- Conception, and its members, past and present, and physically, and who are among the poor
over, are now empowered to establish and main- attended in a body. The several C. T. A. so- whom we shall always have with us.
tain retreats, to which can be sent persons whose cieties of Boston and vicinity were well repreBut it is with the first part of the quotation
circumstances would not permit of their being sented by delegates. After Father O'Donnell's from Pope that I shall
have to do in this paper,
maintained in a retreat maintained by private address, Father Mullan, S. J., rector of thechurch,
confesses that
correspondent
since my dissatisfied
enterprise. Powers are also given to judges of invited all the men present who were not already everything is at loose ends with him. Who is to
assi/.e to commit convicted persons to retreats in- membersof a total abstinence society to join St.
blame for this state of things '1 Plainly himself.
stead of to penal servitude; and additional Valentine's. Vespers were sung at the conheaven's first law," and, consequently,
" Orderbeis followed
powers are given to local police magistrates. clusion. Father O'Donnell was at one time ex- should
in a world where the workings
Formerly the judgesof assize had no place what- president of the C. T. A. U. of Boston archdi- of nature are regulated by a well defined plan. It
ever in the system. Local magistrates were the ocese, and his lecture w as an eloquent exposition is apparent to me that my correspondent has no
only judicial officers concerned, and their powers of the claims of total abstinence.
system, no order. He trusts too much to luck.
This same society held an interesting meeting
were extremely restricted. Henceforward the
He does not know what he will do from one
judges of assi/.e will have important powers un- in one of the lecture rooms of Boston College on
hour to another, and he has no accurate
der the act; for it provides that where a person last Monday evening, at which a number of
idea how he spends his earnings. He knows
is convicted on indictment of an offence punish- candidates, on taking the pledge from Father they disappear and that he is no better
able with imprisonment or penal servitude, if the Brownrigg, S. J., the spiritual director, were ad- off now, as far as the accumulation of money
Court is satisfied that the offence was committed mitted to membership. A vote of thanks was is concerned,
than when he was a boy earnunder the influence of drink, or that habitual tendered to the reverend rector of the Immacutwo or three dollars a week. He has no
ing
l
drunkenness was a contributing cause, it may late Conception Church for the interest he has
money to give in charity, because he fritters
order that the accused be detainedfor a term not shown in the welfare of the society, and to the
his weekly income. And he is in debt,
away
exceeding three years in the state inebriate re- Rev. Hugh Roe O'Donnell, the lecturer of Sun- too, no doubt.
Perhaps he buys his clothing on
formatory, or in any certified reformatory, the day evening.
the instalment plan, and is often at his wits' end
managers of which arc willing to receive him.
to meet the necessary payments. Now, all this
TO THE TOTAL ABSTAINER.
Before a sentence of this kind can be passed,
is entirely unnecessary, if he has no doctor's
The success of the temperance movement dehowever, the offender must admit that he is an
bills to pay, and no one entirely dependent upon
habitual drunkard, or a verdict to that effect pends on you, individually. If you will not act him for support. He should regulate his exmust have been returned by the jury. In the according to your convictions, how can you ex- penses according to his income, and he should
state inebriate reformatories there are to be regpect others to make sacrifices for a cause that save something from the latter every week.
And what he saves, if it goes into the bank, will
ulations as to the classification, treatment, emshould be as dear to you as to them ?
make money for him.
Take care of the penIt is not necessary that you be a brilliant de- nies and thedollars will "take care of themselves,"
ployment and control of the inmates much as
there are in state prisons, and, should an inmate bater, a persuasive orator. You can do your is a well-worn adage, but it will do no harm if it
escape, he may be apprehended without warrant duty just as well by being an earnest member of is kept constantly in mind, and may do a great
and carried back. Provision is also made for your society?helpful, hopeful, ready and willing deal of good. It does not need old Shylock to
us that money breeds. If we have ordinary
the recovery through the courts of the expense to work in any capacity as long as the good cause tell
common sense and fair education we know this.
of maintaining an inmate in a reformatory. Re- is served.
Bear in mind, though, that I do not want my
covery is to be pursued only when the person deDon't shirk. Don't shrink from more or less young friend to be a Shylock or anything aptained has real and personal property more than unpleasant duties. Don't be a fault-tinder. proaching him. One may be prudent without
Don't leave all the hard work to others while you being miserly or extortionate. Never buy anysufficient to maintain his family.
thing that you do not want, either from a desire
Local magistrates, under the new plan, are seek positions that may bring you a little fleetto be ostentatious or from the mere impulse to
given powers of committal for a period not ex- ing notoriety. And try to feel that not on others throw away money, which some young fellows
ceeding three years, in cases in which habitual entirely, but on you also, depends the success of have. I remember when I was sweet one and
twenty, or less, the youth of my age were apt to
drunkards come before them on more than three the cause.
say when we went out for a walk, " Let's buy
occasions in a year. For the fourth offense a comTEMPERANCE NOTES.
something." There was no earthly reason why
mittal may be made. It is to meet these local
they should purchase anything, but the instinct
If you are a total abstainer from intoxicants of
cases that power has been given to county and
the spendthrift was in them, and they yielded
borough councils to establish inebriate homes. you have great reason for thanksgiving.
to it. These were the fellow's who were generally in financial difficulties. They got rid of all
Under British statutory laws there are no fewer
St. James' C. T. A. Senior Society held a suctheir
wages before the week was out, and would
of
which
offences
can cessful and enjoyable open
tli in twenty descriptions
meeting and entertain- cry they were hard-up, notwithstanding the fact
of
general
charge
drunken- ment last Sunday evening in its hall, 18 Kneeland that the
be grouped under the
Saturday night before there would seem
ness, as defined by the new act of Parliament. street, this city. Father McQuaid, pastor of St. to be no end to their.money.
I believe I have heretofore in these papers adThe most frequent offence of this class is that of James' Church, was present.
vised the keeping of a petty-cash account. There
being drunk and incapable on the highway.
The Hibernian Total Abstinence Association is no better way of checking unwise expenditures
Persons apprehended on this charge are usually
than
a recorel of how one's money goes.
a
to
will meet in Naomi Hall, 724 Washington street, Manybya having
locked up by the police, chiefly with view
man has arrived at financial iniepenputting them out of harm's way until they are this city, next Sunday at 2.30 p. \i. Out of town denceby this simple help. As I began with Pope
sober, and the fine imposed by the magistrates members are especially requested to be present, let me concluele with the same poet, who, by the
in spite of deformity and ill health, w as a
seldom exceeds a few shillings, including lock-up as tickets for the '98 celebration, to be held by way,
successful man:
very
this
in
association
St. Rose Hall, Worcester
fees and court costs. But even this offence has
" Reason's whole pleasure, ail the joys of sense,
on
street,
Thursday
evening,
Dee. 29, will be Lie in three words, health, peace and competence."
been included within the provisions of the new
Benedict Bei.l.
act; and a frequent recurrence of it ready for distribution.
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UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS.
lion) In

del
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BACKED

What is Good.

Deum " in Thanksgiving for the successful outcome of
risky voyage.

the] i"

ciio.ll.l.v.
"What is the real good '.'"
I asked, in musing mood.
"Order," said the law-court
" Knowledge," said the school
" Tint Ii." said the wise man
Pleasure," said the fool
Love," said the maiden
??
Beauty," said the page:
Freedom," said the dreamer;
Home." said the sage
Fame," said the soldier ;
" Equity," the seer.
Spake my heart full sadly,
" The answer is not here."
Then w it bin my bosom
Softly this I heard

:

:

:

:

:

'?

:

"
"

:

" Each heart holds the secret :
\u25a0 Kindness is the word."

'

Tlie way in which a boy finds amusement tells at once
to any observer the kind of a boy he is. Because, you sec.
amusement is not like study or work. Study or work
In finding
may he ordered for a boy by other people.
amusement he usually follows his own inclinations, and
in tins way he can not help betraying his character.
Some hoys rind amusement in tormenting other people,
and making them unhappy.
Such boys usually select
those victims who are i ker and smaller than themselves, and are careful not to let their doings he noticed
by a bigger or better-principled hoy. And so the hoy who
finds his pleasure that way shows himself as not only
cruel, hut a coward and a sneak.
Some hoys find amusement in over-eating. This is a
rather short-sighted way. because the pleasure is very
brief, and is generally followed by a discomfort which can
A
uol he ignored by the hoy who has amused himself.
glutton usually punishes himself.
Some hoys find amusement in quiet ways with hooks
and in the house, and some can- only lor lively out-door
pen
sports, and prefer boisterous games played in tl
air. Both of these ways are good only if they are used
together. But using either form of amusement without
tl
ther is a mistake, for it is always a mistake to cultivate one-halfof our nature at the expense of the other
half.
In short, a hoy usually finds amusement according to
his nature and character. It is a good plan for a boy to
consider sometimes the way he is in the habit of amusing
himself. He may in so doing find out some queer facts
about himself which hi' never before suspected.
Ami all that is quite as true of girls its of boys, and of
men and women as well. Notice the sort of things in
which folks find pleasure, the jokes they laugh Stand the
games they play, and you'll be able to tell pretty much the
sort of people they are.
And after that big little preach Uncle Jack's young
folks are probably read] for something a wee bit less serious. It's getting close lo holiday time now isn't, it',' Tile
first of the holidays. Thanksgiving, is right at hand now.
Thanksgiving Day is one of the most generally observed
of the nation's holidays. It has lost a good deal of its
original meaning. Nowadays it means to most folks a day
of feasting. Uncle Jack hopes his hoys and girls will not
forget its real meaning altogether. Some of them, no
doubt, will go to Mass and otter the Sacrifice as an act of
thanks for all the good things they hare received during
the year. Every one of them has something to he thankful for. and most of them will be able to make out a long
list of things if they'll only stop and think about it. The
habit of saying " thank you," and thinking and feeling it
is worth cultivating. lint that's a real grown-up preach,
isn't it'.' Just another word, and then Uncle Jack will
tell you about a Thanksgiving game thai is lots of fun, and
let veil read a little Thanksgiving story which one of his
little girls has sent him. And they shall have the letters,
loo, of course. Such stacks of interesting letters as there
are piled up on Uncle Jack's desk. And Uncle Jack
hopes there will he more of them. There are heap- of
things he wauls to know, about the games the children
play, the counting-out rhymes they use', tin- heroes of
lie t ion or history whom they most admire, the books they

,

read, and their pets.
lint tin- one word

The

"

Uncle Jack wants to say is about
Thanksgiving. Uncle Jack hopes his hoys and girls will
not forget tlie first Thanksgiving on this continent when
they an- writing their compositions. .Most of them do.
Uncle Jack notices, They know all about the Plymouth
Pilgrims' Thanksgiving and the Virginia colonists' very
earnest Thanksgiving for the shipload of food which arrived in the' nick of time to s;,>, them from starvation.
I'.ut ver\ few of them seem to have heard of that other
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and other things were to be distributed. They were to
go round with the things to the poor people. John said
just rap at the door and run away, after they had left some
of the things, and so they did. The mothers, when they
had found what they had left, said they were ghosts, but
the children said they were fairies: but when the truth
was found out they thanked very much the society of
" The Knights of King Arthur."
Mary Monahan.
Mary's lit tic story is very good for a lirst at lem pi. Uncle
Jack hopes she will try again, and he wants to whisper a
hint or two in her ear. She should never, never write on
both sides of the paper.
If she does tl
ditor will probably not read her story at all. Aml she should never write
her final copy with lead pencil. Lead pencils are all right
to scribble with, but letters aud manuscripts which are to
be sent to people should always be written with ink.

day of Thanksgiving on American soil, away back in

Thanksgiving Games.
Thanksgiving Turkey "' Is played much like some

other games.
The company sit in a circle, and some one selected by a
counting-oul rhyme says the Thanksgiving Turkey is
The person he looks at must be ready with an adjective
beginning with the Letter already agreed on by the com"
pany.
The Thanksgiving Turkey is?
"Angry,*' promptly answers the person looked at, if he
is in the A's.
Basted," if in the lis. and so on.
The "Thanksgiving Feast" is another old game that
may be played under a seasonable name.
The giver of the feast is selected by counting out. He
lias no chair: the rest of the company have. Me names
everybody after some article of food. Then he tells a
story, how lie purchased and prepared the feast, and every
?

\u25a0\u25a0

IIV JOHN BOYLE

"
"

REVIEW

October, 1492, when the Benedictine Father who accompanied Columbus come ashore and offered up the " Te

Iladr/r and Manual.

[Whoever sends in a new subscription to the II kvikvv,
or renews an old subscription, with two.dollars for the
year, will receive a badge and a Manual free.
[f your parents or friends subscribe and gel tin- hadge
imber,
for you send in your name and be enrolled as
and sign the League pr ise and keep it.? that is. if you
are not a I lefcndcr al ready.
We can not give hadge anil Manual for any special or
reduced rate subscriptions, but only when tin- full rate
(JS2) is paid to this office direct.]

fIEAET

The following children scut in answers to the geographtoo late to have their names printed with the
others: Patrick J. Kennedy. Jr.. Ilolyokc: I
I. Sexton.

ical puzzle

Concord, N. II.: Lena Moynihan, Quincy.
Dear Uncle Jack:

time he mentions an article the person having that name
must gfi up. turn around and sit down again.
While "the article" is doing this some one else may
slip into his place. Then he must gel the vacant chair
before the giver of the feast can gel it, or he will have to

Cambridge, Mass.. Oct. 30, 1898.
?

As I have never written you a letter, and have read the
loving letters of your nieces and nephews. I thought I
would like to tell you about my home. 1 have never seen
It is a beautiful
any letters from North Conway. N. 11.

little town. It is situated in the White Mountains, and
tell the story.
when I am at home I like to look at the snow on Mount
Whenever the person telling the story says "The ThanksWashington. Sou can see snow there the 4th of July. I
giving Feast," all rise and turn around, and there is a gen- am sixteen years of age. and I live here with my aunt.
eral changing of places, and the one who does not get a She takes the Sacred Heart Review; it is a lovely
paper, and I am very much interested in Aunt Bride's letchair lakes up the story.
ters. I take music lessons, anil like them very much. I
The Knights of King Arthur."
We had a lovely entertaingo to Father Orr's church.
The Knights of King Arthur was the name of a society
lit in our parish. I was sixteen the 27th of this month,
of boys. They had for their motlo. " Be kind ami gener- and mv aunt gave me a little doll. It is a little cadet boy.
ous." One night two boys, John and James Vose, who
Well, dear Uncle Jack, I will not detain you from your
belonged to the society, were silting thinking of some- other nieces and nephews. I will tell you more about
thing. John was thinking aiioui Thanksgiving, while North Conway and the birds and flowers next time.
Hoping to see my letter in print. I will close, with much
James was telling him to look at a shadow on the wall,
which was a soldier armed.
Sour new and lov ing niece,
"Look! John." said James, " thai soldier is going to
Alice Malonky.
fire."
be
on
for Alice's second
Jack
will
the
look-out
"
"Leave me alone." said John. I waul to think about
Uncle
nnfaius. North Conway
letter about her home in the
Thanksgiving."
"()! Thanksgiving: that is a good long ways from
must be a very charming place. Most country places are
to those who love them, for that matter. No doubt Alice
here." saiil James.
" Yes. but this is spring and we must begin our work." is homesick for the country al times, though probably
there are oilier times when she appreciates the advantages
"O," said James, " tell me all about it now."
"Well. 1 was thinking of gelling up a supper, and of a big city. Just to live iii a big city is an education in
charging ten cents a plate, ami with the money we get buy itself, and if one knows how to make the most of its opportunities, one is very fortunate ill being able to spend a
Thanksgiving dinners for the poor."
said. James, " who is going to he in it, any- part of one's life there. There arc sure to be fine libraries
" O, good,"
and museums and opportunities to hear fine music and
way, the Knights '.' "
"Yes: the Knights, and all the girls in school besides." hear and see famous people. A sta.v in a big city ought to
" Good," cried James; "three cheers for the girls. Just be good for country Catholics. 11l the little village the
the Other day Marion Crowley said the boys could get up Catholic church is very often the humblest. Its congrea society and have all the fun they want, but the girls gation is often composed of the newest-comers, and the
old residents are inclined to look down on it. Sometimes
can't have anything."
" Well." saiil John, "we're going to have the hoys plant the young folks who have never been anywhere else, come
beans this spring, and on the first night ofNovember we'll to half believe the old residents arc right. Then is the
have a baked-bean supper. The girls will hake the bread, time for them to come to a big city and sec the big hospitals and asylums and schools and colleges in charge of
cake. pies, cookies, doughnuts and other things."
orders, and hear how nearly everybody respects
"Good!" exclaimed James. "That's the best scheme religious
and admires the work of the adherents of Hie ancient faith,
I ever heard of ill my life. Let's put up the beans in packlint perhaps the folks of North Conway are the reverse of
ages, and tomorrow at recess, while we are playing ball, narrow-minded. Uncle Jack was thinking of some other
It may be that North Conway
little villages he knows.
give them to the boys."
has a good library, with histories of flic Church and biogSo they did, and the next day at recess John handed raphies of famous Catholic. That's always an effective
Jack a dreadeaeli hoy a package of beans on which was written, " Not antidote for bigotry. Alice thinks Uncle niitsn't
fully serious person, doesn't she. She
be too
to be opened until you get home."
frightened to write soon again.
"Well. I'll open mine in geography class," insisted
Jack Smith. " I can't wait until I gel home."
CiiAiti.KS'iiiw.x. Mass.. Oct. 30, ISPS.
"You'll have to," answered John Vose. "or you'll he Driir Uncle Jack:?
My brother takes file SACRED HEART Review, and I see
i-alled out of the fun.''
Just then I he ltd I rang, hut when they got in the I cacher that there are a great many girls who write you letters, 1
look all tin packages to her desk and kept them until the Igo to St. Francis dc Sales' scl
1. It is very near the
pupils were going home. Bui when they got home, sad church, 1 am in the fourth grammar, and [am ten years
old. Our studies are arithmetic, geography, language.
faces could he seen on the boys when, to their great surspelling, United States history, Bible history and cateprise, they found only a handful of garden beans.
Father Supple is our
A meeting was held thai night, and John laid out his chism. Our school is very large.
plans. A few days after, the boys might have been seen pastor. Perhaps you have heard of our sodalities. I
We have
industriously spading and hoeing and raking little patches belong to the Children of Mary's Sodality.
of garden. The bean crop was a success with every boy about four hundred and fifty in our sodality. Every Sunhut one. and he reported that his heans would not grow. day we meet at four o'clock. We have beautiful instrucTie- other boys asked if he had watered them, and he said tions from our director. Father Maley. I just joined the
he had not. that his father never watered the garden. Sodality a little while ago. We join after we receive our
" He only looks in the almanac and says he will wait for First Communion. 1 received my First Communion in
the rain w liich is coming, and so I waited, too, and ii has May. I have read quite a few books, " Little Women,"
"Alice in Wonderland," " Through flic Looking Glass,"
not rained yet."
"Taming of Polly, Eight Cousins," Blue and Gray,"
Long weeks and months, longer than they ever were he"
"
and a great many ol hers. I think I shall close my letter.
fore, the children thought, passed before the Ii est of No1
hoping
it will
vember, when the supper was to he given. One of the
f interest to you.
Your little niece,
girls brought a pie, with her name fixed on ii with jelly.
Mary Anderson.
Marion Crow ley brought some bread with a piece of paper
attached to it on which were some verses, saying:?
Uncle Jack is glad to see that Mary is acquainted with
I made this bread so nice and brown,
Ella Loraine Dorsey's books. He hopes she knows Father
Finn's and Molly Elliott Seawell's, too. And he is sure
They say I'm the best cook in town.
in Anna Sadlier's ??Women of
Others brought doughnuts, cookies, cakes and such she will be interested
things. "Oh. dear, there isn't a plate. Y'ou've nothing Catholicity." Mary must take note of her authors. Stories
are ever so much more interesting if yon know something
bill the bowis for the beans," exclaimed Marion.
about the people who wrote them. When she call. Mary
right.glad
bowls,"
O.
that's
all
to
John.
laughed
ought to read the lives of her favorite authors. The biohave
"
the author of "Little Women" and " Eight
"Aw! bowls." exclaimed John Robinson in a lone of graphy of ought
to be more inspiring to a young girl than
Cousins "
disgust. I!ut they had to do. After the supper the treasany of her stories. And Uncle Jack hopes Mary is reading
urer, John Vose, said he had collected fifteen dollars. and memorizing some good poetry. Agnes' Repplier's
Now they were to think what was to he done with the "Look of Famous Verse." Adelaide Proctor's and Eleanor
money. John Vose said he thought to buy Thanksgiving Donnelly's poems will undoubtedly be to her liking. By
and by she will probably
to appreciate that linesi of
dinners for tile | r. and ii
thers said they thought so, all the women poets, Mrs.come
Browning,
too. The night before Thanksgiving, baskets of turkeys 1
UNCLE JACK.

"

'
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FamilrScience.
THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN IN NATURE
RECENT EXPERIMENT AND DISCOVERY.

In a recent number of the New York Sim is
an account of a new physical apparatus invented
by Doctor A. F. Zahm, of the Catholic University of America, for the purpose of testing the
ratio of atmospheric resistance in the flight of
projectiles. The experiments hitherto conducted
with this end in view have not been entirely
satisfactory, partly because made under conditions in which the air was not perfectly still, and
partly because the projectiles usually employed
were too massive to make theresistance in front
of them apparent.
Doctor Zahm's invention consists of a large
gun, of peculiar make, intended to shoot hollow
steel spheres as large as croquet balls, but with
shells as thin as egg-shells. The experiments are
to be conducted in a long room, where the air is
perfectly still, with a specially contrived chronograph accurately measuring and recording the
millionth of a second. The temperature and
barometric pressure will be taken after each
shot. Owing to the lightness of the balls four
or five ounces
a very small charge of scarcely
an ounce of smokeless powder is required to give
them a speed of 500 miles an hour. This powder
is contained in a shot-gun barrel, about six inches
in length, which is screwed on to the breech of a
barrel large enough to hold the four-inch steel
balls. This latter barrel is twenty feet long. The
first six feet from the breech has a common
smooth bore, but the remainder of the tube is
perforated with holes for the exit of the gaseous
products of combustion, in order that the shell on
emerging from the gun shall pass through still
air, and preserve a perfectly straight line. The
chronograph consists of three beams of light
projected at different distances across the path
of the projectile. After crossing this path they
are deflected by oblique mirrors into a minute
hole in a cast iron box, inside of which is an automatically moving photographic plate. On this
plate the beams of light trace three fine lines in?

?
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Supposing that the molecular speed is proportional to the heat conductivity, the former would
he at least 100 times that of hydrogen, or 105
miles per second. The density of the new gas is
assumed to be only the 10,000th part of that of
hydrogen, or the 144,000th part of that of the
air. Hence it should extend 144,000 times as
high as the air, and indefinitely into space. If,
as is probable, there is less than a millionth of it
contained in the atmosphere, then it is likely that
it " not only extends far beyond the atmosphere,
but fills all celestial space at a very small pressure." The author, assuming that the new gas is
elementary, has therefore given it the name
Aetherion, and supposes its molecule to be monatomic. Much more study on this supposed new
element, however, will be necessary before MrBrush's conclusions can be accepted as final.
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will, and followed by a more than
ever absorbing and passionate devotion to the
poor. The shadow- of Christ's cross became to her
its reality. Loneliness, persecution, the ingratitude of the very people she had helped, became
her portion ; and still the sweet, loving nature
grew sweeter, till it was like the angels. At the
age of twenty-three, having been wife, mother,
widow, and nun, the dearSt. Elizabeth, princess of
Hungary and Duchess of Thuringia, lay on her
dying bed, poor as the poorest; and with wonderful birdlike singing on her lips, passed joyfully
to the Vision of her God.
She is linked to our day by a peculiar tic. The
young peer of France who wrote her story, with
a touch so brilliant and so true as to render it
worthy of a place in the classics of literature,
and who found afterwards to his intense delight
that his young wife was lineally descended from
this dear saint, has shown, to our money-loving
and gay society, a princess who spurned riches
and loved the poor ; a woman who forgave injuries, and prayed for those who did her wrong ; a
husband and wife devotedly attached to each
other, but to God above all; the one a soldier of
God in the camps of battle, the other a saint
upon the throne.
to God's holy

Still another element! Monsieur and Madame
" "
Curie record in the Gomtes Rendus the discovery
of what appears to be a new element in the mineral pitchblende, and which they call Polonium.
Pitchblende is an oxide of uranium, and possesses the property of giving off, in common with
all uranium salts, certain rays which are called,
after their discoverer, the "Becquerel rays," but
concerning whose origin we are still in ignorance.
The rays are capable of making the air a conEDITORIAL NOTES.
ductor and also of acting on the photographic
Evkn the Cuban "patriots" object to our deplate. They can be refracted, and probably re- fective public school
system, which it is now
flected. The new element discovered by the au- proposed to impose upon their island. The sothors above mentioned is said to possess 400
called president of the non-existent Cuban retimes the activity of uranium as regards the emis- public,
Bartolomeo Maso, in the address recently
sion of this radiant energy. Beside this new eleissued by him, declares that that system must be
ment and uranium, the only elements known to
modified before it can be acceptable to the
give off similar rays are thorium, and, to a far Cuban people.
less degree, tantalum. The uranium rays, however, differ from those of thorium in being capa- Christianity at Home.
Our friend, Mr. George T. Angell, editor of
ble of being polarized by transmission through
Dumb Animals, very often hits the nail
Our
tourmaline, while those of thorium are not thus
on the head, as will be seen by the foldirectly
polarized.
lowing extract from his valuable paper :

A Princess of Hungary.

" Meeting a distinguished
some
to

?

Protestant religious worker
time since, we said him, ' We see that Rev. Mr.
( Continued
406.)
has been rinding a good deal of fault with you for helping
from page
the little Roman Catholic church in your town to buy an
whole life, may be summed up in the motto organ.' 'Oh,' replied the gentleman, ' when we have conall the Protestants, then we will convert the Cathchosen by him from his boyhood
Goodness, verted
olics, but it will take three or four days more to convert
Justice."
He
was
Chastity,
worthy,
the
the lov- the Protestants.' We think the same thought is worthy
terrupted where the projectile cuts the beam.
When the plate is developed, the distances of the ing, and the beloved spouse of a saint.
the consideration of those who are so anxious to convert
The love for the poor, that the young duchess the millions of Malays in the Philippine Islands. When
interruptions are measured microscopically up
we have converted the millions in our own country who
to 1-5000 of an inch, and from this data the vel- felt, waxed stronger, for she saw in them Jesus attend no church or Sunday-school, and have made them
ocity and resistance are readily calculated. This Christ. We know the story of the roses, told good humane Christians, then we can set an example to
the world which will do more to convert the Malays than
ingenious apparatus will be installed in one of the sometimes of her tender childhood, and oftener any
number of missionaries we may now be able to send
large laboratories of the Catholic University.
of her wedded years, and the story of the leper them."
whom she laid in her own bed, to wash and feed

In the last fractions of liquid argon Professor
llamsay finds three new gases, one of them not
previously described. These gases are crypton,
which had previously been obtained from liquid
air, and which is characterized by two brilliant
spectrum lines one in the green and one in the
yellow; metargon, whose spectrum closely resembles that of carbon monoxide, and which is
remarkable for its inertness ; and a still heavier
gas, not hitherto described, which Professor Ramsay calls xenon ?the stranger. This gas possesses
a much higher boiling-point than the others, and
is easily separated, but it is present only in minute quantity. Its spectrum is analogous to that
of argon, but it differs from that in the position
of the lines. The quantity of xenon present in
the atmosphere is estimated as one part in 40,000,
and that of the other gases at even less.
?

?

:"

and tend, and in whom her astonished husband
the eyes of his soul being opened by
saw,
the Ail-Powerful," ?the figure of Jesus Christ
crucified. We listen, between smiles and tears,
to the naive dialogue, that is inimitable in its exI wish," the duchess said to
quisite simplicity.
Louis, that we had but a bit of land, provided
with what we need to live, and about two hundred sheep ; and then you could till the ground,
and take care of the horses, and suffer all this
toil for God, and I would take care of the sheep
and shear them." The Duke began to laugh, and
replied: Ah, sweet sister, if we had so much
land as that, and so many sheep, it seems to me
we would not be so very poor, and many people
would think us still too rich."
After seven
years of happiness, and
when three children had been given them,
the end suddenly came. For the greater
love of Jesus Christ, the young Duke parted
from life and children and lands and all he
had; and laid down life itself in that mystery of the Crusades, a mystery of faith, of devotion, of love, that will forever remain impenetrable to the coldintelligences of the ages without
faith." TTpon the widowed Elizabeth, still not
twenty years of age, fell the anguish of intense
?

"

"

"

"

At the Boston meeting of the American Association, 0. F. Brush announced the discovery of
a new gas,? a constituent of the atmosphere and
presumably elementary. Its chief characteristic
"
is it enormous heat conductivity at low pressures.
Even when mixed with other gases its heat conductivity at very low pressure is 100 times that
of hydrogen, and the author thinks that when
pure it may become a thousand times greater. desolation, accompanied by absolute resignation

Their Own Enemies.
Our Protestant Episcopal brethren, when they
reckon up their profit and loss columns, must be
sorely tempted to wish that their recent triennial
convention had either not taken place at all or
had taken different action than it did upon certain matters. The cowardly course which the
convention followed in refusing to do what it
could towards abating the divorce evil has un-

doubtedly injured the Protestant Episcopal

church greatly in the minds of all right-thinking
persons. The convention struck another blow
at the church when it decided to send a bishop
to Brazil and to undertake missionary work in
Cuba and Porto Rico. For, as the Outlook
points out, that action reduces the Protestant

Episcopal church, which has always heretofore
held itself above the rest of the Protestant sects,
to the level of the latter; and it cuts the ground
from under the feet of those Episcopalians who
claim that their church is a branch of the true
Church, Catholic, but not Roman Catholic; and
who have hitherto held that it would be an act
of schism on the part of their church to attempt
to establish missions in Roman Catholic countries. Our Episcopalian brethren must realize
these days the truth and force of the saying that
one's worst enemies are sometimes those of his
own household.
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AmoJO
nugst urselves. dicators. Possibly, though it's hardly

there is little excuse for the dirty Princess when she goes the round of
likely,
it
be
some consolation hands one sees frequently.
And her favorites' cages, kennels and
may
Conducted Br Aunt Bride.
to our frivolous friend here to know there's quite as little excuse for stalls.
The pheasantry was really built
" were'killed
When Aunt Bride came upon that one of the richest women in badly kept nails. Five minutes' at- for"some pet goats, which
town
has
much
worse
looktention
will
them
in
every
day
keep
hands
them they had drawn the easy chairs
by a flash of lightning while huddling
up to the fire and were toasting ing than hers. I notice hands be- order. Hands should be wiped dry together under an elm tree. Some
their toes before the grate. They cause my business is to care for before going out into the air. Go- time after it was furnished with
incubators for pheasant-rearing, and
were a picture of comfort and rest them. This woman has me to do ing out-of-doors with wet hands is
Prince and Princess takealmost
both
hair regularly, but she never seems the most frequent cause of chapped enthusiastic
after the day's work was done.
interest in this estabsaid Aunt Bride, to think of her hands, which are hands. After bathing the hands in lishment and its uses during the rearSupposing,"
" of those dear old Irish fairies often ink-stained, and I've seen hot water an application of rose- ing season. The Princess pays con"ofone
visits and looks personally
Lady Wilde's were to appear at them when the nails were not over- water and glycerine will keep them stant
after the hatching operations. This
clean.
She's
not
one
of
new
soft.
The
nails
your
should
be
cleaned
you
this minute and say
could have
incubator house has been a truly
your dearest wish, what would you rich, either. Her ancestors came while the hands are wet. It roughpractical success, and last year it
over about Ilendrick Hudson's time, ens the nails to clean them while proved to be of exceeding service
ask for ?"
And the girl who was holding her and must have made their money dry. After removing the deposit in filling up the gaps in the young
caused by bleak nights, and
hands out to the blaze answered about the same date. It's a good from under the nail they should be broods
in
one
memorable storm of rain
promptly, " I should wish for beauti- many generations since any of them scrubbed with soap and the brush. which swept over that side of the
had to hustle for a living, at any If there are stains underneath the country
ful hands."
the young chicks were on
Shocking!" exclaimed the serious rate. She's had every advantage of nails an application of a wooden that night destroyed wholesale, and
"
memberof the household.
You're education and travel, and she's really toothpick dipped in a solution of ox- every keeper in the district has a
"
getting positively frivolous in your a fine woman. She's good, too. I alic acid and water will remove them. vivid remembrance of that fearful
confess she's knocked all my theories It should be remembered that oxalic night.
old age."
Her Royal Highness, the Princess,
about
hands as an indication of char- acid looks like salts and is poison, so
Oh, I know very well," was the
takes the greatest delight in watch"
it should not be left around care- ing every stage of her pets' comfort
quick rejoinder, " I should say acter in the head."
me of a sweet lessly. A slice of lemon rubbed on and proper development. She often
That
reminds
strength of mind, faithful friends,
"
a good husband, good health, a clean little legend I read the other day," the hands will remove the stains goes to the pheasantry inclosure,
and from a little basket replenished
soul, strength to live up to the ideals remarked the red-handed member. made by peeling vegetables. A lit- with grain she feeds, with her own
dipped
in the
of my faith, or something fine like " Probably you've all heard it before, tle bag of oatmeal
hands, her feathered friends, includthat. I don't suppose, really, that though. Three women sat by a water will soften the skin. The ing silkies, bantams and pheasants,
if I had a choice of all those things stream disputing as which had the nails should be regularly cut and which here have their home.
I should actually prefer beautiful most beautiful hands. One bathed filed until they are brought to a good
Colleges and Academier,.
hands, but you've no idea what a her hand and held it up to show how shape. When wiping the hands the
trial ugly hands are. Just look at brightly white it was. Another towel should be pressed against the
mine and then say you wouldn't plucked the berries that grew by the skin to loosen and shove it away
Cor, of Beech and Lexington Sts
wish for an improvement. Here it's stream and rubbed the tips of her from the nail, in order that the
WAVERLY, MASS.
not December yet
the real cold fingers until they glowed a charm- moon at the base may show. AltoA select day »chor>l for young ladies, conducted
by Dominican .Sifters, opens for admission of puon Sep. 6, lt«8.
weather has not begun, and my hands ing pink. The third gathered violets gether, a very little care, if it's taken pilsFor
further information apply to
are red and rough and chapped. See until their fragrance clung to her regularly, will work wonders with
SISTER SUPEKIOK.
how wrinkled they are and how big hands. And. then an old beggar the ugliest hand. I suppose, though,
ST. JOHN'S COLLEGE,
the joints are, and how ugly woman passing by told them her I'm giving my trade away, telling
Fordham, New York City.
the nails are, short and wide at the pitiful story and begged for help, you so much about it."
UNDER JESUIT FATHERS.
Aunt Bkide.
top and almost pointed at the base. but each one refused her scornfully.
Boarders and Day Scholars.
Full Classical, Scientific and Commercial Courses,
Why, my mother, in spite of her She went on to another woman who
For terms, etc., apply to
THE DOMESTIC PETS OF ROYALTY.
years of hard work, has better look- sat near, and whose hands were toilRev.
Thos.
J. Campbell, S. J., President.
ing hands than I have. It's really stained and rough and brown, but
lii a book recently published, says
very annoying. And it's worse now- quick to grasp the beggar's in sym- the Saturday Evening Post, there is Mt. St. Mary's Academy,
adays, when people wear gloves so pathy and give what help she could an entertaining chapter on the pets
MANCHESTER, N. H.
much less frequently than they used spare. The beggar returned to the at Sandringham, the East Anglian
Boarding School for Young Ladies.
to do. When I take my gloves off group and asked what the dispute home of the Prince and Princess of Please send for catalogue to
THE MOTHER SUPERIOR.
I always imagine people are looking was about. Theytold her, and held Wales. The pets of the Princess
at my ugly hands and thinking what up their beautiful hands. ' Beauti- comprise almost every kind of
UNIVERSITY
a careless, coarse, unrefined sort of ful, indeed,' she said when she saw animal and bird that is domesticated.
Notre Dame, Indiana.
Letters, Science, Law, Oivii, Mechanperson their owner must be. Of them. But when they asked which She has her pony stable, which was icalGlassies,
and Electrical Engineering.
Thorough
and Commercial Courses.
course, I know that's a morbid sort was the most beautiful, she answered, built in 1871 for four French ponies EcclesiasticalPreparatory
student 1? at special rates.
Booms
Junior or Senior Tear, Collegiate
of feeling, and I hope I have too ' It is not the hand that is washed which have now been replaced by ?oursea. Free.
Bt. Edward's Hall, for boys under 13.
The 108th Term will open January 4th, 1896
much common sense to give way to clean in the brook ; it is not the hand the English-bred Hina, Merry Antics, latalognessent Free on application to
Bey. A. Morrlasey, C.S.C., President.
it. I know very well kindly folks that is tipped with red ; it is not the Pow and Bell. This stable is conflowers,
about
hand
that
is
of
but
fragrant
thinking
are not
my hands at
sidered the prettiest building of its Academy of the Assumption,
all, and the unkind critics are not the hand that is quickly stretched to kind in the world, with its whiteWellesley Hills, Mass.
This Academy, situated iv the suburbs of Boston,
worth minding. But I can't help help those who need its help that is tiled walls, green-tiled frieze, and an is onlya few miles from the city. It is on location
the line of
is
the Boston and Albany Railroad. The
most healthful and picturesque in New
thinking sometimes that it must be most beautiful.' As she finished, her open wooden roof. The name of one of the The
grounds are extensive, affording amEngland.
advantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum
easier to keep- a clean soul, to be wrinkles faded, her rags fell away the tenant, according to custom, is ple
of studies is thorough and comprehensive, embracing
education.
kind and generous and helpful, if and she stood before them a radiant written in gold letters over each all the branches necessary for a refined day
pupil'
For particulars as to terms for boarders or
one is physically sound and attrac- angel qualified to decide the ques- stall.
apply to Sister Superior.
Attached to the Academy Is a preparatory schoo.
tive. I really think, instead of be- tion."
The object of
boys between the ages of 5
The author of the book above for
*»* Meducation as will
this school is to give such a general
college.
ing discouraged as leading to vanity,
And when the rough-handed mem- mentioned further states that the fit pupilsto enter
young folks should be encouraged ber had gone away to bed, the little Princess has always preferred brown VILLANOVA COLLEGE,
to have physical defects or deform- manicure remarked softly, "She has harness to black, and all used by her
Conducted by the Augustlnlan Fathers,
ities remedied. Wheneverpossible, very beautiful hands." And after a is in tan leather with brass mounts. Location Delightful. Courses Thorough,
TKRMS MODERATE.
I think crooked teeth and crooked while she added : But after all, it Her affection for dogs is wellknown,
"
Athletics of all kinds are encouraged.
straightened,
be
Send for Prospectus.
superdoesn't take much time to keep one's and among the feathered pets are
eyes should
DELUREY, 0. S. A? President,
moles
should
have
in
and
A.
condition,
good
very
fluous hairs and
hands
doves, descendants of the single pair REV. L. Delaware
County, Perm.
hands
should
electricity
money
required
and
little
indeed is
to presented to the Princess during her
doses of
buy the necessary tools. A slim- first visit to Ireland, and an assortbe manicured, of course."
"Talking about hands as an in- bladed knife, a small file, a three- ment of Australian pigeons. The
Emmitsburg, Md.
dication of refinement, either of cent nail brush, five cents' worth of very wonderful cockatoo, "Cocky,"
Conducted by an Association of Secular
auspices of His Emlcharacter or surroundings," re- oxalic acid and a ten-cent solution of is said to be more than one hundred Clergymen, under the
the Cardinal Archbishop of Baltlyears old. He used to live in the nence,
marked the girl who earns her liv- rose water and glycerine will work boudoir
more.
of the Princess, but the penClassical, Scientific and Commercial
ing by going to the homes of well- wonders. Whatever excuse there etrating power of his screams was Courses.
Terms: »300.00 In Senior, and
J280.00 in Small Boys' Department.
to-do women and manicuring their may be for red and roughened hands biich that it was necessary to releAddress
REV. WILLIAM L. O'HARA,
hands and shampooing their hair, when one's work requires one to gate him to the kennels,where he is,
regularly
in
however,
water,
by
much
visited
the
keep
very
them
they're
think
inPresident.
I don't
infallible

,
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON.

Office: 75 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass.

Diocesan Director: Rev. Joseph V. Tracy, D. D.

on the day of special commemoration of the deceased
members of the committee, or the Band to which he
belongs ; 12. On the day of one's admittance to the
Association; 13. At the hour of death, by invoking,at
nn-vriTrrrtiva rtm ?» ?,? <, M?, D
CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP.
least in the heart,the sacred name of Jesus; 14. The
\u25a0? Torecite for the above unction, formed once favor of the Privileged Altar for every Mass said in
for all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the morn- the name of an Associate for a deceased member,
ing or evening prayers, adding the fo'lowing invoca- Children who are members of the Association, but
tion St Francis Xavier, fray for us
2. To give,
have not made their First Communion, may gain the
in alms for the missions, at least five cents monthly above Indulgences by performing some pious work
or sixty cents a year This offering is to be made appointed by their confessor,
thiough the regular organization of the Association.
II. Partial Indulgences. 1. Sevenyears and seven
quarantines every time lay Associate performs, in aid
0RQANI7ATIOV
,h
W
»r charity ,:
7
In each community' " Bands are formed, each °L, 5 J,
X°; ion
'. 7 ° rk Assdec,
e
band consisting of ten or more persons. The Pro- r
,?' the
7
f M
December;
m
Ma
3
d
of
,
y?"
3moter or Head of a band collects the offerings of its
°Z ,- an Associate 3rd
recites Our Father
members and turns them over to the Parochial or
invocation of St.
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. In many
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
ah *\,~~
?md"j genc<:
1 .l P 1?i andj r t,a1
*? 1
order to report and to devise the best means to fur?'
P?have
n
rc "PP'icable
to the souls m Purgatory; and all h
ther the Association.
fbeen
approved of by his Grace, the Most Reverend

OBJECT OF THE ASSOCIATION.

To promote the evangelizing of non-Catholic peopies by the prayers and contributions of the faithful.

:

00^'
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.'

Letters from the missionaries of the Association
collected and published every other month in the

.

,

Archbishop.

ANNALS.
are

°1 " """*
"

a
1S Sent /r-aluitousty to every
Py
n
collector
of ten contributions or Promoter, and he, or
she, is expected to pass it around to the other members in succession, after which it becomes his or her
property.

?

\u25a0£

SPECIAL FEASTS.

The Association has selected as times of special
prayer and thanksgiving
1. The feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross, May the 3rd, the anniversary
of its foundation, in 1822 2. The feast of St. Francis
Xavier, December the 3rd, patron of the Association.
On these two days the Association has a Mass celebrated in every parish in which the work is regularly
organized
VAjmnv
vvtvt'tttat
UJIL, f
orttill
A. y UKO>.
I. Several thousand Masses are offered up every
year by the missionaries, for the intention of the living and the deceased members of the Association. 2.
Summary of the Indulgences which may be gained by
all the Associates. I. Plenary Indulgences. 1. On
the feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross, May 3
2. On the feast of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3:3. On
the feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin,
March 25; 4. On the feast of the Assumption, Aug.
15 ; 5. On any day within the octaves ot the above
feasts 6. On the feast of the Epiphany, Jan. 6 7.
On the feast of St. Michael, Sept. 29; 8. On all
feasts of the Apostles; y. Every month, on any two
days chosen by the Associates; 10. Once a year, on
the day of the general commemoration of all the deceased members of the Association 11. Once a year,

:

;

;

;

;

LOCAL

WORK.

?

St. Catharine's Church?Somerville.
The monthly meeting of this
Branch of the Association was held
Friday, Nov. 4. The Rev. D. W.
Lenihan, parochial director, pre-

The contributions for the
The following
ladies kindly accepted the duties of
sided.

month were *44.10.
?

Miss Lena Lefabors,
Miss Nellie M'Kennedy,
Miss Sarah McCrary,

n Morrison street
15 Porter street
21 Harrison street

New Promoters of the

Cathedral

Branch.

Miss Mary Sullivan,
Miss Miry McNamara,
Miss Kittie Halloran,
Miss Rose McNulty,

*

obs.erve the other conditions prescribed to the Assoc al"\u25a0
every age and of both sexes are adSa hohcs of
membership, and all are earnestly ex? le f
horted
01n the Association
There is certainly a
esson for us ln the "?' whlch actuates Protestant
denominations
c(m tnbute mere than ten mdlwn
dollars a year for the propagation of their beliefs.
We have the true faith, and we daily pray Thy kingdom come; yet to the extent of how many dollars
and cents yearly do we aid the coming of that kingdom among heathen peoples ? Our missioners, heroic
men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they
could effect, had they the means from whom must
these means come ? In due proportion ? from us; in
that proportion there rests upon us through the prnvidence of Almighty God, responsibilityfor the Church's
more or less complete fulfilment in our time of its
mission to teach oil nations. Whatever we give for
this end is given to God, and will be returned unto us
a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be given unto you
good measure and pressed down and shaken together
and running over shall they give into your bosom."
(I.uke vi. 38.)
For Promoter's blanks, tracts, or information about
the Association, apply to the Diocesan Director.

'

'

'

°
'° l ,

:

;

:

Bradford street
41 Seneca street
649 Harrison avenue
yj East Dedham street
28

Contributions.
Miss Bridget O'Donnell, Holbrook,

$1.00

officialnamed Ho:lngtchen-Kiou, and that the catechist and servant of the
screaming with all their might
unfortunate missionary were enabled
"No trespassing. Kill him! kill to reach me and give an account of
the whole affair. They were bearAt the same time, in all the vil- ers of a letter from the mandarin
lages of the valley, the tam-tam and himself. Acting as a man who
the marine conches call loudly to fears to be compromised, he simply
arms. Soon some hundreds of madpointed out the facts without giving
men rush forward, waving their any details, and begging me to refer,
national guard Hag and armed with for all information, to the eye-witguns, spears, pikes and daggers.
ness he sent to me, bearing his letFather Bertholet stepped out of ter. He declared that a full report
the palanquin and sought refuge in of the affair had been forwarded to
a village, but all doors were closed his superiors, and it seemed as if the
against him. He turned back, in poor man had accomplished his duty
the direction of the town, with his as far as lay in his power.
The same can not be said of the
little escort. For half a league he
was shot at without being touched ; governor of the province. During
in the end the Father was hemmed the last twenty days he has taken
in on all sides; pierced through no measures against the assassins,
with spear blows, he fell to the nor has any precaution been used to
prevent the recurrence of such
ground and expired.
Tang-Ky-Tu, yet a catechumen, crimes or guarantee the security of
and Po-M-Tchang, a baptized Chris- the missionaries and Christians, detian, suffered the same fate a few spite the ever-renewed claims of our
steps from him. Two catechumens consul, Mr. Guillien, at each new act
were carried off as captives, but of violence.
The poor Kouang-Si mission has
were afterwards redeemed at twelve
deeply tried! Who can rebeen
piasters a head. Three pretorians
main
unmoved
at the account of these
were wounded. Father Bertholet's
sorrows ? Our works
ever-recurring
chapel was seized,together with valand
our
lives
are in the hands of
uablepapers, whose loss is irreparable.
Help
us by your prayers beTwo of the persons of his suite, God.
fore
the
throne
of God, and ask
one of them his own servant, sucfor
us
prayers
in your privileged
ceeded in reaching the town and
sanctuaries,
holy souls, and in
from
carrying the sad news to the suball
at heart the
having
communities
prefect. Without losing a moment,
Jesus
Christ
on
earth.
Send
glory
of
the latter rushed to the spot with all
us
valiant
men
to
fill
vacant
the
the force at his disposal about
forty men. He identified the bodies places and occupy new positions. I
and the wounds, had them washed have already addressed you this delong ago ; I renew it all the
by hisguards, then carefully wrapped mand
more ardently now, as it is more
in white cloths, placed in coffins, necessary than ever.
and brought from the town in haste.
Father Bertholet, who was in his
Then they were buried near the spot
of the crime, and a board, bearing
stamps sent lo
Aon.c in posu««
f J 1-tMUb B
roLhero6 &38 Barclay St, Hew York, is
the name of each victim, was placed
the easiest way to pay Tor a year's subscription
beside each body. Some soldiers
sToim;s tosut all tastes, b* our n>khv\osT
CATMOLK..JLVENILE WRITERS,
were left to watch, but when the
.NIMEROirFINF.
HALF-TONE' I LUSTRATIONS
\QAMES\INVENTK)NS, MISCELLANY^
sentinels are gone, is it not to be
7\
u
25a0
CKNTs"I
nVAI >V ANC It.
/PRIC K.
I O «ncounge>mon. to get s-ibsmpPREMIUMS.^
feared that the precious remains will
we
offer
valuable Premiums
friends,
among
tioni
tßeir
Samples and Premium Lists mailed free to your_fttends if
you will send us their addresses. *
be stolen ?
There and then, in the middle of
BROTHERS
->w*g%\ dumi.iii-inmi.wßSi.
the night, the mandarin ordered the
assassin brought before him. It was
only at the second summons that he
?

. . .

?

( From the Sept.-Oct. Annals. )

(Conclusion.)

the 25th of March Father
Hertholet had set out from his station at Siou-Jen-Hien to visit his
new Christian settlements in the
sub-prefectures of Ly-Pou-Hien and
Vun-Ngan-Tcheou (or luong-An).
50 Gushing street
88 Holworthystreet
As he wasgoing through these new
126 Cushing street
Oxford street countries he had taken the precau28 Nichols averjue
to warn the respective tribunals
651 Mt. Auburn street tion
4 Cottage street and to demand a little escort.
The
26 Vineyard street
journey
through
was
without
got
39 Alban street
303 Mt. Auburn street any incident. The Tun-Ngan man78 Ho.worthy street darin even went so far as to invite
6 Forrest street
81 Cushirg street him to come in, received him kindly,
95 Cushing street and sent soldiers to watch over him
28 Holworthy street
, 5 School Lane whilst he remained in the Christian
Prentiss street settlement; orders
were given to
Q Arlington street
the district chiefs,and the anonymous
37 Cottage street
,5 Cottage street placards were torn
down.
l6

Mrs. T. A. Winslow,
Miss Mary Donovan,
Miss Lizzie Rose,
Miss Elgena Rose,
Miss Margaret Forrest,
Mrs. J. W. ISarry,
Miss Mary Hogan,
Miss Katharine Landregan,
Mrs Matthew J. Cooney,
Miss Nellie Foley,
Mrs. E H. Cunningham,
Mr. Patrick White,
Miss Josie Holland,
?
Miss Florence Kelly,
Mrs. Katherine E. McGrath,
Mrs. James Mcc,
Mr. John Costello,
Miss Ann Toohig,
Miss Maty Quigley,
Miss Nellie Kenny,
Miss Annie Glynn,
Savitl street
Mrs. Patrick T. Leahy,
M3Coolidge avenue
Mr. Thomas Chisholm,
48 Belmont street
Mr. John F. Lydon,
48 Belmont street
Mr. Thomas Finigan,
22 Lawn street
Miss Mary McDonald,
34 Cottage street
Cottage street
Miss Anastasia Fitzgerald,
Miss Annie Mulrey,
150 Holworthy street
112 Holworthy stree
Miss Margaret Horuan,
33<> Mt. Auburn street
Mss Biidget Cahill,

promoters :

. ..

'

Those who contribute *6.oo a year, thereby acquiringthe right to receive for their own exclusive use
a copy Df the Annals. 2. All who contribute a sum
of money not less than 4o.oo for the purpose of establishinga permanent fund, thus becoming members
in perpetuity. These may enjoy the above spiritual
favors and indulgencesperpetually,provided that they

THE MURDER OF FATHER BERTHOLET
AND THE TRIALS OF
Mt.
THE KOUANG-SI CHRISTIANS.

Church of the Sacred Heart
Auburn.
On Sunday, Nov. 6, a Branch of
the Association for the Propagation
of the Faith was established in this
parish. The work is to be under
the personal supervision of Father
Coughlan, the pastor, and therefore
its success is assured. Thefollowing
ladies and gentlemen were enrolled
as promoters :
?

,.

EXTRAORDINARY ASSOCIATES.

,
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obeyed. At this solemn moment
the sub-prefect was seated in one of
the poorest houses in the village,
surrounded by his armed soldiers,
ready to fire at the first signal. Notwithstanding the rain, which fell in
torrents, the band of assassins remained outside, flag unfolded at the
distance of a gunshot, determined to
defend their chief.
The latter opposed denials to
every charge, as if it were not a
known fact throughout the land that
nothing was done without his consent. However, the representative
of authority let the assassin return
to his home quietly, not feeling himself sufficiently strong, and returned
to the town at daybreak.
On the ensuing days the houses
of the newly baptized Christians
were plundered, and up to the present moment we do not know what

Seeing these good intentions,
Father Bertholet deemed it well to
prolong his visit, and remained for
the Easter feasts, baptized all the
catechumens of this settlement, in
all thirteen persons.
On the 21st of April he quit the
settlement, giving thanks to God.
When passing through Yun-Ngan
the mandarin wished to receive him
again. After remaining about half
an hour the Father continued his
road with six Christians or catechumens and six pretorians; he was
traveling in a palanquin.
At the distance of a league and a
half from the town, about two
o'clock in the afternoon, the little
caravan had just crossed a large
bridge, when a band of fifteen has become of the Christians.
rough-looking men, but unarmed,
The survivors of Father Berthosought to block the way, acting, they let's party were escorted, by order
declared, on the orders of a military of the sub-prefect, and it is thus

. . .

(i
I
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thirty-third year, came to the mission towards the close of 1889, and
had always been in the Siang-Tcheou
district. After having learned the
language, the charge of the administration was given over to him in
1891, on the occasion of my visit in
the spring. Then when I took
the direction of the mission, he took
charge of the Christian settlements
of the sub-prefectures of Siofi-Yen
and Lyou-Hien, which he developed
and extended as far as Yun-NganTeheoti, where he has justreceived
the martyr's crown.
It was principally in the SiangTcheou that he found scope for his
zeal, having founded several works,
amongst others the Holy Childhood,
lie had undertaken being a native
of Lyons
to erect in the village of
Long-niu a sanctuary in honor of
Notre-Dame dc Fourviere, under
whose protection he had obtained so
many favors!

fe AC EEL)
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TribPuotesanW
f riters.
"ANGELS OF MERCY."
The Rev. W. T. Helms paid the
following tribute recently in the

Christian Advocate to the labors of
Catholic Sisters during the late

war :
As chaplain of the United States
flagship Lancaster,' stationed in the
harbor of Key West, Fla., I visited
the hospitals to which sick and
wounded men were sent from both
army and navy. At the beginning
of hostilities the Convent of Mary
Immaculate had been offered and
accepted as a hospital, and was
known as the general hospital. The
Sisters of Charity who gave the use
of the convent are known as the
Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus
and Mary. Their work had been
teaching, but when war was deand they thought of the comclared
THE CRUEL MAHDI.
forts of their convent, which forThe war correspondent of the St. tunately is situated in the coolest
James Gazette gives some particu- place in that hot, dusty city, they
lars of the captivity of Sister decided to share their blessings with
Grigolini, lady superior of the mis- sick and wounded men who could
sion convent at El Obeid, and other nowhere else secure them. Their
nuns who fell into the hands of the decision was beautiful in its unselMahdi. Sister Grigolini comes of a fishness, for not only did they who
good family in Verona. After their offered the use of their convent becapture they werefirst marched sev- come faithful nurses, but they asked
eral days' journey to Kehdad and no remuneration at the hands of the
deprived of their shoes. The sharp government, either for the use of
stones cut their feet to pieces, so the convent or for the services of
much so that their toe-nails came themselves as nurses, the only stipuoff, and they were obliged then to lation being that the convent should
continue the march on their hands be returned to them at the end of
and knees. At their capture one the war in as good condition as
?

"

'

?

?

Catholic issions.
M

nun, Sister Elizabetha Venturini,
happened to have a pair of scissors
in her pocket. The Khalifa used
them to slit the centre of all their
noses up between the nostrils. After
this, by refusing them water, he endeavored to force them to become
Mussulmans, but they replied that
he was not their master and they
would only answer to the Mahdi.
Seeing that they remained obdurate
and fearing to lose such valuable
prisoners by death, he doled out not
sufficient water to quench their
thirst, but just enough to keep life
in them.
When they were eventually
brought before the Mahdi he urged
them with threats of death by torture to embrace Mohammedanism.
They again refused, being frequently
beaten. At the end of that period,
seeing he could make nothing of
them, the Mahdi forced them to become slaves of various Greek fellowSeveral of the Fathers
prisoners.
and Sisters succumbed to typhus,
small-pox, etc., and the two remaining nuns, Caterina Chincarine and
Elizabetha Venturini, effected, with
Father Ohrwalder, their marvelous
escape in 1891, thanks to the efforts
of Colonel Wingate and Monseigneur
Soggaro. Sister Grigolini's family
had several times during her captivity of the last fifteen years attempted to send her large sums of
money through Italian agents and
messengers. Not a farthing ever
reached her, and in one case the
Italian entrusted with a considerable
remittance spent the whole of it in
Cairo and died there.

when it had been accepted by the
government. As most of the sailors
who were sick were sent to this
hospital, I visited it day after day,
and though a Protestant minister, I
could not have been more warmly
welcomed had I been of their faith.
" From inexperience they rapidly
advanced until they were nurses to
whom might safely be confided the
care of even the most dangerous
cases. And such nurses! They
were veritable angels of mercy in
their ministrations to men who were
in every degree of sickness and who
were suffering from every sort of
wound. And the men grew to love
their sweet, smiling faces, and they
wondered how human beings could
tread so gently, and how human
hands could so softly brush away
the cares from their fevered brows.
Then their hands were ever ready to
write long letters to the homes that
could not otherwise have heard from
husbands, fathers and sons whose
arms were weakened and whose
nerves were unsettled. And they
never complained of weariness,
though sometimes their faces spoke
of overwork in a slightly intensified
pallor that came from long vigils of
watching, that were frequently followed by additional hours of prayer.
And they never apparently were
dissatisfied, claiming that the pleasure of helping others for Christ's
sake was in itself its own recompense.

14 November 19, I*9*

day a celebrated bishop who has
been
dead for I don't know how
work
was honored by a new monuI allude to the efficient corps of long,
ment in the cathedral of Santiago,
trained nurses who exchanged com- and this was made the occasion of a
fortable, remunerative labors near great celebration. I went, in comtheir northern homes for work in pany with the American minister,
this hot, dusty, isolated city. Then- and found that nearly all of the
diplomats were present.
virtues and graces adorned the con- foreign
The president, the general of the
vent in which they also labored, and
army and the admiral of the navy
the sweetest sisterhood flourished were there in their official dress, and
between them and the Sisters, who during the ceremonies all kneeled
welcomed them as co-workers in a again and again in unison with the
chosen field. Under the direction priest and otherChurch dignitaries."
In regard to toleration, Mr. Carof Miss Lees, the head nurse, and penter says that there are two large
Miss Lyons, the chief surgical nurse, American schools in Santiago, one
every nurse labored most efficiently. supported by the Methodist and the
At times all the efforts of nurses and other by the Presbyterian churches
of the United States, and there are
Sisters, of medicine and prayer,
other Protestant missionary colleges
were unavailing, and a patientwould and churches in different parts of
gently slip his moorings in the hos- the country. These are tolerated, he
pital ward and steal out into the indicates, though the Chilians are
other world. Then, in the last satisfied with Catholicism.
The women of Chili," he says
moments of the vanishing life, the
in conclusion,
are one of the
onlooker would forget for a time strongest elements in upholding
that the scene was a real one, for Catholicism and its influence. They
the tenderness, gentleness and love are very devout. You see them in
with which those wonderful women the churches week-day and Sunday
battled and struggled in hand-to- kneeling on the stone floors and
hand encounters with death seemed saying their prayers.
You meet
superhuman.
them on the streets going to conOn the other hand came letters fession or Mass, each carrying a
from mothers and wives thanking prayer rug in one hand and a prayerthose who were so splendidly caring book in the other."
for their distant loved ones, and at
such times a Sister or a nurse, reading her letter while engaged in some jl «The Boston Cooks Alliance
OFFICIALLY RECOMMENDS
\
errand for a patient or while sitting
by his side and fanning fresh oxygen
another field of women's
" But
had also its devoted laborers.

"

"

"

into lungs gripped by the relentless
pneumonia, would allow a tear to
slowly gather, and as it fell to earth
the sweet sympathy that gave it
birth bound together in stronger

bonds the adorable womanhood of
our land. Occasionally the ambulance would come to the entrance to
receive a draft of men who were to
go North. Arrangements had been
completed and God's country,' as
home was called by some, was extending its arms to welcome back its
sons.
Then came the good-byes.
And
but I may not repeat the
sentiments thatwere then expressed.
Much too sacred were those moments
to have their contents rudely rifled
and exposed. T can only say that
men learned silent lessons about
goodness andhumanity in those hospitals that will make happier hearts
and better homes in many parts of
our wide land."

'

?

Frank S. Carpenter, in a letter on
the Church in Chili, says
" One of the most curious divisions of the president's cabinet is the
branch or department of ' worship
and colonization.' Catholicism is
the state religion, and the Catholic
?

Church receives a certain amount
every year from the government
treasury. Nearly all of the Chilians
are Catholics, and all church affairs
of note are attended by the government officials. On the Chilian anniversary of its day of independence
the president and all of his officials,
including the officers of the army
and navy, attend church. The other
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The Best Bakery
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When you can buy the BEST
BREAD, PIES and'CAKES
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BUY YOST'S?

We make our own pies and
guarantee them THE BEST.
Our Quaker or New England
Bread THE BEST BREAD
for the money in the city

YOST'S BAKERY,
53 West Main Street,
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New ooks.
"Let No Man Put Asunder."
A story illustrating the sacredness and
inviolability of the sacrament of matrimony appears under the above named
title. It is by Josephine Marie, and concerns the sad experiences of a woman
who is loved by two brothers at the same
time, and who, through deceit, becomes
the wife of the one for whom she has
the least affection. When she discovers
the perfidy of her husband, who had left
her to infer that his brother was already
married, although he was single, she is, of
course, greatly grief-stricken, but, in accordance with the teachings of her religion, she resolves not to desert him. Her
faithfulness is rewarded in the end, for
the father of her child is purified through
r epentance and
suffering, and she rejoices
when the man whom she originally loved
finds a life partner worthy of his steadfast, honorable character. The principal
scenes of the novel are laid in New York
City and vicinity at the present day. The
two brothers are well contrasted, and the
heroine, who is an orphan of French extraction, is a womanly creation. We
c ukl well have spared the many foreign
phrases scattered through the book and
the discussions on religion, which retard
the progress of the tale and are not
essential to the understanding of this
work of fiction. The book, nevertheless,
will interest the general reader, and the
lesson that it teaches is a very salutary
one in this age, when the sanctity of the
marriage tic is so little regarded by so
many of our separated brethren, who
seek to escape from their duty to God
and man in the demoralizing atmosphere
of the divorce courts. Published by Benziger Brothers, New York, Cincinnati
and Chicago. Price, si.oo.

VARIOUS NEW PUBLICATIONS.

HEART RKVIEW
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writer whose name is concealed, we are
told, for state reasons, and he seems to
have been the only representative of the
United States south of the Pyrenees during our war with Spain. The paper emphasizes the fact that our secret service
was thoroughly disorganized during the
conflict. "In Porto Rico with General
Miles," by Warner P. Sutton, follows.
Both of these articles are fully illustrated. "Placer Gold and How It Is
Secured " is an instructive paper by John
E. Bennett. Caroline Brown gives some
account of the history of a great diamond
in The Tragedies of theKohinoor." To
the series " Great Problems in Organization," Joseph Leiter contributes a paper
that tells us something about wheat and
its distribution. T. C. Crawford treats
of Ernest Terah Hooley and His Guinea
Pigs," and he thinks that Hooley, the
notorious promoter," failed because he
kept no books. There are stories in this
issue by I. Zangwill, Frank R. Stockton
and H. G. Wells, and a melancholly interest attaches to the conclusion of Harold
Frederic's serial story, "Gloria Mundi."

"
"

"

"The Irish Rosary" for the present
month opens with an illustrated article
on the friars of the Philippines. It
throws much light on the secular and religious situation in the far-away archipelago, and the subject will receive
further attention in the next number.
"Among the Savage Tribes in Eucador
is continued, and it portrays vividly the
experiences of a Dominican missionary.
Magdalen Rock contributes an original
short story relating to the reign of Queen
Elizabeth of England, and the reading
of a devotional character is, as usual, inspiring.

'

The current issue of "Appleton's Popular Science Monthly" has for a leading
article "Was Middle America Peopled
from Asia?" It is by Professor E. S.
Morse, who replies to the interrogation
in the negative. Charles Richards Dodge
dwells on " The Possible Fiber Industries
of the United States," a topic well worth
consideration from an economic standpoint. In " What Is Social Evolution?"
Herbert Spencer reviews " Aristocracy
and Evolution," by W. H. Mallock. In
this paper the distinction between social
evolution and social sustenation is insisted
upon. "The Torrents of Switzerland,"
by Edgar R. Dawson, shows that the
water courses are regulated by accepted
rules. James Collier devotes the fifth
article in the series on " The Evolution
of Colonies " to political evolution. J.
R. Plumandon asserts, in " The Cause of
Rain," that rainfall is due to condensation
upon dust paiticles floating in the atmosphere. ?' A Practical Dutch Charity "
describes a movement in Amsterdam
similar to the college settlements here.
A curious article, translated from the
"Revue dcs Deux Mondes," Is "Dream
and Reality," by Camille Melinand, in
which he attempts to prove that there is
not so much difference between the sleeping and the waking state as we are apt to
imagine. The writer is ingenious, if not
convincing.

A full-page picture of Admiral George
Dewey, from a photograph taken in 18G7,
serves as a frontispiece to the " New
England Magazine" for November.
Henry F. Bond contributes an interesting
paper to Bostonians. It is entitled " Old
Summer Street, Boston," and is full of
pleasant reminiscences of the residents
in the vicinity forty or fifty years ago.
The many illustrations give an excellent
idea of the quaint and picturesque localities of other days. Mary Hall Leonard
writes about Revolutionary Records of
"
a Country Town," the place referred to
being Rochester, Mass.; and Hiram A.
Huse contributes a paper on Montpelier,
Vt., in which the Dewey family is celebrated. Sid H. Nealy furnishes his own
illustrations for an interesting article on
" Hunting in the Maine Woods," and
"Old Wentworth House and Its Masters," by Alice D'Alcho, relates to one of
the ancestral homes of England. In
The Man With the Branded Hand," by
"Frank
Edward Kittredge, we have some
account of Jonathan Walker, a man who
suffered much for the anti-slavery cause.
" The Dreyfus Affair" is considered
The usual number of short stories and by Yves Guyot in the November Forum.
poems help to give variety to the contri- It is an elaborate review of the subject,
and assumes that Dreyfus is innocent.
butions.
i
Hon. Charles Denby asks "Shall We
Short
Stories
"
Thk current issue of "
Keep the Philippines? " and answers his
opens with a curious tramp story by question in the allirmative and in the
Gertrude F. Lynch, in which humble life spirit usually displayed by imperialists;
in New York City is graphically pre- in which the desire for the extension of
sented. It is illustrated by William commercial enterprises goes hand in hand
Mackay. Kate Woodbridge Michaelis with an assumption of boastful philancontributes an Irish folk-lore tale in thropy. In u The Moral of the Cuban
"The Long Leathern Bag," and other War" Goldwin Smith is decidedly oporiginal stories are " The Potlatch of posed to imperialism,. and he does not
favor the " great commonwealth of EngPulkode," by Doctor Charles Milton Bulish-speaking people." Fred T. Jane has
Stocking,"
by
Betty's
Blue
chanan; "
something pertinent to say about Naval
"
Mary Foote Arnold; "The Princess of Bo- Lessons of the War," a subject he is well
Major
treat,
and
The
fitted
and
S.
N.
Clark
Searing,
to
hemia," by Annie E. P.
"
out some weak places in our penSpeeding of the Parting Guest," by S. points
sion system. " The Nicaragua Canal,"
Edgar Benet. The translations and selec- by ex-Senator Warner
Miller, and " The
tions add to the interest of this readable New Panama Canal," by Brigadier-Gennumber.
eral II- L. Abbott, are topics of current
that are treated in an intelligent
to Spain,'' interest
manner. After enquiring " Does College
" A DAXGKRors Mission
which is the initial attraction of"The Education Pay? " Professor John Carleton
Cosmopolitan " for November, is by a Jones concludes that it does.

..

IrOiL
suh etter.
It is very gratifying to all true lovers
of Ireland amongst us to learn that the
initial step has been taken and the arrangements are now well under way for a
fitting celebration in Boston to commemorate the centenary year of famed NinetyEight " and to do honor to the memory of
the dead who died for Ireland. That the
celebration will be in everyrespect worthy
of the cause is assured by the fact that it
is to be held under the auspices of the
useful, unique, and progressive organization known as the " Hibernian Total
Abstinence Association," which is composed of a goodly number of bright young
men of the Ancient Order of Hibernians
throughout Massachusetts. The celebration will consist of a concert of Irish
song and music, and a lecture vividly portraying the incidents of the memorable
year enshrined in Irish hearts. It will
take place in St. Rose Hall, 17 Worcester
street, Boston, Thursday evening, Dec.
29, and all who are anxious to pass a
pleasant evening in blissful fancy among
the hills and vales of the Old Land,"
listening once again to the old songs that
mother sang, should be present and thereby
manifest that the spirit of patriotism and
nationality burns In Irish breasts as
strongly as ever. The members of the
Hibernian Total Abstinence Association
may well be congratulated upon their
laudable efforts to honor the memory of
the dead who fought and suffered and
gave up their lives on the altar of their
country, and we are sanguine that the
national duty they have so voluntarily
undertaken will be well performed and
will redound to their credit. We should
do all in our power to assist them in their
laudable elforts, for it would be impossible
to exaggerate the significance of the
proposed celebration, and it is therefore
essential that the hall be tilled to its
utmost capacity in order that the press
of the morrow report a hopeful and inspiring spectacle that may well be classified as a grand and stirring tribute to our
patriot countrymen who died on the
battlefield, the jail and the gibbet in that
direful year of oppression and misrule.
Let us, then, turn out in full strength and
fill every inch of space at St. Rose Hall
Thursday evening, Dec. 29, that a message may be sent careering across the
inspire with renewed hope the
wave
faithful hearts at home and to assure
them that we are still as true as steel to
the old cause.
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DR. PIERCE'S

FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION

"

"

It will interest all students and lovers
of

" the Gaelic dear that so oftbaffled the

Saxon foe" to learn that the first Irish
grammar was published by an Irish priest
named Father Malloy, in Rome; the next
Irish grammar was published by Hugh
McCartin in Louvain, and the next, in
1747, by Doctor Dunleavy, one of the
professors of the Irish College in Paris.
Doctor John O'Brien published the first
dictionary in 1757, and that also had to be
published in Paris, for the Gaelic language, which was the life and index of the
Irish people, was banned, and the powers
that were endeavored to put the language
to death. It is remarkable that despite all
efforts made by the government to suppress
the Irish language during all that direful
period of enforced ignorance, our ancestors held on to their native tongue with a
tenacity and fidelity to which we owe the
fact that It is a living language today.
Later on, when the Catholic Relief Bill
was passed, a few Irish books were published in Erin. Grammars were published In the old country about 1808 by
Doctor Paul Brien, professor of Maynooth College, General Valiancy, and,
strange to say, by a patriotic Welshman
named Lloyd. The first Gaelic society
was formed In Dublin, also in 1808, and
did yeoman work during thirty-three
years for the preservation of the language. It disbanded In 1841, leaving to
posterity some Irish volumes as a reminder of its life and death. The Ossianis

Makes Weak Women Strong,
And Sick Women Well
For over thirty years this celebrated
remedy has been making women's lives
happier?healthier ?safer.
Many thousands of women have testified
to its wonderful effect.
It is the one medicine that can be depended upon when there is any derangement of the distinctly feminine organism.
It purifies, heals, soothes, builds up. It
is needed when backaches make life miserable?when a sickening, dragging, bearing-down feeling makes work a weary
agony and play impossible when disa?

greeable drains give proof of burning inflammation?when sick headache, nervous
irritability, loss of energy and appetite are
the reminder of unhealthful irregularity or
painful periods.
" I had female trouble for eight years,* 1writes
Mrs. L- J. Dennis, of
East College Street,
Jacksonville, IU. "I was so bad I would litfrom day to day and longfor death to come and

relieve my suffering. I had internal inflamnut
tion, a disagreeable drain, bearing-down pains
in the lower part of my bowels, and such distress everymonth, but now I never have a pain
?do all my own work and am a strong ant!
healthy woman. Thanks to your medicine. I
never forget to recommend "it to all suffering
women. I consider myself a livintr testimonial
of the benefits of your Favorite Prescription.' **

'

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets help the
effect of all other medicines by keeping
the liver active and the bowels open. At
all dealers get what you ask for.
?

Society sprang into the void, created and
published some Irish tales ; but black '47,
the memorable famine year, put an end to
its existence The Soupers or Turncoats
next appeared upon the scene, and they,
desiring to manifest their patriotism,
actually

formed a

Gaelic society

of

Soupers, but with the departure of the
famine and their trade gone this unique
organization expired. The establishment
by the government of schools in Ireland,
in which nothing but English was taught,
has been a great obstacle to the cultivation of the Irish language, and still
another was a miserable spirit of toadyism
which made the people ashamed to speak
the language of their country No longer,
however, are the people ashamed to speak
Irish; on the contrary, they are ashamed
at not being able to speak it. The present
movement to revive and cultivate the language is meeting with a great measure of
success at home and abroad. And why
should not every one in whose veins
courses the blood of the Gael rally for the
old tongue, the oldest in existence except
the Hebrew; it was known long before
the Latin and Greek and had arrived at
maturity long before the birth of German,
French, etc. It was the language of the
Parliament of Tara when there were
nothing but frogs and lizards basking in
the bulrushes of Westminster, it was
spoken in Emania, Aileach and Kinkora,
and all the old Irish palaces before there
was even the smallest conception that
Windsor Palace would come into existence. With such a language, copious in
Its vocabulary, mellifluous in its tone,
sufficient for all the requirements of commercial and social life, it would be an indelible stigma on the Irish race If they
allowed it to die away. We should assist
In the circulation of Irish books, speak
the tongue in our homes and impart it to
our children, no matter where we live
be it in Massachusetts, on the plains of
Hindustan or at home in Connaught,
and we may rest assured that everything
done for the diffusion and cultivation of
the Irish tongue tends to hasten the day
of Ireland's freedom.
M. J. ROCHE.
?
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(Conclusion.)

"

Possibly, still she is eighteen and it
is close on two years since Pierre saw
her, he may think differently," said the
mother with an astute idea she should
place her in a favorable light to her son.
Jean carved slowly, but his lines gave him
no pleasure. At last he put his work
down.
" Where are you going? " said his
mother, noticing him taking his cap,
though Jean often went out on the beach.
For a walk; it is growing too dusk to
cut any more," and opening the door he
went out into the wet.
It was gray and dark over the sea, and
the wind was moaning in the distance as
if gathering itself together for a wild
rush across the water into the little village. It was a night in tune with the
man's mood. He limped across the wet
beach and sat down in very much the
same place he had six years ago when the
boys pelted him. There was no hammering this evening among the boats; old
Jacques no longer worked, he had gone to
his last rest. But Jean was not thinking
of that now, he was only conscious that
a darkness as clouding again over his
*
life, which had been brighter later.
" Why did all this happen to me? My
God, why hast Thou laid this awful
cross? I can not bear it. I am misshapen, and yet my heart is stronger than
others. Pierre has everything, and now
he will have a home of his own with the
one companion I love as I love nothing on
this earth," and the man stood with
clenched fist and looked at the darkening
sky. A tempest was raging in his heart.
" And yet, oh my God, Your ways are
not ours, as Father Bertin tells me so
often
forgive me, I am miserable!"
and the man walked as fast as his halting
step could go in the face of the keen wind
till he reached the small, whitewashed
chapel. A light was shining from the
tiny dome, giving a welcome guide to
ships that passed, and helping others to
run straight to the sheltering harbor.
Jean tried the door; it was fastened; but
through the window he could see the red
sanctuary lamp and he fell on his knees
outside the door. Poor Jean, he had so
much to fight and the only hope of his
life was his religion, though Father Bertin
was always afraid lest his jealousy and
pride would one day drive him from the
right path into a bad indifference, for the
priest knew his nature and the great
trials his affliction had put on his
shoulders. Jean was a proudly clever
man, and for such one is most afraid.
So Father Bertin prayed often for him,
and was everready to hold out a strong,
sympathetic hand to this soul that had to
walk the stoniest of paths. None but
the good old parish priest knew how inwardly deep was Jean's religion; he was
never communicative, and being reserved
he had no friends.
His only friend was Annette, who so
often came to his mother's and who
seemed to take such an interest in his
work that somehow a dream had grown
up in his heart that she might care for
him as he did for her. Not so much, he
knew that. For, hunchback though he
was, his heart was a golden one. But
now that delusive dream had received its
first blow, and as Jean knelt half-bewildered against the chapel door he
realized that such happiness was not for
him. His brother would have everything,
whilst he had to stumble along life's road
with no hand in his. And in his misery
he half-laughed, a piteous laugh that was
more a cry reaching to God's throne. A
sound of approaching steps made Jean
get up and slouch away, but the man
passing caught a glimpse, and he carried
the tale of how that ill-shapen Jean was
laughing outside the chapel, and the folks
said he was bewitched, and he should be
shunned though he did go to Mass on
Sundays. Jean guessed as the man went
by that his character would not be im-
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He felt inclined to laugh again,
only his heart was too heavy, and he
turned slowly home.
Through the lighted window he saw a
man's figure. With a start he remembered his mother's dream and how she
was expecting Pierre. Lifting the latch
slowly he found his brother sitting by
the table.
"Hullo, Jean! You look as though you
had seen a ghost," said Pierre, noting the
other's white face.
I?l did not think to see you here,''
stammered Jean. "But?welcome back."
And Jean held out his hand.
You have
come to stay ? "
"Indeedhe has," interruptedhis mother,
with a quick, satisfied glance at her elder
son. " Do you remember my telling you
my dream?it has come true?perhaps the
other will, too."
' 'What's this about dreams, eh, mother?"
said Pierre laughing.
There is not
much of a dream about me, but what
is it? "
Oh, mother dreamed you were returning, and the other ?" but Jean hesitated.
"The other is that my dream is for you
to stay and be settled and married," said
Marie Caudron, with a questioning look at
her son.
So you have been arranging my matrimonial affairs during my absence. Well,
I hope she is pretty and amiable," said
Pierre, laughing.
"She is both. But I am not going to
tell you her name just now. You must
want your supper," and with good policy
the woman dismissed the subject and saw
to his comforts.
'Well, Jean, been carving much lately ?''
said Pierre. "Who's that for?" noting
the wooden statue.
"That's for Annette," said Jean, quietly,
keeping his eyes on the work of his hands.
"Annette! Oh, our little friend? I suppose she is quite a woman now? "
" Quite. And a very industrious, good
one, too," said Marie Caudron quickly,
He
feeling here was her opportunity.
who gets her willbe a lucky man, for it is
said her old uncle at the mill has plenty
hoarded up, and she ought to get a
dowry."
" The old miser, I remember him well;
he goes to count his money every night.
And Annette Is a woman?bow strangeI "
But Jean said nothing. He guessed that
when Annette saw his handsome brother,
with his sunburnt face, she would forget
her friendship which had been so precious
to the lad the last two years; but then no
one had been there to interfere; now
and poor Jean almost wished his brother
had not returned.
The mother was delighted to haveher
favorite son home again, and many were
her prayers that he would remain and
marry. She was beginning to feel her
age, though she was far too energetic to
have confessed to any such weakness. It
seemed that her prayers might be answered, for Annette came often, and
Pierre did not appear averse to picking
up the threads of an interrupted friendship.
With what little money he had saved,
Pierre took shares in a boat and nets, and
so settled to the life of a fisherman.
Jean envied him that life. He had to
carve at home, and watch the happiness
of others, and the deep lines he cut
seemed lines into his own heart.
One fine day in NovemberAnnette came
running in, her cheeks rosy from the
crisp wind, which had also played tricks
with her fair, curly hair.
" Ah, I thought your mother was in,"
said she, stopping at the door.
" No; she has gone to the village. But
won't you come in, Annette?" said Jean.
"I will for a few moments," and she
entered and went to the table on which
stood his work. "What a lovely pattern ! Who is it for ?"
"That will be a bracket to hold a
statue, perhaps. I am not quite certain
who it will be for," said Jean, hesitating.
" Would you care for it?" and you did
I? Oh, Jean, how lovely;
proved.
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the statue for me only a little while back.
How kind you are; how can I thank
you?" said Annette, turning to him, with
her eyes glistening with pleasure and
sisterly affection.
"Don't thank me. lam glad you will
have it. I may not, perhaps, work any
more here,"said Jean quietly, with rather
a reserved manner which she could not
understand.
" Why, Jean, you are not going away I"
exclaimed Annette in astonishment. "We
should miss you so and your mother
and Pierre," and the girl stumbled a little
over his brother's name, and did not look
at him.
My mother knows I must seek work;
and Pierre, oh, he will be very happy and
my being away won't disturb him! " answered Jean, rather bitterly. " But you?''
and he looked at the fair head which was
turned a little from him.
"I! Why, Jean, are you not my friend?'
said Annette impulsively, giving him her
hand.
He took it and held it firmly for a monient, and said a little brokenly, " God
bless you, Annette."
Why, Jean, you are so serious!"
"I am afraid I get serious; it is working so much indoors. I will go oft' soon
and take a walk by the sea, or perhaps
take out my little boat."
Yes, that will blow all the serious
clouds away, Jean. Good-bye."
He stood by the door and watched Annette go, and he felt as though the sunshine was vanishing from his path. She
turned once and waved, and he answered
with his hand, but she could not see his
eyes.
The winter months sped on, and signs
of early spring were showing themselves
over the country. Pierre had had a good
winter's fishing, except for a short time
when the nets had to lie idle. But now
March had come, and he was busy again;
before sailing he told his mother that he
had decided to ask Annette to be his wife.
Marie Caudron was happy, and her
knitting needles clicked with greater
noise than ever as she stood at the door
waiting for his return. He had gone
that afternoon, looking very upright and
handsome, to do his wooing and to lay
the matter before her uncle, who was reported the wealthiest man in the village.
Poor Pierre stood a little in awe of the
formidable uncle. But the mother had
prepared the way by a judicious conversation with the old man, so the path lay
fairly easy, and Pierre had whistled
bravely along the road, but stopped to
salute the chapel on his way and to cross
h mself devoutly. Marie Caudron was
still waiting expectantly when Jean came
up from the beach.
" Ah! Jean, have you seen Pierre coming along? "
No, mother, where has he gone? " inquired Jean, carelessly.
He has gone to see Andre Lemaitre
and Annette," said his mother triumphantly, stopping her knitting In the excitement of her news
"Andre Lemaitre then he " and
Jean faltered, but his mother never heeded
it. She went on quickly
"Yes, it is to be all settled, and I hope
they will be married at Easter. It is just
Lent now," said the woman sighing.
You will be glad that your old dream
is coming true. Dreams are generally so
disappointing," and Jean looked away to
?
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the sea.

"There they are!" And the good
woman bustled in to put down her work,
but Jean stood still, his heart a stone; he
only felt conscious of a man and girl
walking along the road, and then they
were at the gate.
" Mother, here is your daughter; An-

nette has promised to be my wife," and
Pierre led the girl to his mother, who
kissed her on both cheeks.
"Welcome, and God bless you, Annette;
I am sure you will be a good wife to my
boy," and there were tears shining in her
quick, brown eyes.
Wish me luck, Jean," said Pierre,

"
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IiEVIEW

THE GRAPE CROP.
The Royal Baking Powder Company begs to announce to its patrons
that the grape crops of France and
Italy have yielded a quality of cream
of tartar which, as refined in the
works of this company, is of great
superiority.
The celebrated Royal Baking
Powder, using exclusively this
highly refined and healthful product,
will maintain its position as the
purest, strongest, most efficient and

economical of leavening agents.
The greatest possible aid to the
pastry cook in producing sweet,
light, white, flaky biscuit, cake and
wholesome raised food.
holding out his hand; he wanted all the
world to share in his joy.
" Every happiness," said Jean, taking
the proffered hand.
And to me, brother Jean, now," said
Annette, shyly.
" Yes, and to you, with all my heart
little sister."
And Annette felt how cold was the
hand that held hers.
Pierre went away sailing, and returned
some two weeks before the wedding. He
was in high spirits, which contrasted
strangely with Jean's quiet reserve.
" I think Jean is ill," said the mother.
It will be better for him when he has
gone to work," for Jean was leaving
after the marriage, when Pierre would
bring his wife to the cottage.
Pierre had gone that afternoon to the
next village, about eight miles off, to see
some friends, and Jean had also gone in
the same direction, though not so far.
Half-way up the road stood a Calvary
worn with age and storms, and over the
steps in places the soft clinging moss had
grown. Jean had passed it on his way.
but had only lifted his cap in salutation,
without making the usual invocation.
It was a lovely, balmy day, which
seemed to breathe the first thoughts of
spring, but the very joyousness of the
air was out of harmony with Jean's mood.
He was slowly coming back after a fruitless journey, and, as he approached the
Calvary, he noticed a figure sitting on the
steps, with his head on his arm, as if in
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slumber.
Coming nearer Jean saw it was his
brother and asleep; evidently the warmth
of the day and the long walk had tired
him. At the moment Jean approached he
was half smiling as if in a pleasing
dream. Jean stood a moment and looked
down at the figure on the steps, and then
his eye wandered to his crutch.
An evil thought rose in his mind; he
had forgotten the Divine Figure above,
and the devil stood at his elbow showing
him the contrast between his crooked
figure and the splendid physique of the
man at his feet.
Jean grasped his crutch. One awful
blow and the sleeper, happy in his dreams,
would wake no more.
"He has everything; you are a cripple
?a hunchback fit for nothing, and out of
the friendship of the world," whispered
the tempter. " No one can see you; who
is to know?" The same temptation that
has made many Cains since the first great
murder.
Jean's face blanched, and a wild look
crept into his eyes.
" No one to see!" he almost whispered,
looking round on the sun-lit landscape,
and the demon jealousy, that had long
worked mad riot in his morbid mind, was
urging him fast to dash his brother out
of the world.
He lifted his heavy crutch, but in the
swinging his eyes caught the look of the
crowned Head on the Cross. In his wildness the Face seemed to look sadly pitiful
on the poor soul who was turning his
back on Him.
In terror the crutch fell from Jean's
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nerveless hand, and with a wild sob for
mercy, he covered his face and fell on his
knees.
Pierre slept peacefully on, little dreaming as he lay under the shadow of the
Cross of the awful tragedy beside him.
Humbly Jean rose slowly, and with a
prayer in his heart for mercy he trudged
wearily home.
Pierre and Annette were married soon
after Easter, and Jean quietly left the village to take up his work elsewhere. But
his heart was in that village by the sea,and
he had no love for the town.
In his holiday he returned, and they
thought he hadbecome even more reserved
than before. He spent all his days in his
boat, as of old, till they were afraid that
one day he might get overtaken, and his
strength not be able to resist a sudden
storm. But, as Pierre remarked to his
wife in his light-hearted way
"Oh, Jean is stronger than we imagine;
his body may be crooked, but his arm is
straight and like his heart. Jean is a
good sort, though queer and quiet, you
know, at times." How could Pierre realize what life was under the burden his
brother carried?
It was autumn, and squalls had upset
the weather early. Jean's last day of
holiday had come, and he was preparing
to spend it in his boat.
I think you had better keep by the
land today, Jean; I don't like this
weather," said Pierre.
It is fine today," said Jean, looking at
the bright blue sky above. "No squalls
today, and even so I am safe. I landed
her well the other evening."
" Ah, yes ; perhaps once too often, you
know, Jean."
Pierre said no more, for Jean shook his
head, smiling, and went off in the direction
of the beach.
Pierre was right. In the middle of the
day a squall blew, and the sea was terrible for the short time. At the cottage
they all looked anxious. Marie and Annette said their rosaries and Pierre went
oft to the beach, though in the heavy mist
he could see nothing. Gradually, as it
lifted, he fancied he saw a dark speck in
the distance.
" If he had his sail up he can not have
weathered this," thought Pierre with an
anxious heart.
Slowly the dark clouds rolled away, and
the sun smiled out brightly, while the
sea danced in little ripples as if forgetful
of the temper of a moment before.
Still Pierre felt worried, and wondered
what the distant object could be. With a
curious sensation of misgiving Pierre
hunted up two sailors, and together they
searched for that distant black speck.
"We are just on it," said one of the
men. "Pull together, and
" but the
man hesitated; he had seen it was a small
boat bottom uppermost. His sudden
silence fell on Pierre's heart like a knell.
They came alongside, and through the
water they read across the keel, "Star
of the Sea." It was the name of Jean's
boat!
Pierre lifted his cap.
"He has gone under, mates. Poor
Jean. God rest his soul," and the three
m«-n crossed themselves piously.
A day or two later the body drifted in.
Jean was at rest he had sailed into
God's harbor.? Catholic Fireside.
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For the weekending Nov. 10, 11 chilwere re9 boys and 2 girls
dren
ceived into the Home for Destitute Catholic Children, 1 boy and 5 girls were
placed in families; 13 boys and 5 girls
were restored to their relatives. Remaining in the Home Nov. 10: 195 chilThe
117 boys and 78 girls.
dren
following subscriptions and donations
have been received for the week: Rev. R.
Niagle, $25; Messrs. William J. Porter
and William Peard, 820 each; Rev. J. H.
O'Neil, $10; Hon. 11. F. Xaphen, $10;
Messrs. J. D. McLaughlin, H. E. Hagan,
McMorrow,
Thomas J. Tute, John F.
John C. Kelly, John J. Sullivan, Mrs.
Mary Fitzgerald, $B each; Rev. Andrew
J Fitzgerald, Rev. P. M. O'Connor and
Bey. James A. Walsh, $5 each; Mr. T.
Mahan, $4; Messrs. John F. Good and
John 11. Tully, $2 each. Donations of
money, clothing, stores, or any articles
useful to the children or in the Home are
?

?

?

respectfully

solicited.
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aNenwds otes.
N
Tiie Rev. Pbtkr Trimpkl, C. SS. R.,
of St. Peter's Church, St. John, N. 8.,
died this week in that city.
Father
Trimpel was well known in Boston, having been for some years at the church of
Our Lady of Perpetual Help, Roxbury
district.
The dedicatory exercises of the Holy
Ghost Hospital for Incurables, 1575 Cambridge street, Cambridge, Mass., took
place on Thursday, Nov. 17, at 9 a. m.
The public were invited to inspect the
buildiDg on that day, from 2 to 10 p. u
on Friday, Nov. 18, from 10 a. k. to 10
p. BC, and on Sunday, Nov. 20, from 2
to 5 p. M.

,

The twenty-fifth anniversary of the
Sisters of Providence was observed in
Holyoke, Mass., on Tuesday of last week.
Bishop Beaven and about fifty priests
were present to manifest their Interest in
and appreciation of the work done by the
Sisters. Solemn High Mass was celebrated at St. Jerome's Church by the Rev.
P. J. Harkins. The Rev. J. J. McCoy,
P. R., of Chicopee, Mass., preached the
sermon. In the evening an enjoyable
entertainment was given in the Holyoke
opera house.
The will of the late Ann Boyce of Cambridge, which was filed recently in the
Middlesex Registry of Probate, contains
the following public bequests: To the
Holy Ghost Hospital for Incurables, $100 ;
to the Little Sisters of the Poor, Somerville, $100; to the Free Home for Consumptives, Dorchester, $100; and to
the Home for Destitute Catholic Children,
Boston, $100. After a few private bequests, the residue is left to the St. Vincent dc Paul Society of the church of the
Sacred Heart, East Cambridge.
The Most Rev. William H. Gross,
D. D., archbishop of Oregon City, died
at St. Joseph's Hospital in Bal imore last
Monday, of heart disease, being about
seventy years old. Archbishop Gross was
a Redemptorist, and became well known
as a pulpit orator. He was at one time
attached to the Mission Church, Roxbury.
He was consecrated, in the spring of 1873,
bishop of Savannah, and promoted to the
see of Oregon City Feb. 1, 1885. His residence was at Portland, Ore. Doctor Gross
was a remarkably eloquent preacher. He
happened to die in Baltimore because he
he had gone there to attend a celebration
at St. Charles' CoUege, Ellicott City,
where he was educated.
Work has been begun on the new Catholic church which is to be erected in Yarmouthport, Mass. The church will be
fifty-four feet long and thirty-four feet
wide and, when completed, will accommodate some 200 people. The building is
erected as a memorial to the late Hon.
John Simpkins, M. C, by his faithful
friend and nurse from childhood, Miss
Jane Byrne, most generously assisted by
the immediate members of Mr. Simpkins'
family. The land on which the building
is to be placed is also the gift of Mrs.
Bayard Thayer, a sister of the deceased.
Although the dedicatory services will not
take place until some time during the
coming summer, services will be held
there as soonas the building is completed.
Thk feast of St. John of the Cross, the
great Patron of Carmel, occurs on Nov.
24, and is to be made, this year, the occasion of a special celebration at the Car-

melite Monastery,Mount Pleasant avenue.
This great saint, whose life was an unbroken penance, knew only Jesus Christ
"
and Him crucified," and therefore it seems
most fitting to choose his feast for the
solemn blessing of the Way of the Cross
in the new Carmelite chapel. The ceremony will begin at 3.30 p. m. with the
singing of the opening chorus of Rossini's
" Stabat Mater," and different verses will
be interspersed throughout. After the
blessing of the Stations by one of the
Franciscan Fathers there will be a sermon on the Passion, by Rev. Father Ed-

mund (Hill) of the Heart of Mary, C. P.,
who has most kindly consented to come
from New York for the occasion. His
many friends in Boston will welcome this
opportunity of hearing him once more.
The ceremony will close with Benediction
of the Blessed Sacrament. The music will
be in charge of Mr. J. T. Whalen of the
Cathedral, and several well known soloists will assist. Friends of the community are cordially invited to be present,
and as the occasion happens to fall on
Thanksgiving day, no doubt every available space will be occupied.
Tub Mass for colored Catholics of Boston and vicinity, which was recently inaugurated in thebasement of the cathedral,
and begun at 7.30 Sunday morning, has
been changed to begin at 9 a. m., and the
service is to be held in the chapel of the
Blessed Sacrament on Union Park street,
owing to the large number attending.
Rev Thomas J. McCormack has charge
of the work. It is proposed to have
congregational singing at the Mass, with
organ accompaniment. Father McCormack is greatly pleased with the showing
the colored Catholics are making.
Tun twenty-fifth anniversary of the
dedication of St. Joseph's Church, Ipswich, Mass., was duly celebrated last
Sunday. The present membership of the
parish is about GOO. Rev. John M. Donovan is the pastor.

AN IMPORTANT LETTER.
The following letter is published
in the current issue of Our Dumb
Animals:
?

Auroha, New York, Sept. 18, 1808.
Dear Mr. Angell:
Looking through a little book on " Catholic Belief," by the Very Rev. Joseph Faa
di Bruno, D. D., of Rome, published by
Benziger Brothers of New York), I came
upon the directions, according to which a
penitent sinner is directed to prepare for
the sacrament of penance. In a long list
of self-examining questions, I find this
" Have you been guilty of wanton
cruelty to any animal? "
Elsewhere, the author says: "The
virtue of meekness, so strongly recommended to us by our Saviour, should extend also to animals so as never to cause
them uuneces ary pain. The saints had
not only a fervent love for the souls of
men, and an anxious care for the poor
and suffering, bnt had also a tender compassion for every living creature. ' The
just regardeth the lives of his beasts, but
the bowels of the wicked are cruel.' "
I was not aware, before, that the duty
of humanity to animals had betn inculcated in any manual of religious duties by
any Christian church.
Yours faithfully,
Alukrt LKFI'INGWBLL.
?

s

?

BERKSHIRE NOTES.
From our own Correspondent.
It is expected that Father Fitzgerald,
the chaplain of the Second Massachusetts
Regiment, will be invited to come to
Berkshire soon to lecture. The men of
this regiment, Protestant as well as Catholic, love Father Fitzgerald devotedly, and
the Berkshire contingent will give him an
enthusiastic welcome.
The ladies of St. Joseph's Church,
Pittsfield, are giving a series of suppers in aid of St. Charles' parish fair,
which is at present being held. Last Sonday the pastor, Rev. Father Goggin,
thanked the ladies of St. Joseph's for
their generous co-operation in aid of
their sister parish.
The three parishes of Pittsfield will
unite In making the bazaar for the poor,
which commences tonight, a notable success, as the St. Vincent dc Paul Society
cares for Catholic poor of the entire city,
not being confined by any parish limits in
its work of charity.
Donna the funeral services of ExLieutenant (Jovernor Byron Weston, at
Dalton, last week, St. Agnes' Church bell

A HIGH OFFCIAl SPEAKS.
Nervura Cures the President
of Common Council.

Writes Remarkable Letter to the
People About His Cure.
By That Grand and Wonderful Remedy.

Dr. Greene's Nervura.
Hon. William Hopewell, President of
the Common Council of Fall River, Mass.,
has been restored to health by that wonderful medicine, Dr. Greene's Nervura
blood and nerve remedy, the grand cure
for disease which is curing so many of
our sick and suffering people. He
writes i
" I am happy to add my testimony to
the many others, in this letter which I
cheerfully write. Three years ago I was
so that I could only eat eggs aDd milk.
This condition used to come on me summers for a long time, and with a complete
loss of appetite. I had seen Dr. Greene's
Nervura advertised as the prescription of
a regular physician, and had confidence
in it for that reason, and the many cures I
heard of. So I took two bottles and was
completely cured, and have had no return
of the trouble since. There can be no
doubt of the most excellentcurative properties of Dr. Greene's Nervura, which I
freely endorse. You are at liberty to publish this letter for the good of others."
Use Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and
nerveremedy?it will not fail to cure you.
This great cure for disease is the prescription of Dr. Greene, 34 Temple place,
Boston, Mass., the most successful physician in curing diseases, whom you can
consult about yonr case, without charge,
personally or by letter.
?

tolled solemnly, in unison with the other
church bells of the little town. The bell
of St. Agnes' is the eift of the late exLleutenant Governor, who was one of the
generous-hearted Protestant residents to
welcome and encourage the building of a
Catholic church in Dalton, and also one
of the most liberal donors towards its
erection and completion. In the passing
away of Mr. Weston the Catholics feel
they have lost a staunch friend.

NORTH ADAMS, MASS.
[From our own Correspondent.}
The census of St. Francis' parish of
North Adams, Mass., has just been completed and shows a remarkable increase
in the number of families.
The members of St. Thomas' Church
of Adams, Mass., are planning for a
bazaar to be held the latter part of the
month, the proceeds to be applied to the
chnrch debt.
Instead of the usual Thanksgiving
festival, the choir of St. Francis' Church,
at North Adams, will give a concert on
that night, the proceeds to be used to pay
for improvements to the church which
are now under way.
The anniversary of the birth of Rev.
Father Burke, pastor of St. Francis'
Church of North Adams, Mass., was recently celebrated in an appropriate manner by the pupils of St. Joseph's School.
The reverend pastor was presented several articles for use on the altar.
The Catholic Polanders of Adams have
for some time past been at work raising
a fund for the purchase of a church. At
present the majority of the 500 Polanders
in the town attend St. Thomas' Church,
of which Rev. D. C. Moran is pastor.
Quite a good sum has been raised, and a
piece of land purchased on Croteau street
Bishop Michaod recently dedicated the
new Catholic church at Pownal, Vt., of
which Rev. Father Plamondon is pastor.
The church is a very neat little wooden
building and the services held there are
well attended. The land on which the
new church stands was given the parish
by ex-Mayor A. C. Houghton of North
Adams.
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SOME RECENT FICTION.

Written

BY FLORENCE BAIN SEYMOUR.

mistic views and iconoclastic opinions, recently remarked that we had
no great writers at the present day.
This, however, must be left to an un-

It has been said that two of the prejudiced posterity to decide, the
most talked-of novels of the year endurance of some books and the
have been Sienkiewicz' "Quo Vadis" disappearance of others best provand Hall Caine's "The Christian." ing the doctrine of the survival of
The latter has been effectually disposed of by thecritics, CharlesDudley
It is indeed somewhat difficult to
Warner in a few trenchant words surmise which of the works of ficvoicing the sentiment of most think- tion that at present engage our ating people, in his own unbiased tention are likely to endure. The
opinion of hero and heroine, the stories of Stanley Weyman and Anformer a queer compound of fanati- thony Hope seemed to promise a recism with a distorted standard of turn to the legitimate and healthy
morality, and the latter, with no field of romance, for while those of
morality at all, possessed of a beauty the former were not always free
that we are bidden to believe ap- from an ignorant prejudice, too comproached the description given of mon in such writers, as exhibited in
Marie Antoinette by Horace Wal- the treatment of the St. Bartholopole,
" Hebes and Floras, Helens mew's Massacre in " The House of
and Graces are street-walkers be- the Wolf," they were
distinguished
?

?

side her." Mr. Andrew Lang "spilled
his venom" over the book, as he
himself expressed it, while Canon
Farrar's remark that it was "a novel
that makes us think

" rather resem-

bles the faint praise that is said to
damn. Indeed, beyond a certain
originality it had nothing to recommend it, characterized as it was by
a cheap sensationalism, and pervaded
by an air of but slightly suppressed
hysterics, the tragedy of which too
frequently degenerated into the

that fiction will be the prevailing
and popular form of literature for
the future, as appealing most strongly
to the mind of the modern man and
woman, and whatever doctrine is to
be preached or evil combated, the
crusade must be carried on in this
way. We may be pardoned, if, while
dropping a tear on the tomb of the
poem and the essay, and gazing a
little wistfully after the shadowy
forms of Lamb, Hazlitt and Emerson, we venture the opinion, that
human nature is likely to rebel
against this treatment of taking its

sermons in the form of fiction, much
in the manner that as children we
swallowed our pills concealed in
bread, or our powders disguised in
jam, and will, by a natural order of
things, revert to the oldfashioned
story that our grand sires and grand
dames read openly for amusement
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make an opportune entrance, these
means may not readily be resorted

under ordinary circumstances
Fiction writers recognize and avail
themselves of this privilege, which
is perfectly legitimate in fiction
to

proper, but when it aims at something more serious, such treatment
savors of charlatanry, and is not
deserving of the consideration it too
frequently receives.
In the field of fiction, as of every
other, one must always separate the
wheat from the chaf, for both are
ever to be found side by side, and it
is as absurd to ruthlessly condemn
to the flames the greater number of
recent productions as to mistake for
the golden sheaves of genius what
is only very good grain.
It is well for those, who, remembering Bacon's truism, that Some
books are to be tasted, others to be
swallowed and some few chewed and
digested," can by following the pres-

"

by a sound moral tone, that was re- and diversion.
Perhaps the most powerful and
freshingly delightful after the miasmatic atmosphere of the preceding gifted exponent of " the novel with ent discriminating hygienic treatschool of fiction. However, this a purpose," is Mrs. Humphrey Ward, ment, select those, which by a thorauthor doesnot seem to have followed whose Robert Elsmere " threw the ough digestive process, will afford
"
up his former triumphs by anything literary and critical world into a most nutriment to the intellectual
remarkable; while Anthony Hope state of agitation a few years ago. system.
has proved a grievous disappoint- It must be admitted that the inment.
fluence and effect of this book has
Octavo Edition
His "Prisoner of Zenda," the been greatly over-estimated, for its Mamma B.
No. 9747. Ave Maria.
.10
one really fine production of his pro- religious, or rather irreligious, disMixed voices.
Bone Pastor.
No.
9747.
.10
Mixed voices.
lific pen, written in a style that cussions could blind only the most
No. 9750. Laetentur Coeli (Christmas
Hymn).
.18
charmed by its purity and simplicity, superficial minds to the "one-sidedMixed voices.
9748,
Pange
Lingua
(Tantura
Ergo).
.10
ness
No.
arguments.
reviving, as it did, the tale of thrill" of its
Mixed voices.
The latest production of this wriing adventure and chivalry, proved
Rosewlg, Albert H.
*1.00
Vespers No. 2.
that the love and admiration of this ter, " Helbeck of Bannisdale," also
Mixed voices, organ accompaniment.
virtue was not, as Burke declared, a controversial novel, which shows Cremar, Carl.

grotesque.
The apparent success of the book
in its meteoric flight across the
literary sky must remain one of those
Sancta Maria (Mass).
mysteries which we are compelled dead in men's breasts. But this Mrs. Ward as the apostle of skeptiFor two children's voices.
to accept without endeavoring to seems to have been his swan-song cism, has been ably reviewed by Qauss, H. Q.
2nd Mass in D (mixed voices).

understand.
" Quo Vadis" has provoked far
more notice and discussion, the
opinion for and against it being
greatly divided. While some have
contended that the tone of the book
is immoral and suggestive, calculated, as Mr. Podsnap would observe,
to bring a blush to the cheek of a
"young
person " ; others argue that it
is free from this charge and contains
a strong moral lesson. The chief
objection to the book seems to be
based on the treatment of the banquet scene in Nero's palace, which
magnificent pen-picture that it is,
depicts, in all its luxurious voluptuousness and abandoned license, the
life of pagan Rome. One can not
fail to perceive the object which the
author has in view, viz.: the bringing into strong contrast that total
absence of moral sense and responsibility on the part of the most refined and enlightened pagan character, with the triumph of the spiritual over the material man, as a
result of the knowledge and practice
of Christian principles.
While, from a literary standpoint,
the book may not approach the author's great trilogy,
" Fire and
Sword," "The Deluge" and "Pan
Michael," ?" Quo Vadis," by reason
of its ever-absorbing subject and
plot, so happily conceived and executed, easily possesses a charm and
interest for the larger class of readers, that explains its strong claim to
?

popularity.

A young man, of somewhat pessi-

.30
.SO

of excellence, for " Phroso" was
mere clap-trap, containing enough
material for a dozen "impossible"
dime novels, while his last novel,
" Rupert of Hentzau," is but little
better, rather, we might say, a little
worse, for the lowering of the moral
tone is so perceptible. No amount
of polished style or delicacy of treatment can alterthefact that the feeling
entertained by Rudolph Rassendyl
for Flavia, instead of being a chivalrous affection, was nothing but a
lustful passion, indulged in and encouraged by the Queen, and which
stopped at nothing in the accomplishment of its purpose. It was
perhaps a stroke of art that made
Rudolph meet his death before his
decision was known as to whether
he would accept a crown and share a
throne stained with blood and sullied
by illicit love; but this does not absolve from guilt the Queen, whom
the author, to the last, would hold
up to our admiration and pity as one

Latin and English words.
Mr. Walter Lecky, who says that,
(iuilmant, A.
from the point of view of a Catholic
Third Mass (mixed voices).
1.00
Latin and English words.
reviewer, it is a pernicious and unClassics Vol. 1.
wholesome book, and as Mt\ Lecky 44Piano
1.00
compositions l>y Grieg. Moszkowski,
Heller, Godard,
Boards, 1.25
Tschaikowsky,
is not inclined to take what Sidney Bohm, I'hopin, etc.
Cloth, Gilt, 2.00
Smith calls " short views," but af- Piano Classics Vol. 2.
1.00
31 compositions, Schumann,
Boards, 1.25
Jadassohn, Hiller, Godard.
fords a book broad treatment, we Moszkowski,
Cloth, Gilt, 2.00
etc.
may accept his verdict with little or Piano Classics Vol. 3.
1 00
29 compositions hy well-known writers.
no hesitation.
Boards, 1.25
The last volume in the classic
Cloth, Gilt, 2.00
series.
No one will deny Mrs. Ward's
Songs and Games for Little Ones.
2.00
really great gifts, but while a widely By
Gertrude Walker and Harriet S. .lawks.
read, she is not a deeply read woman, Posies from a Child's Garden of Verses.
l.OO
By William Arms Fisher.
and especially is this true in regard
Verses by Rohbbt Louis Stevhnbon.
Action
for
Songs
Character
and
Children.
to her knowledge (?) of Catholic
By S. G. Pratt.
50c
theology. She has, however, quite Stories in Song,
75e.
Boards, l.OO
a genius for hiding her really super- By EL1ZAHETH V. EMERSON andKATE I.. BROWN
Si-00
ficial information under the con- Kindergarten Chimes.
Boards, 1.26
By Kate Douglas Wigoin. Cloth, I
venient form of fiction, where she
Song Classics Vol 1. 37 songs for Sop. or
Ten. Heavy paper, #1.00; hoards, #1 2.r >; cloth,
can make her characters speak their
gilt, #2.01).
Classics Vol. 2. 39 songs for Sop or
brilliant sophistries without the fear Song
T>n. Heavy paper, #1.00; hoards, #1.25, cloth,
gilt.
#2.00.
of being too ably controverted. She Song Classics
for
Voice.
40 songs.
Heavy paper, 8100; boards, f 1.26; cloth, gilt,
evidently
conwhich
she
might,
has
#2 00.
siders right, on her side, for while in
a controversial article, each objec45:1-459 Washington St., Boston.
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tion must be answered in turn, in
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the novel one has a hundred avenues C. H. Ditson & Co.
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escape from an inconvenient

CHURCH ORGANS

tion. False to the King, her hus- challenge or remark, and this is well
band, rather might be addressed to illustrated by the fact that such a
All Sizes. Latest Improvements.
her the words of Hamlet to his question as Doctor Friedland's,
FAIR PRICES.
mother, guilty as she was of such an
What will the religion of the free
"
&
HOOK
HASTINGS CO.,
act
mind discover to put in the place of
New
York,
Boston,
Philadelphia, Chicago.
That blurs the grace and blush of modesty, irretrievably broken Catholicism ? "
Calls virtue hypocrite; takes off the rose can go unanswered.
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Richard
in
one
of
Davis,
Harding
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vows
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the advantage of the drama over in- Write for particulars.
A well known writer and critic cidents in real life, for whereas in
£y
Our readers will greatly
has declared that the day of the poet the former in an awkward situation
W Help the REVIEW
By Bv patronizing its advertisers.
and the essayist is dead, and this is the curtain may be rung down, the
essentially the age of the novelist; orchestra play softly or some one
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HOME REMEDIES.

THANKSGIVING HELPS.

When we are called upon to assist a neighbor in time of sickness,
we are often reminded of the fact
that there are very few families who
keep a supply of simple remedies on
hand, ready for emergencies. A
family medicine-chest is one of the
necessities in the household, and
every housewife should understand
how to use its contents. There
should be a place for keeping all the
bottles and packages, although it
may be nothing better than an upper
shelf of the closet or pantry. They
can then be found without loss of
time, which is not the case when the
bottles are left scattered about on
the windows and mantels all over
the house.
The home medicine-chest should
contain a bottle of camphor, some
good liniment, a box of pills, a few
closes of quinine in capsules, sweet

The turkey is the most important
article of the Thanksgiving dinner.
In selecting a turkey see that the
flesh is white, that the bird is short,
plump and fat, and that the end of
the breastbone is soft and flexibleSeason the bird well with salt, and
till the breast and body with a wellseasoned dressing. Spread soft butter over the breast, legs and sides,
then dredge thickly with flour, and
put into a hot oven, where the butter and flour will unite to make a
frothy crust for the turkey. After
the turkey is brownedthe heatshould

oil, castor-oil, paregoric, flaxseed,
mustard, borax, vaseline, cotton batting, and various other things that
have been tried and found good.
Should any member of the family
be severelyburned, cover the burned
portion with linseed oil, then wrap
it with cotton batting. Allow it to
remain twenty-four hours or more,
then apply some healing oil or salve,
and it will soon be well.
An excellent liniment for man or
beast may be made bj" beating an
egg until light, then adding half a
pint of turpentine and a little strong
camphor. This is good for a sprain
or severe bruise, or a pain in any
part of the body.
Castor-oil, paregoric, flaxseed,
and mustard are remedies that are
too common to need description.
Nothing is better for a cut or a
rough jagged wound than to bathe it
with a solution of borax and water,
and keep cloths wet with the solution around it. It the baby is
troubled with the thrush, which is a
common, and often a dangerous disease of babyhood, mix one part of
borax with eight parts of honey, and
apply it to the inside of the mouth.
For common sore mouth, put apinch
of borax in a little water, and wash
the mouth with it every morning.
A little borax dissolved in water is
good for sour stomach. It possesses
wonderful antiseptic powers, and
purifies and cleanses everything upon
which it is used.
There should always be a roll of
old muslin or linen kept in a convenient place, ready to use for bandages. Old flannel is often needed for
applying hot fomentations. A supply of sacks made of thin muslin,
ready to use for poultices, often
saves time, and time is valuable when
the little one is suffering acute pain,
or has an attack of the croup.
It is not so generally known as it
should be that in middle age, as well
as in old age, the heart is liable to
very serious disorder from over-exertion. It is most unwise for persons
past forty to lift heavy weights, to
exercise too long or too violently, or
to climb to great heights ; in fact, to
do anything which unduly excites
the heart's action.
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oranges are not yet at their best, CONSULTING A WOMAN
they add a bit of color to the dish.
Have a dish of cracked nuts, walnuts, Mps. Pinkham's Advice Inspire.}
filberts, almonds, etc., as well as a
Confidence and Hope.
dish of handsome layer raisins.
Examination by a male physician is a
Provide confectionery in plenty.
In making the plum pudding do hird trial to a delicately organized
woman.
not fall into the error of having it
She puts it off as long as she dare and
too rich ; for with such a substantial is only driven to it by fear of cancer, or
dinner the pudding should be light. some dreadful ill.
Mostfrequen tly such a woman leaves
It is possible to make an excellent
a, physician's office
plum pudding which shall be light
where she has unawSri
yVr
it/'
\
u
2
5
a
0
U
and delicate. Try the recipe which
£S dt*.-<rone a critical
follows:
VUMf Ar I examination with
an impression,more
Sap"
For a large pudding, that will
or less, of discoureighteen
serve
people, use three
agement.
jmgMER 9m§«W
pints of milk, one quart of crackerMt
SfL This condition
the
UK
JtfV
crumbs, one gill of butter, three rPB
W mind destroys
gills of sugar, one tablespoonful of
UL tliv effect df
I advice; and
cinnamon, one nutmeg (grated), one
sn e
teaspoonful of salt, six eggs, one
ivwlki
" r° ws
woiM'
W
IQWWEEVr
pound of stoned raisins, eight ounces than better. In consulting Sirs. IMnkof currants, four ounces each of cit- ham no hesitation need be felt, the
a woman and is wholly
ron, candied orange peel, and can- story is told toMrs.
Pinkham's address
confidential.
died lemon peel. Have the crackeris Lynn, Mass., she offers sick women
crumbs rolled fine, mix the butter, her advice without charge.
Her intimate knowledge of women's
spice and salt with them. Heat the troubles
makes her letter of advice \u25a0
milk to the boiling-point, and pour wellspring of hope, and her wide experiit on the dry mixture. Set away to ence and skill point the way to health.
?' I
suffered with female trouble for
cool. Chop the citron and lemon
and no doctor
what
jears,
seven
peel fine, and then add all the fruit was the matter with me. Iknew
had t-p'lls
to the cracker mixture. Beat towhich would last for two dsys or more.
gether the yolks of the eggs and I thouaht I would try Lydia E Pinksugar until light; then stir into the ham's Vegetab'e Compound. I have
mixture. Beat the whites of the taken feven bottles of if, and am entirely
cured"?Mrs. John Forkmax, 211 N.
eggs to a froth and stir them into
W oodbnry Ave , Ba'timore, Md.

The cranberry sauce is an important adjunct to the turkey. Be sure
that it is perfect. The first step is
to choose sound fruit. To each quart
of the picked and washed berries
add one pint of water and one pint
of granulated sugar, and cook rap-

...
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be reduced. There must be a basting
every fifteen minutes with the gravy
in the pan, besides salt, pepper and
flour. The coating of flour and butter, the constant generous basting
and the low heat for the greater part
of the time of cooking will ensure a
tender, juicy, well-seasoned dish.
Allow twenty minutes' time for
each pound of turkey, and twenty
minutes longer. Boil the giblets
until tender in a separate vessel and
add them, well chopped, with the
water in which they were cooked, to
the gravy.
Next in importance to the turkey
come the vegetables and sauce. It
is better to have few kinds and have the pudding, mixing thoroughly.
these well cooked and served steam- Butter one large mould, or two of
ing hot. Sweet potatoes and cauli- medium size and turn the mixture
flower are at their best now, and into them. The moulds should be
they should form a part of the din- only two-thirds full. Cover, and
ner. Remember that the cauliflower steam for five hours. When cold,
should be put into plenty of boiling set away in a cool, dry place. On
water, and boiled, with the cover off Thanksgiving day steam for two
the stewpan, for not longer than hours. Serve with a rich, hot sauce.
thirty minutes. Season it well with
salt, and, after draining it, cover
PUMPKIN PIE.
with a cream sauce. A cauliflower
Select a small sugar pumpkin, of a
of good size will require a pint of
deep
yellow color, cut into inch
are
rarely
sauce. Sweet potatoes
pare off the rind and then cut
slices,
them
for
fifty
cooked enough. Boil
two-inch
lengths. Put it in a
into
peel
them,
minutes,
then
or sixty
a
steamer underneath,
with
stewpan
Season
lengthwise.
and cut in two
add
boiling
a
little
water, barely
and
a
spread
little
them with salt,
enough
to
cover
the
and let
steamer,
a
hot
butter over them. Cook in
it
cook
at
quickly
first
until
there
is
oven for about twenty minutes.
steam,
eats
white
considerable
and
then
very
potaNearly every one
toes ; so, of course, this vegetable slowly until the pumpkin is soft.
should be provided generously. If you like only a delicate flavor of
Celery is fine this year. For this the pumpkin take it up as soon as it
dinner be generous with it. Use is soft enough to mash, but if you
only the tender white blades. A prefer the rich, strong, sweet flavor
celery soup may be made from the of the pumpkin of grandmother's

tougher parts.
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day, let the kettle stand where
the pumpkin can not burn, and

steam or cook from four to six
hours, until the water has all
evaporated. Then turn into a fine

T

The above letter from Mrs Foreman is
only one of thousands.

the usual size and depth (an inch or
more )allow one cup and a half of the
strained pumpkin, and one cup of
scalded milk. Beat the yolk of one
egg, and half a cup of sugar, a saltspoonful each of salt and cinnamon
and stir this into the pumpkin. Then
beat the white of the egg stiff and
mix in lightly. This will help to
make the pumpkin brown better on
the top. Turn it into a plate lined
with plain paste with a fluted rim,
and if this should not quite fill the
plate add carefully a little more milk.
Marion.
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5 These Shirts are different
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from the ordinary stock,

2 different because

Better in Cut, in 2
Looks and Fit.
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all craving for drink. Can
iITI On li/! kills
colander and press the pulp through. IAll
be given secretly All dragI I-IUlin
KflVr
nil II
I L glßts, or Globe Rem. Co N.Y.
Stir into the pumpkin while hot a
tablespoonful of butter or three of
idly for fifteen minutes. Strain this thick sweet cream. For each pie of
or not, as you please. If the sauce
$100 Reward $100.
Passage Tickets to and from the Old
is strained, be sure to rub all the
Country at Lowest Bates.
cookthrough
Long
the
sieve.
The
readers
this
learn
paper
pleased
of
will be
to
pulp
Drafts for £1 and upwards.
that there Is at least one dreaded disease that
has been able to cure in all its stages, and
Sick Call Sets.
ing, or cooking without the sugar, science
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is the only
Prayer Books, Pearl Bosaries, Fancy
positive cure now known to the medicai fraternity
spoils cranberry sauce.
Catarrh, being a constitutional disease, requires Bosaries.
constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
A Thanksgiving dinner is not ataken
internally,acting directly upon the blood and
Medallions, Crucifixes, Scapn'a--s and
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying fine selection of religious ariiclt-s.
complete without fruit. There is no raucous
the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by buildingup the constitution and assistnature in doing its work. The proprietors have
lack of good fruit in the market. ing
so much faith in its curativepowers that they offer
pears,
brightsome
late
One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to
Order
cure. Send for list of testimonials.
dark
and
apples,
light
cheeked
Address, F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
16-18-20 Essex St., Boston.
grapes, and some oranges. Although Sold by Druggists, 75c.
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The New Illustrated Catholic Monthly
PUBLISHED BY BENZIGER BROTHERS.

STORIES TO SUIT ALL TASTES, by

our

FOREMOST CATHOLIC

JUVENILE WRITERS:
Father Finn, Ella Loraine Dorsey, Marion Ames Taggart, Maurice F. Egan, Mary G Bonesteel, Marion
J. Brunowe, Mary C. Crowley, Eleanor C. Donnelly, Mary T. Waggaman, Sallie Margaret O'Malley Katherine
Jenkins, Anna T. Sadlier, Sara Trainer Smith, etc.

NUMEROUS FINE HALF-TONE ILLUSTRATIONS.
Inventions, Discoveries, Science, Literature, History, Curious Talks for Curious
Folks, Amusements, Suggestions for Fancy Work, New Games, etc., etc.
PRICE, 75 CENTS A YEAR IN ADVANCE.
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is the easiest way to pay for a year's subscription.
S Subscriptions may begin at any time. Send us names
< and addresses of friends to whom we may send i
I
> free sample copies.

year's subscription to ''Our Boys'and Girls'Own."
It will cost you only 75 cents, and they will have a
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PREMIUMS.
To encourage persons to send us a number of subscriptions, we offer valuable Premiums, as shown
in the following pages. Any person who sends us subscriptions and sends us at the same time 75 cents
for each subscription, may select articles from the following pages.

On receipt of the money for the subscriptions we will send (free by mail, express, or freight)
articles selected by you from the following pages, as follows :
For 3 subscriptions ($ 2.25) articles to the value of $ 0.75
For 30 subscriptions {% 22.50) articles to the value of $10.00
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Boys and Girls especially will find it easy to make up lists of subscribers among themselves, or to get
subscriptions from their own parents or the parents of their friends. This premium list gives them an excellent opportunity to start a nice little library of their own, and to select other handsome articles for themselves, their parents or friends.
N.B.?The prices
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to

articles at the advertised price.
Address all Correspondence to

the articles are the regular selling prices, and non-subscribers can buy these
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A Free Christmas Present.

[

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN.
At all the great World's Exhibitions from 1867 to 1897 these
Organs have been found worthy of the highest distinction for

DEMONSTRATED SUPERIORITY.

ICAL ARRANGEMENTS.

THEODORE THOMAS.

Case 189 (Walnut or Oak.)
ft. Height, 6 ft. 2 ins. Weight, 195 lbs. (Boxed, 335 lbs.)
STYLE 2848.
FIVE OCTAVES. F. Scale. ACTION pi. CASE jBq. Eleven Stops (including Full Organ Knee Stop), having Four
Sets of Reeds of Two and a Half Octaves Each.
BASE.? Viola, 4 ft. Pitch. Viola Dolce. Diapason, 8 ft. Pitch. Sub-Base Coupler (coupling down).
TREBLE.? Melodia, 8 ft. Pitch, Seraphone,8 ft. Pitch. Clarionet, Dolce on Seraphone. Voix Celeste, Treble Coupler (coupling up.)
THROUGHOUT.? Vox Humana Full Organ (Knee Stop). Knee Swell.
Length, 3 ft. 8 ins.

Depth,

2

Price,

=

$150.22

WaT SPECIAL OFFER.
?^_

,

Send Benziger Brothers, 36 Barclay St., New York, 200 cash subscriptions
to "Our Boys' and Girls' Own" and they will deliver this fine Organ to you free.
Or will be given for 75 cash subscriptions and $4500 extra.
Or will be given for 25 cash subscriptions and $65.00 extra.
WE PAY THE FREIGHT.
The money for subscriptions and the "extra" money must in all cases
be sent in advance.

BENZIGER BROTHERS, 36 & 38 Barclay Street, New York.
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of
l

?

"

p~~?~
beautiful Christmas
PRESENT

SIOO. Bar-Lock Typewriter.
2-0

POSSESSES ALL THE MODERN IMPROVEMENTS.

Visible Writing,

Perfect Alignment,

Ease of Operation,

SPECIAL OFFER.
Send Benziger Brothers,
> and Girls' Own," and they
\
Or will be given for 50
Or will be given for 25

\

36 Barclay St., New York, 175 cash subscriptions to "Our Boys'
will deliver this Typewriter to you free.
\
cash subscriptions and $50.00 extra.
I
cash subscriptions and $60.00 extra.
\

We Pay the Freight.

The American $10.- Typewriter.
THE STANDARD LOW-PRICED TYPEWRITER OF THE WORLD.

Not a Toy, but an Instrument for Practical Work.

_
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EACH MACHINE GUARANTEED.

9

-

'

Perfect Alignment, Writes in Sight, Easily
Operated, Durable.

r

\
IlLs \\\i
i
?

SPECIAL

OFFER

Send Benziger Brothers,

iO Barclay St., New York, 15 cash
S subscriptions to ??Oar Bogs' aud Girls' own." ami they will deliver
(
)

this Typewriter to you free.
Or will !><\u25a0 given for ~> msli subscrijMons and

$4.,~>0

extra.

>

]

?

?

WE p AY THE FREIGHT.

The money for subscriptions and the "extra" money must in all cases be sent in advance.

BENZIGER

BROTHERS,

36-38 BARCLAY STREET, NEW YORK.

THE SACRED HEART REVIEW.

A HIGH GRADE MACHINE.

LATEST SYLE.

\>

A

I

useful Christmas Presents
a small outlay.
<

"Our Own" Sewing Machine
WARRANTED 5 YEARS.
This Sewing Machine is made for us by one of the largest manufacturers in the
East. It combines

Simplicity, Durability, Reliability, Speed, Strength, and Beauty.
Unequalled for Ease of Management and Capacity for

The Perfection

of Mechanism for

HCMMivr ccmur
mwnivr
HEMMING,
FELLING, BINDING,

CORDING, BRAIDING, QUILTING,
,?

TUCKING. RUFFLING, GATHERING,
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_ >
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HEMSTITCHING, SEAMING, ETC

111 lfiwal

Leading Features.

AUTOMATIC BOBBIN WINDER,
DOUBLE 4 MOTION DROP FEED,
A SPRING TENSION SELF THREADING
.?,,,.
rvi
lvm v SHUTTLE.
CYLINDER
LIGHT RUNNING.

,

Adapted to Every Variety of Sewing, from the lightest muslin
Perfectly free from all complications, and is easily cared for.

Attractive in Style.

Highly Nickel-Plated.

THE SAME MACHINE IS SOLD IN STORES FOR $40.00
>

\

W

OFFFR

"WE

\

Send Benziger Brothers, 36 Barclay St., 50 cash subscriptions to "Our
Boys' and Girls' Own" and they will deliver this machine to you free.
Or will be given for 25 cash subscriptions and $15.00 extra.
Or will be given for 15 cash subscriptions and $12.00 extra.

WE PAY THE FREIGHT.
The money for subscriptions and the extra money must in all cases
j be sent in advance.

BENZIGER BROTHERS, 36 & 38 Barclay Street, New York.
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These are Premiums given away for subscriptions to "Our Boys' and Girls' Own." (See first page.)
SENT FREE

BOOKS

BY PvlA.lt, OR

EXPRESS.

rXI JACK HILDRETH AMONG THE INDIANS. r "?:'^T"
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V , - Winnetou, the Apache Knight.
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Teaching Courage,
Honesty, Fidelity
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of

in

Apache chief going to a certain
mountain to get the gold hidden
in a P lace known only to himself.
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- Jack Hil'dreth pursuit
turer
and Winnetou meet with hairbreadth escapes
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Special cover design

121110, cloth,
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Boys and Girls.

and thrilling adventures in
of the murderer.

Two Continents.

A Round Table of the Representative A Round Table of the Representative Irish
American Catholic Novelists,
and English Catholic Novelists,
At which is served a Feast

of Excellent Stories by

ELEANOR C. DONNELLY,
ANNA HANSON DORSEY,

lx

::

ELLA LORAINE DORSEY,

MAURICE FRANCIS EGAN,
FRANCIS J. FINN, S.J ,
WALTER LECKY,
CHRISTIAN REID,
MARY A. SADLIER,

ANNA T. SADLIER.
CHARLES WARREN STODDARD
JOHN TALBOT SMITH.

With Portraits Biographical Sketches
and Bibliography.
i2
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A POI INT)TAFH F

7>Y American

Authors,
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Cts. each.
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R B SHERIDAN KNOWLES,
FRANCES M. MAITLAND,
BARONESS PAULINE yon HUGEL
CLARA MULHOLLAND,
MRS. BARTLE TEELING
/('////

;

-
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My Strange
liy Father linn, S.J.
The Boys in the
By Maurice F. Egan.
The Fatal Diamonds. By E. C. Donnefly.
,
{
n,.:.,..,,
d??-.',
?
Buz zers Ch»
?as By Mary"l. ~,\\ aggaman.
Friend,

Block*

'
Giehrl.

?

X.,

The Lamp of the Sanctuary.
Wiseman.

'By

'

Cardinal

7 Volumes by Canon Schml.l.

The Dumb Child.
-r-t.
bit
t
The
Black
Lady
The Rose Bush
The Overseer of Mahlbourg.
Ine Hop Blossoms.
Oodfrey the Hermit.
The Cake and the Easter Egfgs.
j

Cover

Design, retail, $1.50.

"

What is said of the Irish and English Round Table."
In
excellence
of mechanical execution it could hardly be surpassed while
"
with regard to it! contents, lam sure it will be for many others as for me a
*
great P ,easure to see '» the first P ,ace such admirable pictures of authors with
whose names we have long been familiar, and in the second place, to have
gathered into one volume such interesting examples of their work."
Chrl« I\N Xi 11

-

Popular Authors. 25 Cts. each.

TheTlit«UW c

Portraits, Biographical Sketches

~mo,
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CATHOLICJUVENILES^

By Branscome River. By Marion Ames Taggart. i6mo, cloth.
at St. Anne's. By Marion
Set ?*
Maacap oe»
The
Ine Madcap
j. Brunowe. i6mo, cloth.
By Mary T. Waggaman
Tom's Luck-Pot.
i6mo, cloth.
Three Girls and Especially One. By Marion
AmesTaggart. l6mo. cloth
By Marion
The Blissylvania
y
. _-Post Office.
Ameslaggart. 1680, ctoth
By Salhe Margaret
An Heir of Dreams.
O'Malley. i6mo, cloth.
A Summer at Woodville. By Anna T. gadlier.
iOmo, cloth.
?

LADY AMABEL KERR,
ROSA MULHOLLAND GILBERT

*m'WrF\

" !«

EMILY DOBREE

M.E.FRANCIS,
THEO. GIFT,
KATHARINE TYNAN HINKSON,
SOPHIE MAUDE,

'

?*

?

-

LOUISA

V\

?
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" 1

so

&

\NOV^W^,

What is said of the American " Round Table."
One of the most thoroughly unique and charming books that has found
k in many
? threefoM f
r
f
K
gives readers an opportunity
to
become acquainted with the appearance ofV their
story-tellers by the publication of excellent half-tone likeness.-,. It tells briefly
in biographic form something of interest about each one and last, but not
least, there is an interesting story.
The book is all in all so very meritorious
that justice can scarce be done it in a brief notice."? Springfield Tribune.
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a Feast

of Excellent Stories by
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mo, Cloth, Handsome Cover
Design, retail, $i.50.
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interesting Stories. 45 Cts. each.
Xaroelle. A True Story.

The Armorer of Solingen

SSSSSZ
a
a
Wrongfully Accused.

,

The Inundation and other
Ta es
Gertrude. Experie cc.
0U
and the Little
Cake»Richard ;or I Wot.on

"

Gr£t «^.T?«t

h.r?.

ureat-Grandmother s

Adventures of a French
Captain
Bertha .or C onsequences of a Fault.
Fisherman's Daughter.

rCommune.
Conversauons on Home
Education.
The Brica-Brac Dealer.
HerFather. Right Hand.
Anthony. A ale of the
1 ime of Charles II

I
r\
$£Trie'&«Better
£ r{rart.

Blanche dc Mar.illy.
Captain Rougemont.
Cassilda ;or The Moorish Princess
The Prie.t of Auvrigny.
The Village Steeple

Persons who do not send in subscriptions can buy the books at the advertised price.

BENZIGER BROTHERS, 36 & 38 BARCLAY STREET, NEW YORK.
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LET NO MAN PUT ASUNDER.

...

A Novel. By JosephineMarie. i2mo, cloth,
THE PRODIGAL'S DAUGHTER.
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THE WORLD WELL LOST.

By Esther Robertson.
J
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PERE MONNIER'S WARD.

?

MR. BILLY BUTTONS.

By Walter Lecky.

? By Anthony

|»

PASSING SHADOWS.
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\

fi.25

By Christian Keid.

$1.25

121110,

WOMAN OF FORTUNE.

121110,

\\

FABIOLA'S SISTERS.

y
.25 I ifaJfc/S
TO-lfik BtBIOtASSISTCRS
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A finely illustrated Novel.

MARCELLA GRACE.

.

D,ON AND THE SIBYLS.
By Miles Gerald Keon. ISmo, cloth,
3d edition within a year.
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Pictorial Game of
Catholic American Authors.
Series A
Series B

.

,

. ..

net 35 tents.
net 35 tents.

POSTAGE, 4 CTS. EXTRA PER SERIES.
,
can be used as one when a large party wish to play, as ~.the
illustrations and names in the two series are different.
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Catholic American Authors.
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net 2 5 cents.
Series II
net 2 5 cents.
Series 111
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GAMES OF CATHOLIC AUTHORS.

A Pretty Gilt.

The two
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company

I J 25
cloth
1200.0,
$1.25
Outlaw
Lamothe.
Camargue.
By
of
A.de
The
Connor D'Arcy's Struggles. BvW.M.Bertholds. i2mo, 1.25
!- 2 5
,
l!y
Navery.
Idols.
Raul dc
i2mo.
1.25
The Monk's Pardon. By Raoul dc Navery. tamo,
1.50
Linked Lives. By Lady Gertrude Douglas. Bvo,
l2mo,

* A **/
l

l
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"A very ingeniouslyconstructedstory, which introduces us intoa brilliant
of cultivated people."? Sacred Heart Review.

..

r

I
T|

$1.25

THE CIRCUS RIDER'S DAUGHTER.
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THE ROMANCE OF A PLAYWRIGHT.

By F. v. Brackel.
c~-_

,
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.
.
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The Monitor,, Liverpool.

121110, cloth
The best Irish story of the century."?CVt/W/V AVz/zVw,

A classic Novel.

L

$1.00

.

y,

FABIOLA (Illustrated Edition).
A Tale of the Catacombs. By Cardinal Wiseman. i2mo, cloth, $0.90
By Rosa Mulholland.

s

?

Companion Volume.

I

v

. .

S.J.,
3 editions in 3 weeks.

"A worthy sequel to that master-piece [Kabiola]."

\\

*&
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cloth,

A Companion Volume to Cardinal Wiseman's" Fabiola."i2mo, cloth, $0.90

\

,

i2mo,

$1.25

»* A beautiful tale, full of generous feeling. The writer's fine descriptive faculty is
kept well in check. She has a wonderful knack of making her men and women talk
in The Irish Monthly.
pleasantly and naturally."? Key. Mati hew Russbli.,

\

11

cloth

PETRONILLA

\

N

.

#[.25

cloth
THE VOCATION OF EDWARD CONWAY.
By Maurice F. Egan. 121110, cloth

Yorke.

and other Stories. By E. C. Donnelly.

'

gj\

cloth

i2mo,

fA
,

$0.75

i2mo, cloth
#1.25
M Itsstrength, vitality,massivity, stamps it at once a masculine Catholic Novel. M
Midland Review.

By Walter I-ecky.

k,
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...

i6mo, cloth,

Fresh and bright. The story is told in fluent style, and indicates cleverness
In character drawing.*"? Catholic Record, Indianapolis.
M
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£.

$1.00

$1.00
121110, cloth
"We are inclined to rank Miss Hardin BugK as the liveliest and best writter of
Monthly.
fiction in the Catholic literary circles of America." The Irish

By Lelia Hardin Bugg.
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then page after page flits by."?
Reading Circle Review.
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rfirst chapter is rfinished the hand of a story wrner
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"A high-class novel ?a love story that every
reader will feel better for having read."? Aye
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What the Press Says:
"Full of life and interest, pathetic and fascinating. ..]
"A very readable story, and worthy, from the subject matUndeniably asuccess, and will undoubtedly gain applause."?
ter especially, to be placed beside Cardinal Wiseman's famous
Catholic Reading Circle Review.
novel." The Rosary Magazine.
The more of that kind of books
" Will be eagerly read.
"A worthy sequel to that masterpiece (Fabiola.)" The
have,
we
the better." Emmanuel.
Monitor, Liverpool
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The most successful
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j Extraordinary Success. 3 Editions Printed in 3 Weeks.

his region well. Told its story in
sympathetic fashion." Agnes
?

,
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Year.

"A remarkably well-written and well-told tale, C
points a moral in a practical way."?Liver. >
pool Catholic Times.
"A beautiful novel. The romance is unique,
*
(
'»'' »'i" be a surprise to the reader ?Church >
News.
S
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By

Rosa Mulholland. With beautiful illustrations,

« btst Ir'sh story of ihe century."? Carmelite Review
" Tn
The numerous illustrat.ons
in the book are in full sympathy
"
of Miss Mulholland's
creation."? Michigan Catholic.
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izmo,

cloth, $1.25

with and delicately expressive

By Cardinal Wiseman.
Illustrated Edition. i2mo, cloth. 90 cents.
attractive,
Much
illustrations aside, than the old editions. The illustrations, however,
decidedly
modern,
more
and
more
"
~e n(je r j, one 0f ln e most valuable books we have met in a long time."? 7'he Church Progress.
"Regarding the present edition, it is a vast improvement on previous editions, the illustrations being very successful."?
American Catholic Quarterly Rtview.

50 Complete Sets of Father Finn's Books.
\u25a0

M
jM
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GIVEN AWAY.

\
Benziger Brothers, the publishers of the Uniform Edition of Father Finn*
I"I this author's popular stories,
which are sold at S5 cents each.

*£

books, have issued the following volumes

Percy Wynn ; or, Making a Boy of Him.
Ethelred Preston ; or. The Adventuresof a Newcomer.
Tom Playfair ; or. Making a Start.
That Football Game, and what fame of It.
Harry Dee ; or, Working it Out.
Mostly Boys. Short Stories.
Claude Lightfoot ; or, How the I'roblem was Solved

/\u25a0

They propose

to

Give Away FIFTY (50) SETS

of the above books to the subscribers of

V

"v

_ - - """
Finn.

The

-JFather
»r*- Catholic

writer.

"Our Boys' and Girls' Own."

If you want to know just how you can get one of these sets without laying out a cent, send your name and address,
asking conditions, to

BENZIGER BROTHERS,
38

* 38 Barclay Street. New York.
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through its genuine piety, simplicity, and tendei
love for our divine Saviour."? Bombay Cathoiii
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Examiner.

Commandments.

With fine full-page illustrations.
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lle most popular explanation of tvSacraments and the Sacramentals.
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"In thus recommending the volume, we
:tfC referring primarily to the series of engrav-
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the relative positions of the priest and server
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this vullime The work is hand" us
tsomely
'"bound,
and the effective picturrs will

Wjfw.
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" ls tnrce hundred and sixty pages teem with
information and loving appreciation. Beautiful
illustrations abound."? Donahue's Magazine.
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With fine full-page illustrations.

Adapted from the best Sources.
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St. Anthony, the Saint of the illustrated explanation of the:*'
Prayers and (Ceremonies
lUholc World.
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Highly recommended by Archbishops and
Dm ,iiBishops
the United States, ( anada, hngland,

M

"We know nothing that can compare with it."
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Illustrated Explanation or the

Virgin in Knglish.
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letter-press explains the meaning which may
be attached to the various ceremonies andy
and is full of useful
I.and pious thought.*"? The Month* I.ond«
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BOOKS OF DEVOTION AND INSTRUCTION.
25 CENTS EACH.

.
. .

Catholic Worship. The Sacraments, Ceremonies, and Festivals Explained.
32m0.

Little Month Of May. By the Author of Golden Sands. 32m0.
Liittle Month Of the Souls in Purgatory. By the Author of Golden Sands.

~

New Month of St. Joseph, St. Francis dc Sales. 32m0.
New Month of Mary, St. Francis dc Sales. 32m0.
New Month of the Sacred Heart, St. Francis dc Sales. 32m0.
New Month
of
Holy
-?»?
?>? the
~?
j Angels,
< St. Francis dc Sales. 321110.
m
J
These " New Months" are composed of extracts from the writingsof St. Francis dc Sales,
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and breathe the sweet spirit of this

saint.

Mary. 32m0.
One and Thirty Days with Blessed Margaret
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CENTS EACH.

,Instructions on35Prayer.
o

BesfdTgiving much
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cc ?
Very Rev.
F.
By
Girardey, C.SS.R.

original matter, the author has collected, condensed and adapted to
lie wants of the present time all that St. Alphonsus has written on Prayer.

35 CENTS EACH-

Popular Instructions to Parents on the Bringing up of Children.
By Very Rev. ¥. Girardey, C.SS.R. 32m0.

.

Clearly points out, almost step by step, the manner in which Christian parents should brin X
up their children, from their birth to the time when they embrace that state of life which God
has destined for them.

Popular Instructions on Marriage.
32m0.

By Very Rev. F. Girardey, C.SS.R.

The instructions treat of the great dignity of matrimony, its indissolubility,the obstacles to
the dut,es
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on the
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?"'a K e the manner ol
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married between each other and in reference to their oHsprinv.
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and bacraments. By
St. Alphonsus
~
Instructions
on ~the Commandments
I.iguori. 32m0Aa a| most mdispensable acquisition to every Catholic that desires to worthily receive the
Sacraments and to observe faithfully the Ten Commandments of God.
The Christian Father. What he should be and what he should do. 32m0.
The Christian Mother. The Education of her Children and her Prayer.
"»/»\u25a0
T
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Sure Way to a Happy Marriage.
I eople, 32m0.

For those Betrothed, and for Married

Persons who do not send in subscriptions can buy the books at the advertised price.

BENZIGER BROTHERS, 36 & 38 BARCLAY STREET, NEW YORK.
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Among the cities in the United
Housewife.? It seems to me that
States
San Francisco has the least your pints of milk are very small.
|
j and Philadelphia the greatest debt. Milkman.? My cows are of a
The debtof San Francisco is 1183,- small kind, mum.
917.01, and of Philadelphia 166,872,Lady (engaging a new cook)-| 795.22.
In the navy, when the ship's bells Can you clean bicycles ?
No, lady ; but I can give
i toll for church,' the national colors youCook.?
i
the
address
where I have mine
i are hauled down from the peak, and cleaned.
i the church pennant, a blue cross on
You speak," said a fond mother>
i a white field, is displayed. Then
? the colors are hauled back under- about strength of mind, but when
neath the pennant. The cross is' it comes to strength of don't mind,
the only flag that is ever hoisted my son William surpasses anybody
above the stars and stripes.
11 ever knew."
Most of the indemnity of five
Well, I want to go to the
thousand millions of francs exacted aquarium," said little Susan
Stayby Germany from France at the bolt, and I think you ought to take
close of the Franco-Prussian War me, too. I never saw any fishes in
was spent in re-organizing the Ger-!
\u25a0my life 'cept sardines and mackerel,
man coinage, in strengthening the and I want to see some."
defences of the Empire, etc.; 120,- \u25a0
llkhe is a witticism of Lord Uose000,000 marks (about 130,000,000)
are kept in gold in the fortress of bery's, told by a woman who heard
Spandau, about five miles from him say it at a dinner : Memory,"
Berlin.
said Lord Kosebery, is a feeling
It is not generally known that that steals over us when we listen
there are 36,000 pensioners Con- to our friend's original stories."
federate veterans or their widows or
Oh, John, send for the doctor !
orphans receiving support from
has swallowed that counterBaby
certain southern states. The aggreyou gave him ! cried
gate amount expended in this way feit dollar
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Mrs. Wiggs.

each year is about 81,500,000, makNonsense," replied Wiggs. " I'm
ing an average pension of £42. The
"
not
going to send good money after
ratio of the pensioners to the Confederate soldiers who served in the bad."
Civil War is one to twenty.
Mrs. Knowit.?-Mrs. Strongmind
Ma/.aijin
Bible
is
gradually
developing her husband
A
was sold in London recently for £2,950.
into
an
ideal
man. He does everyWhat is
known as the Mazarin Bible was thing now just as she wants him to.
printed by Gutenberg A: Faust about Mus. Shaki'ek,? Yes, and when
1450-55. The famous cardinal evi- she has him perfect she will despise
dently possessed several copies. In him because he didn't have a mind
1873 the only vellum copy of the of his own.
Mazarin Bible then known outside a
Polite Oi.i> Gentleman-.? I perpublic library sold for £8,400, while
ceive,
madam, that I need not ina copy on paper brought .t'2,690.
On another occasion a magnificent quire about your health.
specimen on paper realized £8,900. \ Nice Old Lady.? Thank you, sir.
I confess that I feel ten years younger
The losses by death at the battles
than I am.
of Magenta and Solferino amounted
Polite Old Gentleman.? Possito twenty-five per 1,000 in the con- !
madam, but you can not feel a
bly,
quering army, and this, too, was the
day younger than you look.
precise death-rate among the French ':
fishermen who, during the season
"The public is warned," says a
of 1897, frequented the shores of j pronounced jingo contemporary,
Newfoundland and Iceland for the "against agents now in our midst
purpose of catching codfish. In the claiming to have for sale a Com'
?latter case the casualities, out of a i plete History of the Pnited States.'
total strength estimated at 14,0001
men and boys, numbered 352, but The work, which we have not seen,
only sixty-four deaths were due to' must be a delusion and a snare, bedisease. Shipwreck and drowning! cause the United States is still makaccounted for the remainder.
ing its history, and it won't be comfor some time to come."
pleted
The Hebrew flag which was spread
to the breeze at the meeting of the
The friends of a local art connoislate Zionist congress at Basle con-'
seur are telling a tiny but good joke
tains two blue stripes horizontal on at his expense. It seems that he
a white ground, with white above was
passingup Washington streetthe
and below as well as in the middle, other day with a lady who had asked
and in the center field the pentacle, him
to explain the meaning of the
the six-pointed star of David and term impressionist," and he
halted
" an unfinished
Solomon. A six-pointed star also
before
building
to
surmounts the staff, as the eagle surhis
illustrate
remarks.
The
immounted the standard of Home. This
"
is said to resemble the standard of pressionist school," he said, "deals
the Hebrews while they were yet a with effects in mass. Now, when I
nation, but that standard was not a look atthat wall over there I don't see
flag floating from the side of a staff,
"
but like the banners which depend the separate bricks ; I merely
Just then a careless mason on the
from a cross-bar, swinging from the
point of the staff.
upper scaffolding dropped a frag-
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pile of material and the High street, and keep up High
smashed in the top of the gentle- street till ye come to a pump."
man's new hat. He removed the
"Quite right, my lad. Proceed,"
shattered tile and gazed pensively said the magistrate. " I know the
old pump well."
at the wreck.
I merely get an impression of
" Weel," said the boy, with the
"
most infantile simplicity, "ye may
brick," he added with dignity.
gang and pump it; for yell no pump
ment from his

" How do you like your new music

"
"He is a

master ?

me."

__^__

A man went into a drug-store and
very nice, polite young
asked
for something to cure a headman. When I made a mistake yesache.
The druggist held a bottle of
terday, he said, ' Pray, mademoiselle,
to his nose, and he was
hartshorn
why do you take so much pains to
overpowered
by its pungency.
nearly
improve upon Beethoven ? ' "
As soon as he recovered he began
She had sent a telegram, and was to rail at the druggist. " But did it
waiting for an answer. Suddenly not help your headache ? " asked the
the peculiar halting click of the re- apothecary.
"Help my headache?" gasped
ceiving-machine sounded in the ofM cc,
and she said to her companion: the man ; " I haven't any headache.
"That's from George, I know. I ft'u m\T wtfn Llmt ham flio HonrlnY'ViA "
can tell his stutter."

FIBST Artist.? Well, old man,
how's business ?
SecondArtist.?O splendid ! got
a commission from a millionaire.
Wants his children painted very
badly.
First Artist (pleasantly).?Well,
my boy, you're the very man for the

Fitchburg R. R.

job.
__^^_

It is said that the late Professor
Cohn of Breslau, the famous botanist, thus opened his course of lectures
on botany

: " The four constituents

of plants are : Carbon, C; oxygen,
0; hydrogen, II; and nitrogen, N."
Then writing down those four letters
with apparent carelessness on the

blackboard C< )HN he smiled,
observing: "It is clear that I ought
to know something about botany."
?

?

All Points

1

Lowest Rates.

A small Scotch boy was summoned to give evidence against his
father, who was accused of making
a disturbance in the streets. Said
the baillie to him, Come, my wee
"
man, speak the truth, an' let us hear
all ye ken about this affair."
" Weel, sir," said the lad, " d'ye

t
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ken Inverness street?"

" I do, laddie," replied

the magis-

J
DOMINION LINE
and turn S. S. New England and S. S." Canada j
Weel,
it,
ye
gang
along
"
"
"
"
into the square, and cross the
(U. S. and Royal Mall Steamers) in Service {
between
i
square?"
Boston, Queenstown and Liverpool, j
said the baillie, enYes,
yes,"
Holds record for Fastest Time between
"
Boston and Queenstown.
J
couragingly.
Cablu Passage at Low Rates. Second Cabin.
superior accommodations). Return, #76. !
(very
across
the
#40
gang
And,
ye
when
Steerage Passage, SUM. Passengers booked to and \
"
all points in Great Britain and Ireland. Kor J
square, ye turn to the right and up from
Sailings, Rmes, e*c apply to or address KM IItrate.
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Composite Seasoning

Made to Give the Effect of a
Dozen flavors, Economical,
Convenient, we metn

RplTc QPiced .
j-fpill DCII 0 ueasomng

30 rear* tho Favorite.
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AKDS, MILLS & CO., General Agents, 103
I'.uoon, or Local AgenU in all \
State S»r»«-t,
cities and towns In New Kngland.
i

CHAS. STRATTON & SON, j

BOOTS, SHOES Mi RUBBERS
77 Leverett St., Boston.
Lowest Prices for solid goods.

